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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Orientation 
A completely static society does not exist; SOllle element of the 
dynemic is present in all societies. 
Much attention has recently been focused on the quickening tempo 
of social change ~n rural America. The tremendous infiltration into 
rUral society of such inventions as the automobile and the radio is 
recognized by all students of social change. 
HOTNever, one aspect of social change in rurul life has received 
scant attention. This neglected field is the diffusion of cultural 
traits. This research represents an investigation of this phase of 
social change. 
Objectives of the Study 
This study is an attempt to analyze the diffusion of a culture 
trait, hybrid seed ccrn, into ~vo Iowa townships. More specifically, 
the research has four basic objeotives. These are: 
(1) To trace the temporal diffusion of the trait in the two 
tovmship:.;. Thus, whereas not one of the farm operators in the two 
communities had planted ~ybrid seed in 1926, over 9~/o of the operators 
Viera planting it in 1941. l{re are interested in observing the temporal 
pattern of th,is acceptance process. Was the trait taken up immediately? 
Was there a peak year of acceptance? Does the diffusion of this trait 
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substantiate Chapin's liS" curve of diffusion? These are some of the 
problems which will be analyzed. 
We further shall probe the acceptance pattern of operators according 
to the time the trait was initially adopted. I.;;uestions arise as to 
whether the operators fully accepted, partially accepted, or merely 
experimented with hybrid seed corn when first planted. Is there a 
difference be"b,'leen year first hoard of and year ~irst accepted the trait? 
If so, what is the siGnificance of such a variation? Do all operators 
follow a similar acceptance procedure, or do the later acceptors benefit· 
from the earlier acceptors' experience'] To answer such questions is 
one of the ·objectives of this resoarch. 
(2) To determine whether differential rapidity of acceptance of 
~ trait may be explainecl EY. personal, social, Dnd oconomic charactcristlcs 
of the operators. The objective centers, therefore, on an analYSis of 
differences in personal, social, and econorilic factors among the operators 
accordinG to the period in the diffusion process 'when the trait vms 
accepted. Why do some operators accept new traits earlier than others? 
1~11at are the characteristics of different acceptance i~roups1 These 
problems a.re dea.lt with in the latter part of the research. 
(3) To discover and evaluate the rr~diaof diffusion for hybrid seed 
corn. A large numuer of inV'entions and discoveries a.re made a.nnually. 
Hovl6ver, relatively few diffuse widely to the general or to specific pop-
ulations. However, hybrid seed corn was almost perfoctly diffused in the 
'b.'l0 tovmship~. Consoquently, we shall attempt to probe tho modia through 
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which the operators in the two areas lea.rned of hybrid seed corn. We 
are also interested in types of diffusion agenoies. Are there functional 
differences in mechanism of diffusion? itre some diffusion agencies more 
effective than others? These topics will be analyzed. 
(4) To determine whether 2.!:. not "progressivismll and conser-lTatism" 
in fa.rmer ' s acceptanco of new traits apply only .t.9. ~ trait .£!. also 
to other approved practices. In other words~ are samo farm operators 
acceptors and rejectors in general? The f'ar:11 management spocialists 
of IO'wa State College provided a group of approved farm practices which 
the more progressive farmer would have accepted. The problem evolves 
around disoovering whether there is any relationship be't'Neen rapidity 
of acceptance of hybrid seed corn and the acceptance of other approved 
farm practices. 
Statement of Hypotheses 
The hypotheses upon which this research is conducted are: 
(1) That the curve of diffusion of hybrid seed corn follows 
Ghapin's liS" curve of diffusion. 
(2) That the later acceptors of a culture trait benefit from 
its earlier acceptance by a certain portion of the population, 
and consequently, the earlier acceptors perform a special function 
for the community. 
(3) That diffusion agencies vary in importance over different 
per.iods of the ourve of diffusion. 
(4) That different diffusion agencies have different functions 
in the acceptance proO'ess. 
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(5) That personal l economic 1 and social characteristics 
of the operators are associated with rapidity of acceptance of 
the trait. Thus operators differentiated by rapidity of accep-
tance possess different characteristics. 
(6) That "progressivism" and conservatism" in farmer.'s accep-
tance of new traits apply to other traits as well as to the 
acceptance of hybrid seed corn. 
Account of Thesis Topics 
The remainder of Chapter I is devoted to the definition of' primary 
concepts and the statement. of the developments and advantages of hybrid 
seed corn. Chapter II presents the methods and procedure utilized in 
this study. Chapter III discusses previous diffusion research. 
Diffusionism theories in cultura.l anthropology are analyzed and the 
earlier studies of dif.fusion as woll as the more recent studies in 
diffusion are critically reviewed. The place of this research in the 
field of diffusion is also stated. 
Chapter IV consti~~tes an analysis of the temporal aspect of 
diffusion while Chapter V deals with the sources or media through which 
culture traits are diffused. Chapter VI views the problem of' factors 
associated with the rapidity of the acceptance of the trait. The personal 
background factors, the economic characteristics 1 and the social partipation 
of the four acceptance groups are analyzed in this section. Chapter VII 
considers the, relationship of"progressivism" in tho acceptance of' hybrid 
seed corn to the adoption of other approved fann practices. 
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Chapter VIII is concerned with the task of drawing out the major 
conclusions of the research, and a statement of the affirmation or 
denial of the original h~~otheses upon which the research was established 
is made. Chapter IX ooncludes the study with a general summary of the 
thesis. 
Definition of Terms 
Diffusion 
In order to clarify certain concepts involved in this study, it 
is pertinent at this stage to define and explain tho basic terminology 
used. 
Diffusion may be defined as the movement of any sogment of culture 
in space. A particular segment of a cul turo, A, which appears in one 
society, (X), at one time period appears in another society, (y), at 
a later period. The process whereby A spreads from (X) to (Y) may be 
defined as diffusion. Diffusion may be thought of also as movement 
within a society or within any segment of a society. Thus, the spread 
of the segment of culture, A, within society (X), or within society (Y) 
or within any section of society (X) or within any section of society 
(y), may be likewise tenned diffusion. 
Uost of the early work in tho analysis of the diffusion of culture 
segments has been centered upon inter-societal diffusion. As a result of 
this initial emphasis, diffusion has been thought of by some anthropologists 
as purely inter-societal. Kroeber defines diffusion, liAs the process, 
usually, but not necessarily gradual, by which elements or systems of 
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culture are spread; by which an invention or a new institution adopted 
in one place is adopted in neighboring areas ani in some cases continues to 
be adopted in adjacent ones until it may be spread over the 'Iuhole earthll 
(16, p.139). Linton's analysis of' diff'usion includes only inteI"Societal 
dif'fusion. (19, pp.324-46). Herskovit's definition shows the s~~e 
limitation. He claims: "In general diffusion can be thought of as that 
aspect of cultural change which includes the transmission of teclmiques, 
attitudes, concepts and points of view from one people to another, whether 
it. be through the medium Qf a single individual or a group,' or whether the 
oontact is brief or sustained." (11, p.14) 
Because the anthropologists have probed primarily inter-societal 
of inter-tribal diffusion and have neglected intra-societal dif~lsion, 
there seems to be no logical reason to exclude intra-societal diffusion 
as a major type of' diffusion. ./.\s GoldenVleiser has said, !lHis mind 
intent on inter-tribal diffusion, the student is apt to forget that 
similar processes are takinb place constantly and inevitably within the 
boundaries of cultural areas, or individual tribes, however territorially 
restricted." (9, p.493.) 
It is true that the intensive analysis of intra-societal diffusion 
is of relatively recent date. In the chapter on research in diffusion 
several of the recent studies will be reviewed. However, intra-societal 
diffusion assumes a tremendously important role in modern society with 
the grea-t; number of inventions which are created annua.lly. (22, pp.90-117). 
How do these ,inventions spread from their source of origin? Why do some 
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inventions diffuse, while others do not? How can these inventions be 
spread more rapidly? Vihat are the most efficient sources for spreading 
different elements of a culture? The analysis of intra-societal· diffusion 
Oan give at least partial answers to such pertinent questions. 
Consequently, it must be concluded that intra and inter-societal 
diffusion are both of importance to the anthropologist and the sociologist. 
Tarde (41) showed keen insight in his treatment of inter and intra-
societal diffusion as concepts of equal importance. 
CuI ture trait. 
A culture trait may be defined as any single element in a culture 
analyzed separately from the culturo complex of which it is a part. 
By culture complex (io~ p.lO) is meant any clustering of related culture 
traits. For this study hybrid seed corn1N8.s selected as the culturo . 
trait to be studied separately and individually from its culture complex 
of corn growing and corn using of which it is a part. It should be 
emphatically understood that the conclusions which will be drawn from 
this study do not apply to all cultural traits or to all farnl practices. 
The results of this reaearch can be generalized to apply only to that 
group of traits which are of a similar nature and which are diffused 
by similar techniques and similar agencies. 
lThe reasons why hybrid corn was chosen as the trait to be studied 
are shown in the section on methodology. 
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Development of Hybrid Seed Corn 
~ybrid seed corn was first produced in Connecticut in 1922, and 
a type of hybrid adapted to the Corn Belt VIaS made available about six 
or seven years later. In 1933 around 40,000 acres were planted with 
hybrid corn in the entire United States. In 1939, nearly 24 million 
acres wore grovm, nearly one-fourth of the national oorn acreage. (42,p.2l) 
. In 1939, 55% of the total corn acreage in Ohio and Illinois was in 
hybrid" while "in Iowa, 755~ of the total corn acreage was in hybrid. It 
has been estimated that in Iowa in 1941 at least 95 acres ol;lt of every 
hundred are in hybrid, while in 1931 less than one por cent of Iowa IS 
corn acreage was in hybrid. (40, p.?) Thus, it is inunecliately evident 
that the use of hybrid seed corn has undergone a phenomenal expansion; 
the importance of this rapid diffusion bocomes most sit;nificant when 
it is recalled that corn is one of the most valuable farm Cl'OPS in tho 
United States. 
J1dvantages of Hybrid Seed Corn 
One of the most important advantazes of hybrid seed corn is its 
increased productiveness, for yields excoed those of open-pollinated 
varieties by from 15 to 30 per cent. (30, p.3l0). nnother advantage 
is increased standability, a characteristic whioh is of particular 
value when mechanical corn pickers are used. Certain varioties 
display a hiZh resistance to disease, and are resistant to cinGh bugs 
and corn root worm. Other varieties resist dryness and are iInmune to 
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European corn borer ruld the corn ear worm. (42, p.22). Swml~rily~ for 
the high yielding corn produotion areas, a crop planted in hybrid seed 
will yield more bushels of corn per acre~ and the farm operator has a 
greater assuranoe of his orop coming through if he has planted hybrid seed 
~ 
rather than the open-pollinated variety. 
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CHAPTER II. REVI1W OF DIFFUSION RESEARCH 
Diffusionism Theories in Cultural Anthropology 
Diffusion research received its impetus from the early Vlork of the 
cultural anthropologists. Three distinct anthropolo.gical schools have 
arisen in attempt to explain the cultures of the world. A rl;lview of' the 
basic arguments of each school is not only valuable in placing this 
research in its proper perspectiv6# but such an analysis also yields 
suggestions and clues for the interpretation of the data of this research. 
Culture ~trat~ theory 
The culture strata theory developed by the German-Austrian school 
of diffusionism centers on the explanation of the various culv~res of 
the Vlorld through a series of seven or eight sequential world-wide 
migrations. The initial migration started from sout~eastern Asia and 
adjacent parts of the Oceania area. (S, pp.226-S). The school maintains 
that these seven or eight world-wide migrations represented seven or 
eight original culture blocks (Kulturkreise, 16). Each culture block is 
supposed to have had an independent existence within its ovm individualistic 
cultural milieu. The "Kulturkreise" arose not only separately but also 
successively in time with each culture block .constituting a progressively 
higher stage of advanoement. These culture blocks effused over the 
entire world with the extent and intensity of the interpenetration of the 
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several oulture blocks varying for different parts of the globe. The 
German-Austrian school has been most inexorable and uncompromising 
concerning the validity of their analysis. '£he culture block theory 
was developed initially by Fry and Graebner, supported by Ankermann in 
his African studies, and later received the full backing of Father 
Sc~midt, one of the early antagonists of the theory. It should be 
observed that the term ItKulturkreise tt has sucoumbed to a newer terminology, 
the "Kultur gesohichtliche Methode". (32) 
Heliolithic theor~ 
The Reliolithio theory has been developed by the British sohool 
of anthropologists. G. Elliot Smith, (35), Perry (25), and Rivers (28), 
represent the outstanding exponents of the theory. The theory is 
monogenetic in essence as"it is claimed that all cultures higher than 
the pure food gatherers were derived from one initial source, Egypt. 
The Helioli thic diffusionists expound the view that around 3000 B. C. , 
through some extraordinary happening, a high culture tempo was set into 
motion which led to the rapid development of kinship systems, political 
organization, agriculture, metallurgy, writing, religion, and a host of 
other great steps in huma.n cultural change. The theory is termed 
Heliolithic because of the prominence of sun worship, megalithic structures, 
and mumification during this era of original culture accumulation. Thus, 
these cultural traits were d~veloped by the Egyptia.ns in their search 
for precious metals and precious stonos. The diffusion process supposedly 
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reached Mesopotamia, and the entire Mediterranea.n world, India, Oceania, 
Mexico, Peru and other sectors of the earth. The rest of culture history 
up to the time of the Hellenistic culture renaissance revolves about 
insignifica.nt changes in the Heliolithic culture. 
ItAmerican School Theory" 
A third school of diffusionists has arisen which might be termed lithe 
iIDlerioan Sohool". Dixon (8) and Goldenweiser (9) have made r.lajor contributions 
to this school. The "American School" claims that both the culture strata 
a.nd heliolothic theorists aro much too va.gue and general in their analyses 
and that little empirical evidence has been presented to substantiate 
their broad generalizations. 
The "American School" emphasizes 1,·1'10 sources of new tra.i ts, 
namely, 1) local invention and local discovery, and 2) diffused foreign 
traits." It is not claimed that either of these two sources are most 
importa.nt to all societies nor is any univer3al sweeping generalization 
made for the explanation of the cultures of tho world. It is pointed 
out, however, that the interrelationship of the utilization of internally 
invented or discovered or externally invented or discovered traits 
results in the culture of a particular society at a particular time. 
As Dixon has said, liTo any people, thus, there comes a grenter or lesser 
weal th of' such varied, exotic traits, which may be adopted or fail of 
adoption, or mny serve merely as stimuli to special local development 
acoording as circumstances may decree. Aniof these two sets of elements-
exotio traits brought by diffusion and local traits arising eithor out 
of their cultural heritage of adoption or discovered and invented by 
their own genius and correlated in some degree often with their environ-
ment - of these two elements the fabric of a people's culture is 
woven." (8~ p.271). Thus, the analysis of the "American School" of diffusion 
seems to explain most logically the differential elements in the cultures 
of various peoples. 
Earlier Studies in Diffusion 
Clark Wissler, U~n and Culture (45) 
Wissler's analysis of the meaning, form and content of culture 
with its relationship to man contains pertinent data for tho student 
of diffusion. In the analysis of the methods of acquiring traits, Wissler 
elaboratos three basj.c channels, diffusion, invention, and convergence. 
Although the methods of independent invention and oonvergence are of 
importance to the student of culture, for the purpose of this study, 
it is apropos to consider only Wissler's analysis of diffusion. 
One of Wissler's primary contentions is that there exist two basic 
types of diffUsion phenomena, 1) natural diffusion nnd 2) 
organized diff'usion. Natural diffusion consists of non-planned and non-
organized diffusion. Wissler shows the effect of' physical barriers 
and natural boundaries on natural diffusion and thereby explains partially 
the concept of intermittent diffusion. In concluding this section of 
the analysis~ Wissler says, II the basis for the diffusion of trait complexes 
is environmental and to a large extent, also economic, since, whether 
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primitive or civilized, w~n preys upon the organic resources of his 
habitat. So the irr~ediate factors in tho determination of diffusion 
bou'ndaries are the fauna and the flora. Were these uniformly distributed 
ovor the surface of the earth, thero would be no such diffusion areas 
as now exist~ (45, pp.l38-9). 
In his analysis of the rates of diffusion, Wissler's basic argument 
centers ,on the hypothesis that rates of diffusion vary inversely with 
resistance to tho trait or trait complex. He points out that due to lack 
of.stratiographic data, it is generally assumed that the more widely 
distributed trait complexes are the older trait complexes. However, the 
limitations to such a general analysis are presented. l"lissler generally 
concludes that rates of diffusion for successive stages in the evolution 
of a single trait complex are comparable to one another, and therefore 
the time sequence analysis is most important in the study of diffusion. 
Organized diffusion is planned and controlled diffusion. Migration 
and colonization, the missionary concept, war and militarism, and discipline 
are cited as examples of disorganized diffusion. Wissler further points 
out that most actual diffusions are not pure types but oonsist of the 
natural and the organized t:y-pes of diffusion. 
w. F. Ogburn, Social Change (22) 
Ogburn's book is important to diffusion research primarily because 
of the analysis of cultural inertia and conservatism. The importance of 
vested interest groups as a deterrent agent of social change is demonctrated 6 
and the influence of tradition and habit as static influences is shown. 
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Ogburn attempted to explain the slowness of culture to change by 
the hypot~esis "tho.tculture once in existence persists because it has 
utility" (22, p. 19S). Changes in culture are finally wrought with the 
discovery of new cultural elements which seem to have more utility 
than the older cultural element. Consequently, the slo'l':ness ofculturo 
to change may be traced to the problems involved in the creation and the 
adoption of now ideas. Ogburn's fundamental contention is that the 
diffioulties of cultural change are in the main either cultural or 
psyohologioal. 
F. S. Chapin, Cultural Change(4) 
Chapin has formulated several hypotheses concerning the explanation 
of cultural change which are of importanoe to any study in diffusion. 
After expounding the cumulative nature of cultural change, the theory 
of synchronous culture cycles is presented. Chapin initially posits 
cycles of three different orders. The first order cycle relates to material 
culture which may be studied in a given locality over a limited period 
of tune; the seoond order cycle relates to non-material culture in a 
given area and over a definite time span. Third order cyoles refer to 
greator cultural composites such as national cultures over a wider 
spatial area and longer time span. 
It is postUlated that evers· cultural form has its particular law 
of cultural ohange and that each cuI t"Ural fonn is probably cyclical and 
periodic. Chapin further maintains that it is possible to devise 
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quantitative measurements to express the life cycle of the cultural 
element. Further, when a synchr"onous state is reached between the cul-
tural elements of the first and second order. the era of maturity for a 
particular culture area exists. 
It is Chapin's contention that there are three cycles in cultural 
growth whicil apply to all three orders of culture I namely integrat~on, 
equi~ibrium, and decay. The growth of the city manager plan o·f city 
government in Amorican cities is now plotted, and Chapin concludes that 
the graphio presentation shows 1) a period of diffusion of this form of 
city government, 2) a period of the greatest extennion of the idea, 3) 
a period· of falling; off of the diffusion. This empirical demonstration 
of the cyclical thoory of culture growth has been termed the "Sit curve 
of social change. Although the few illustrative exalnples which Chapin 
presents do not allow for any statoments concerning the scientific 
validity of the theory, nevertheless this cyclical concept remains the 
major theory of culture change followed by American sociologists. The 
theory may be succintly stated as culture elements tend to pass through 
a cyclical period of growth, equilibrium, and decline during the years 
follovnng the invention. 
Chapin's theory of a societal reaction pattern to social change 
is of great interest. Chapin argues that a dynrunic pattern of societal 
reaction exists which falls into a threo phase sequence. 1'he first 
phase may be termed the enforcement of the mores period. This initial 
process is formalized, undifferentiated, and indiscriminate. The culture 
lag involved gives way to the strain created by a Inore utilitarian 
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cultural element. The second stage ensues, namely special legislation 
of an experimental type. Individual laws are enaoted. The process is 
. atollustic, and the initiation of rational differentiation is in order. 
The third phase of general integrative legislation follows", Efficient 
adjustments are made 2 and a gestalt outlook is followed. As a consequence 
integrated, coordinated, highly differentiated, discriminating, and 
elastic group response is made possible. 
s. A. Rice, Regionalism and Diffusionism of Political Attitudes (26) 
This study constitutes a pioneer study of diffusionism of a non-
material entity in a certain segment of contemporary ill110rican society. 
The central hypothosis involved was that there is a spatial aspect 
factor present in the diffusion of political attitudes. By the use of 
election statistics in several states in their relationship to culture 
areas, Rice concluded~ 
1) The hypothesis of culture areaS of political attitudes has 
strong a priori support and is consistent with the data assembled, but 
has not yet been established empirically. 
2) The data points toward the existence of four relationships 
with reference to the distribution of the La Follette vote in the election 
of 1924, namely a) State boundaries interpose a real barrier to similarity 
in vote within contiguous areas; b) the influence of state boundaries 
is reduced within areas in which retail shvpping relationships prevail with 
reference to a conmon tradinG center; c) there is slight indication that 
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diffusion may be furthered by the presence of regular lines of rail or 
mail communication; d) analysis in ona state indicates lessenir2g intensity 
~f La Follette sup~ort as the distenbe fro~ a center of La Follette 
strength increases. 
Rice's cautious conclusions concerning the diffusion of politioal 
attitudes in relation to the oultural milieu indicated the importanco of 
certain variable factors as related to the diffusion process. This study 
therefore was most significrant in its initial probing of the differential 
aspect of the d iff'us ion process. 
Sanford Winston l Culture and Human Behavior (44) 
Witlston differentiates between wha.t he terms "true diffusionll and 
the mero spreading of culture. "True diffusionfl is conceived of as the 
adapting of a trait so that it finally becomes an integral part of the 
cultural complex; culture spread is simply the movement of the culture 
element in space. This distinction bev.'feen true diffusion and cuI 'cure 
spread seems valid and thereby cla.rifies the basic terminology of the 
study of diffusion. 
It is pointed out that when a trait moves in space there arl~a five 
possible acceptance possibilities. These are: 
1) Completo rejection 
The trait is not adapted to the existing integrated pattern or 
powerful institutions are a.ble to withstand the trait. 
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2) Temporary acceptance followed by rejection 
Fashions and fads are representative examples of this acceptance 
pattern. 
S) Acceptance without structural modification 
The new trait does not change the culturo but is merely absorbed 
or integrated with the existing culture. 
4) Acceptance with slight modification of the culture 
Some culture complex in the culture is ver;y much changed, but the 
general culture remains intact. 
5) Acceptance involving fundamental changes in the culture. 
The new cultural factor forces drastic changes in the existing 
culture because of fundamental differences between the cultural trait 
and the prevalent culture, or because there is nothing present in the 
existing culture upon which the new trait can cling. 
In analyzing factors affecting the diffusion of traits, Winston 
is in essential agreement with Ogburn in emphasizing the utility factor. 
Thus if a particular cultural trait is of great utility to the society, 
other things being equal, the trait will be acceptei more rapidly than 
if it were of less utility. Winston also points out the importance of 
the degree of influence of the group behind the introduotion of the trait. 
v¥here the sponsoring group has an aotive personnel, with sufficient 
institutional backing, the chances of diffusion of the traits conneoted 
with these groups are much better than where there is a loose organization 
or where the group sponsoring the trait is of loss prestige. Winston 
emphasizes tho importance of business and trading groups as diffusion 
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agents and m£tintains that, their success is due to tl~e greater apparent 
superiority of material soods as opposed to non-material goods. 
The newness factor of some traits is also stressed, and constant 
repetition of the presentation of the trait is the only method of ob-
taining gradual acceptance. 'I''/inston also points out the increasinG 
rapidi t:r of the diffusion proces G and contends that the growth of tr:-J.l1s-
porta.ticn and communication agencies account essentially for this faster 
rate of diffusion. 
Later Studies in Diffusion 
H. E. Pemberton .. The Curve of Cultural Diffusiorr Rate (24) 
This study is an attempt to provide a mathematical formula for the 
"S" curve of social growth. It therefore constitutes a refinement of 
Chapin;'s theoretical analysis of the "S" curve in his Cultural ChanGe. 
Pemberton initially shows the possibility of tho use of the 
Pearl-Reed lot;istic .. the Gompertz, and the normal frequency ot;ive 
curves to demonstrate various types of growth phenomena. .AI thouGh all 
three curves wero suitable to fit the' diffusion cases v.hich POInbed;on 
had studied, he chose the frequenc:r ogive ourve because it fits the 
theory of cultural chant:;e most logically. Pemberton proceeds to prove 
that the curve of diffusion represents tho cumulative expression of a 
s~-;"!I'lletrical binomial distribution. He reveals that' the typo of distribution 
accordinG to time of adoption is due to the fact t),at the conuitions of 
cuI ture interaction producin:;; successive adoptions of the culture trc.it 
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are the same as tho general conditions which prevail empirically in the 
normal frequency distribution. 
Pemberton further demonstrates that the time factor involved in 
any acceptance of a trait is decided by the chance combination of factors 
for and against acceptance. He shows the olear cut relationship between 
the frequenoy ogive curve and the curve of diffusion through the medium 
of probability theory. Thus, "Acoording to the order of simple change, 
combinations of preponderant influences for or against adoption occur 
relatively few times; and there are, accordingly, relatively few instances 
of conspicuously early or conspiouously late adoptions. The most probable 
time of trait aoceptance is the middle or avo rage time and the probabilities 
of frequencies in other time poriods follow the normal distribution." (24"p.550, 
Pemberton then analyzes tlu'ee illustrative cases and shows the 
similarity of the curve of diffusion to the cumulative ogive. The three 
cases are the adoption of the use of the postage stamp as a part of the 
cultUre of independent European, and North and South American countries, 
the number of states in the United States with constitutional and statuto~ 
limitations upon taxation by local governments, and tho number of states 
in the United States with compulsory school laws. 
R. V. Bowers, Differential Intensity of Intra-Societal Diffusion (2) . 
The purpose of this study was to attempt to analyze a well-recorded 
diffusion process in the United States, the amateur radio. Bowers 
revealed that although cultural chango was so significant in }.meric!I,n 
socioty, little had been done to study this fundamental process. His Vlork 
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constituted one of the earliest attempts to measure the intonsity of 
intra-societal diffusion. 
The hypothesis used was that the direction and intonsity of culture 
diffusion are functions of the interaction bo~veen an invention and a 
cultural pattorn. Symbolically# the formula may be stated (D:f (1,p)2. 
where D equals diffusion, I equals invention, and P equals the cult.ure 
pattern. 
Bowers attempted to establish casual influences related to the process 
through the medium of life histories. He classified the ihfluences as 
(1) personal and non-personal influences and (2) influences connected 
with the invention and influences connected with the culture pattern. He 
then correlated these influences with the diffttsion cycle. 
Bower's conclusions may be s~~rizod as: 
1) As diffusion proceeds, casual influences generated by the invention 
increase in importance. 
2) Diffusion thus becomes more organized and proselytized as it 
becomes entrenched. 
3) At first it is dependent mainly on chance contacts of relevant 
personal backgrounds vii th general cuI -Lural dissemination of 
new ideas. 
4) Diffusion success provides persons to facilitate subsequent 
diffusion whose efforts may result in lOcal organizations to 
help spread the trait. 
5) The diffusion machinery, explicity or implicit, comes into 
existence and the diffusion cycle inclines upvmrd. 
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6) The leveling off of the cycle is inevitable as the potential 
objects of diffusion become rarer l resulting in diminishing 
returns for the activity of the agents of diffusion. 
Although Bower's actual contribution to methodology was small, 
he has presented a diffusion equation which his study seoms to .corroborate. 
His work represents a pioneer effort to quantify agencies of diffusion 
and to present a statistical analysis of the diffusion curve • 
. . 
E. C. MoVoy, Patterns of Diffusion in the United States (20) 
The essential objeotive of McVoy's study was to test the hypotheses 
of the anthropologists in their 'study of diffusion in primitive societies 
by an analysis of diffusion in contemporary American society. :Mo~lOJr 
pointed out that most of the studies in modern diffusion have been concerned 
with material cultural traits. He is interested, hOYiever, in analyzing the 
diffusion of non-material traits. This study, thorefore, is a continuation 
of Rice's work in the measurement of diffusion in non-material traits and 
e'onstitutes a crucial testing not only of Hioe's conclusion, but also a 
testing of the earlior theories of diffusion. 
In order to examine the diffusion of social inventions, the following 
hypotheses were constructed: 
1. That inventions arise at certain canters within a culture 
area and spread by degrees to the periphery of the area; 
2. That this concentric spread is modified by density of 
popUlation, urbanization, transportation and communication. 
facilities, wealth and education, among other factors; 
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3. That diffusion takes place in cyclical pattern, both 
cyclically and spatially. The periods in this cyclical pattern 
as worked out by Chapin are: first, slow growth, and resistance 
to innovation, second, rapid grow"l:;h and experimentation; 
third, diluinished gro,vth, consolidation and silllpli "~co.tion of 
structure. 
In order to test these hypotheses McVoy selected certain laws and 
practices. which had been adapted by numerous states, and which were 
oapablo of quantitative treatment with respect to time "adopted or to 
quantity within the state or both. These were considered to be indices 
of social innovation and thereby a meaSure of progressivism. Nine items 
were selected originally. These were: city manager plan., probation in 
juvenille court law, vocational rehabilitation, old age pension, civil 
service in the department of labor, VlorlanGn's compensation, vroman suffrage, 
minimum working age for children, and maximum working hours for women. 
McVoy'S general conclusions weret 
1) That mnny of the findings and principles of diffusion developed. by 
anthropologists from studies of primitive trades apply to present day 
United States. 
2) That certain points within the United States serve as centers of 
innovation, and that these innovations tend to radiate, other things being 
equal, in concentric gradients around the centers. There is in most Cases 
a correlation between rank on one index and that on another, so that the 
states can be ranked in order of general progressivism. 
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3) Communication, transporta:cion, degrees of urbanization .. wealth, 
education, end cultural level are factors whioh influence diffusion and' 
distort the concentric circle patterns. 
4) At least two of the traits st~died spread according to a cyclical 
pattern of growth ,in which periods of oontraction and expansion could 
be determined. 
In this study of patterns of diffusion HcVoy contributed the concept 
of progressivism in acceptance of traits as well as the proof of the 
reliability of the index number tool in diffusion research. His in-
vestigation is definitely thought provoking in focusing attention upon 
the diffusion of non-material traits. 
A. Davis" Technicways in American Civilization(6) 
This study represents the application of statistical methods to the 
analysis of technicways in American society_ Miss Davis ha3 atte~pted 
to demonstrate a method whereby preoise quantitative measurement may be 
utilized to interpret oumulative processes of changes in culture in the 
sociological frrone of reference. 
The differentiation between teohnicway'nnd folkway is stressed, 
following Odum's analysis. (6, p.339). Thus, technicwaysand folkways 
both represent patterns of behavior in society and are primarily survival 
mechanisms under specified conditions. Howaver, follnvays have no 
definite time origin, and their essential characteristic is slow develop-
ment., Technicways on the other hand may be precisely measured not only in 
terms of origin, but also in terms of development which is rapid relative 
to the development of the mores. 
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Miss Davis now selects certain technicways in American society 
including patents for cotton machinery, automotive patents" and motor 
vehicle registration and plots cumulative frequency curves with time 
on the horizontal axis. Miss Davis prefers the Gompertz curve of 
growth used by Kuznets (17) over the normal frequency curve used by 
Pemberton (24) due to the economic nature of the data. 
It is demonstrated that through the use of the Gompertz curve the 
point of inflection" the, critical points in cumulative change" the period 
of most rapid,decline and points of origin of enduringtechnicways may 
be determined. This study therefore constitutes an important contribution 
to the methodology involved in cumulative culturd growth. 
The student of diffusion, however, must be careful not to confuse the 
analysis of what might be tarmed "incremental additions" to techniqways 
with the pa.ttern of acceptanoe of a particular technicway. The IISI! 
curve seems to apply to both types of analysis. Miss Davis' study 
includes both lIincrenentalt! additions as well as acceptance of a 
particular technicway without any distinction between tho t .. :o types. 
J. A. Hopkins and Vf. D. Goodsell, Practices ~ Iowa Farms (13) 
Through questionnaires obtained in 1934 and through supplementary 
financial records kept by the farm operators in 1933 and 1934, Hopkins 
and Goodsell attempted to ascertain the extent of certain farm practices 
in Iowa and to note the differences in farm practices between 1933 and 
1934. 
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It was found that those farmers planting corn varieties tested for 
yield obtained an average yield of six bushels per aore highor than those 
who used non-tested varieties. Upon examination of II cultural" practices 
in raising corn it was shown that there existed a direct correlation 
between the yield and the number of times the land was disced. 
The greatest single ohange in crop practices be~leen 1933 and 1934 
was the increase in the use of hybrid seed corn. On the farm accounting 
farms, the number who used hybrid corn in 1934 was double the number usi,ng 
it in 1933. The analysis of association and non-association members 
is most suggestive of the possibility of differentials in certain social 
factors which might perhaps explain tho earlier acceptance of efficient 
farm practices by association members. 
Analytical Summarization of Diffusion Research 
The earliest research in diffusion was undertaken by the oultural 
anthropologists. However, the oul~~ strata hypothesis and the heliolithic 
theory are vague explanations of world culture with a dearth of empirical 
evidence to substantiate the validity of the analyses. The IIAmerioan 
80hoo11l of diffusionism has emphasized no all inclusive theory to 
explain world culture. Under the leadership of Dixon (8) the "School ll has 
attempted to aocount for every individual culture in terms of local 
invention and diffusion. 
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The work of Chapin (4) must be conceived primarily as a theoretioal 
explanation of change in culture# and his treatment of the diffusion of 
culture traits is incidental to the main focus on the broader aspects of 
cultural change. HOVlever# Chapin must be recognized as the first to 
recognize the "s" cumulative curve of diffusion which constitutes a 
plott~ng of an ogive curve of the spread in time of a particular cultural 
trait. Chapin's work in diffusion established the basic pattern for 
i\trther study .. and most of the later work has centered on a testing of 
Chapin's conclusions by the use of similar types of data~ Consequently# 
nearly all succeeding studies have used secondary data to measure the 
diffusion of culture traits. Pemberton (24) and Davis (6) haye attempted 
to give algebraic and statistical precision to the curve of diffusion. 
The studies in diffusion'have been broad in nature and extensive 
in scope. Material and non-material traits which have spread over the 
country have mostly been studied with the result that most of the analysts 
knew little of the human element involved in the diffusion process and had 
little first hand knowledge of the reasons the diffusion process followed 
an IIS" shaped curve. In nearly all studies the cumulative frequency "S" 
curve was found, but at this juncture the analysis was dropped. There 
was no attempt to disect or segmentalize the curve other than as a problem 
of statistical methodology. (6). Research in diffusion has thus been 
essentially extensive in nature and relativelydepthless. 
Further, there has been no empirical effort to attempt to find 
rela.ted factors to cultural inertia. Ogburn (22) and Winston (44) 
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have presented theoretical presentations to explain the apathetic attitude 
and rejeotion of cultural traits. No experimental work has been conducted 
to test these hypotheses. The secondary source material upon which most. 
diffusion research has been based is partially responsible for this lack of 
intensification of the analysis. 
The students of diffusion have thus neglected an important aspect 
of their data. They have tended to forget that diffused culture traits 
are not merely accepted - but that they are accepted by people. Con-
sequently, if it is desired to find out why the curve of diffusion follows 
the "SIl ogive, the students of diffusion have not recognized that the 
answer may lie not only in mere theoretical reasoning, but also in 
studying the people whose differential acceptance of the trait is the 
reason for the "S" curve. 
Diffusion research to date is in its infancy. The analysis of 
diffusion has not gone beyond the statement of the cumulative "s" curve 
and the algebraic and statistical description of its shape. laost of 
the studies have been secondary in nature" and little effort has been 
made to probe into the "why" involved in the cumulative curve of 
diffusion. There is" therefore, great need for diffusion studies of 
oultural traits in which primary data may be obtained so that the 
investigator may through careful research methods pursue his analysis 
and obtain some insight into the socio-psyuhological factors involved 
in the differontial acceptance of cultural traits. 
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Place of this Research in the Field of Dif~lsion 
This study is ini tiall~I an attempt to verify or disprove the 
application of the "Sll curve of diffusion to an intensive study of two 
10'1'10. communi.ties. The thesis being tested is therefore whether or not 
the extensive analysis of diffusion on a national level investigated by 
Chapin, McVoy" Pemberton and others a.pplies to inter.si7e a::d local s?rea<i 
,!':l=~e ;:ea:-c::, :i:'-..:.:-t.:'1e more" is an attempt 1;0 explain the contour of 
the cumulative curve. The analysis does not halt at the mere tracing 
of the diffusion curve; anothor stage of the investigation begins at 
this point. An effort is made to probe the association of factors involved 
tenporal variation of the acceptance of the tr~it. A deterhlination of 
the progressiveness and conservativeness in rec-;ards to the acceptance of 
hybrid corn of the farm operators is made, and through tho intervie':r 
technique J personal, social and econo:nic data is obtain.=.:-i for c8.ch 
operator so that factors associated. wi th early bnd late acceptance inJ..>.y 
be obtained.. 
This study may 1e conceived of as an attempt to apply a new methodology 
to the analysis of the diffusion of cultural traits - a methodoloby of 
frequent uses in the social sciences but here-to-fore unused in the study 
of diffusion analysis. 
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CHAPTEH. III. METHODS AND PROCEDURES OF TBE RESEARCH 
Selection of Hybrid Seed Corn as Cultural Trait 
Vlhen the study was initiated, it was decided that the research 
would primarily concentrate on the diffusion of hybrid seed corn. 
However, data on other farm practices were also collected as it was 
thought that some consideration might be given to the diffusion of 
these other practices. 
However, as the analysis got under way, it was immediately evident 
that the research would be limited entirely to hybrid seed corn. How-
ever, an analysis was made of the relationship be~~een early acceptance 
of hybrid seed corn and the acceptance of these other farm practices. 
It is hoped that at a later date a study of the diffusion of these 
other culture traits may be undertaken. 
"Nowness lt of trait 
Hybrid seed corn waS chosen because initially it was a new trait 
of importance that had recently diffused through the communities. 
Therefore, tho data which the farm operators would give through an 
interview would probably be more reliable than data which they would 
give concerning other traits. 
Short period of diffusion 
Another reason why hybrid seed corn was selected for analysis Was 
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that the period over which it diffused WaS relatively short. Through 
conferences with members of the aeronomy department of Iowa State 
College, it had been established that probably no farm operator could 
have accepted the trait before 1925 or 1926 as at that time the pro-
duction of hybrid seed strains of undisputed superiority Was still in 
doubt. Consequently, the time span for the diffusion of the· trait 
could not have been possibly over 15 or 16 years (1941 minus 1925). 
As diffusion of most other farm practies covers a longer time span 
and as the dates of acceptance of the traits are not so ~asily determined, 
hybrid seed· corn was selected for analysis. 
Complete diffusion 
'Ice seeo. cor::! t:-ait r:as also chosen because it seemed. to have 
diffused so completely in the two areas. Thus, by 1941 99 .. 2% of all 
the operators had accepted the trait. Few other traits are accepted 
so completely. Further, there was little reason why the physical make-' 
up of the farm unit should affoct the acceptance of the trait. Every 
farm operator in the co~~unities raised corn, and each farm operator 
had an equal opportunity to accept the trait if he so desired. 
For these reasons primarily, the culture trait studiod was hybrid 
seed corn. 
The 1\'1'0 Townships Studied 
Grand Junction 
The two townships studied were GranJJunction and Scranton townships 
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in Greene County, Iowao1 The townships represent the prosperous area of 
oentral Iowa and are of the usual mrban type. Both communities display 
the usual checkerboard pattern of rural settlement around a village 
oenter which constitutes the center for local social and economic 
activities. 
Every farm operator was intervievled in the two townships. As in 
most Iowa communities, the townships are nearly coterminous with the 
communities. However, in Scranton a fevl operators from Kendrick and 
Jackson townships were included as they were a part of the Scranton 
community. 
Junction township in 1940 had a total population of 2,140 of which 
42% Vlere rural farm residents. (34, p. 103). The rest of the population 
in the township reside in one town in the middle of the area or in a 
small hamlet slightly north of the main center. 
Scranton 
Scranton township (34, p. lO3) has a smaller total population than 
Junction; 1560 constitutod the population of this area. Forty-three 
per cent of the inhabitants lived on farms while the rest of tho popu-
lation lived in the one town in the area. 
Representativeness of townships 
These tvlO townships must not be conceived of as sample townships of 
ISee Figure 1 for location of the two townships in Groene County. 
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the state of Iowa. Due to the lack of funds for the ,study no sample 
selectivity was possible. However, a previous investigationlof these 
t\vo areas by the Rural Social Science Subsection of the Agricultural 
Experiment Station of Iowa State College indicated that these tvro 
communities constituted representations of relatively prosperous com-
munities in Iowa. The relative prosperity of the community is attested 
by the fact that in 1930 the average valuo per farm was $27,000 in 
Junction and $30,000 in Scranton as compared with a state average of 
$20,,000. Besides, the farm management experts and agricultural econ-
omists back us in our judgement that these two to\vnships are typical 
of the capitalistic" highly commercialized corn belt region in Iowa. 
The conclusions of this study must not be generalized beyond this 
limited scope. 
Combining the Two Communities 
Although previous studies of the i7NO communities by the Rural 
Social Science Subsection of the Agricultural Experiment Station at 
10\"10. State College had shown their similarities in economic and social 
conditions, it was still necessary to demonstrate the similarity of 
diffusion patterns in the two-townships before they could be combined. 
Table I shmvs the acceptance pattern for Grand Junction" and 
lproject 525 and 526, Agricultural Experiment Station, Rural 
Social Science Subsection, Determining the Effectiveness of Rural 
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Table 2 reveals the pattern for Scranton. Figure 2 compares the cumu-
lative acceptance pattern of the two areas. When the aoceptance patterns 
are studied in conjunction with each other, we noto that the diffusion 
curves follow very similar patterns. In 1933 there vms only a three 
per cent difference bevNeen the cumulative curves of the two cownunities; 
in 1936 the difference amounted to 6.5% while the variation in 1938 
equaled less than one per cent and in 1941 only t\vo per cent. 
'Consequently, the similarity of the diffusion patterns plus the 
likeness of general economic and social factors are sufficient just-
ification for combining the two townships. The joining of the two 
communities provides a larger number of cases for analysis, and as a 
result more validity may be ascribed to the conclusions of this research. 
The Schedule 
The schedulo used for this study may be found in the Appendix, 
p.:J68. The schedule was constructed to obtain two classes of data, 
(1) info~ation about the acceptance of hybrid seed corn and other 
farm practices, and (2) baokground data for each operator. 
As a great deal of background Ill!\torial had been obtained in 1937 
through another study of these conununities by the Rural Social Science 
Subsection of the Agricultural Experiment Station at Iowa State College, 
those fana operators still living in the communities were not asked 
the same data. These background data were brought up to date for each 
operator. For those who moved in to the community since the last study, 
complete background data were obtained. These data were obtained on an 






















Frequency and Cumulative Distribution of 
Farm. Operators in Junction Township Accepting 
Hybrid Seed Corn, 1927-1941. 
Nwnber each year Cumulative frequency each year 
N crl N % . It) 
1 0.6 1 0.6 
1 0.6 .2 1.2 
1 0.6 ;; 1.0 
4 2.4 7 4.2 
5 3.1 12 7.3 
0 0.0 12 7.3 
5 . 3.1 17 . 10.4 
7 4.3 24 14.7 
12 7.6 36 22.3 
19 ll.8 55 34.1 
40 25.5 95 59.6 
32 19.9 127 79.5 
18 11.2 145 90.7 
10 6 .. 2 155 96.9 
;; 1.9 158 98.8 
2 1.2· 1GO 100.0 






















r'requency and Cumulative Distribution of" 
Farm Op~rators in Scranton Township Accepting 
Hybrid Seed Corn l 1927-1941. 
NUmber each year Gulll.ul ative number 
N % N 
2 2.0 2 
1 1.0 4 
1 1.0 4 
0 0.0 4 
2 2.0 6 
10 10.1 16 
8 8.0 24 
16 16.4 40 
22 22.2 62 
15 15.2 77 
18 18.3 95 
4 4.0 99 
0 0.0 99 
0 0.0 99 
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The Field Work 
The field work was done during July and August# 1941. The farm 
operators in Junction township we;re initially interviewed. Before 
conducting the actual interviewing, the county agent was contacted in 
order to obtain general baokground data concerning the acceptance of 
the -various farm practices. The township assessor provided the names 
of those farm operators who had left the community since 1937, and 
also listed .the naIlles of the farm operators who had taken their places. 
The farmers of both communities· were most cooperative.· There was 
not one farm operator who refused completely to answer the schedule, 
and only a few objected to specific questions. The few who objected, objocted 
mainly to the questions concerning annual income and religious affil-
iation. 
The average time of the interview lasted from one-half to three-
quarters of an hour. An average of 14 schedules were obtainod daily. 
The Elimination of Certain Operators 
The total number of operators interviewed were 345. It was de-
cided that any operator farming less than 20 acres would not be used 
in the analysis. Twelve scileuv..lo,s were discarded on this account. 
As such a large part of the analysis was to be a differential study 
of the early and late acceptors, it immediately became evident that 
our conclusions would be biased if we included in the study those 
operators who had begun to farm recently. These operators would not 
have had the same opportunity as their neighbors to plant or even 
hear of the new trait. 
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Consequently, all farm operators who initially began to farm in 
1934 or:later were segregated from the analysis. The year 1934 was 
seleoted as the base year as an analysis of those operators who had 
started to farm previously to that year showed that they followed a 
pattern similar to the other operators in the communities. However~ 
operators beginnine to farm after 1934 followed a dissimilar pattern. 
It is hoped that a speci~l study may be done on those operators who 
began to farm after 1934. After these deductions, 259 cases remained. 
Definition of Aoceptance 
It was immediately apparent.that the ambiguity of the word accept-
ance would have to be cleared up. How much hybrid seed corn did a 
operator have to plant before he was an acoeptor of the trait? Instead 
of creating some arbitrary percentage of total acreage as the point 
where acceptance began, it was decided that acceptance would mean the 
year in which the farm operator first planted any hybrid seed corn. 
Thus, even though an operator planted less than five per cent of 
his acreage in hybrid the first year, for the purposes of this study 
we define that operator as an acceptor. Consequently, acceptance takes 
on the meaning of willingness to at least tr)·the new 
The Four Periods of Acceptance 
After the data had been collected, a code was worked out so that 
the data could be transferred to cards for ease in tabulation. To 
provide for simplicity in the analysis, it was advisable to separate 
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the oases according to periods of acceptance. 
It was decided to divide the cuses into four groups so that 
analysis of the extreme earliest and extreme latest acceptors could 
be made besides allowing for distinguishing betweenrolatively early 
and relatively late acceptors during the years of the most rapid spread 
of the trait. Although the possibility of other divisions of the data 
was recognized, it was felt an analysis of di'f'fusion of a trait, and 
more particularly for an analysis of the operators by year of acceptance 
of a particular trait, the breakdown used is both logical and practical. 
As there were sharp differences in the frequency distributions in 
1934, 1937, and 1940 indicating points of inflection, four time units 
were established around these years. Therefore, 1927-1933 WaS labeled 
the A period, 1934-1936, the B period, 1937-1939 the C period, and 
1940-1941 the D period. In the analysis of factors related with rapid-
ity of acceptanoe, operators ware classified according to the period in 
which they accepted the trait. Thus, those accepting the trait in the 
A period were termed A operators and so on. 
Possible Limitations to Acceptance of the Trait 
As a" large part of the analysis concerns itself with differential 
acceptance of the trait, it is necessary to consider possible limita-
tions to acceptance which would not nocessari1y indicate a luck of pro-
gressivism in the later acceptors. 
Scarcity of hybrid seed corn 
A question was inserted on the sohedu1e concerning difficulty of 
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procuring hybrid seed corn. Not one operator indicated any problem 
in obtaining hybrid seed corn after he had initially heard of it. In 
fact, most operators indicated that an abUndant amount of hybrid seed 
was' available. 
Further evidence of the fact that no scaroity existe,1 is given by 
the statement of one of the early producers of hybrid seed in Grand 
Junction who was interviewed at the outset of the investi~ation. The 
agronomy exports of 10via State College who were in close touch with the 
availability of the neVl seed also oorroborate the unimportp~noe of this 
limiting factor. 
Evidence on credit. 
Another factor whose importance must be negated is the possibility 
that the farm operators could not secure credit to purchase the nov! 
seed. The fact of the matter is that most hybrid seed oorn companies 
were glad to extend credit to any operator who would plant some of the 
new seed. We must remember that hybrid seed was a nevI product. The 
companies wanted to see this new comrilodi ty sell and therefore offered 
liberal terms to push its diffusion. In fact some operators stated 
that some companies were willing to sell the seed on the basis of a 
money back guarantee if the farm operator was not satisfied. A few 
instances wore noted in which the salesman actually offered to give 
a half bushel of the seed free to operators'who would speak to their 
neig;hbors about the new product. 
Dubiousness of advantages of hybrid soed 
It is true tr.at in the latter part of the tv;enties a few strains 
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were produced and put on the market which had certain defects. However# 
by 1930 there is no doubt that the majority of hybrid seed varieties 
offered were of a fai~ly uniform high grade and proffered many advan-
tages to the acceptor. Yet# even in 1930 over 95~~ of the operators 
had not planted any hybrid seed whatsoever. Consequently# the-concen-
tration of the great bulk of the cases in the later acceptance years 
must be attributed to other reaSons than the dubiousness of-actual 
advantages of the new seed. 
Knowledge of the trait 
It certainly would bias the rosults obtained if operators were 
compared according to year of acceptance when these same operators 
had heard of the trait at different times. Consequently, all oper-
ators who started fanning after 1933 were removed from the analysis. 
Further # th-e factor of differential time of initial knowledge was 
equated in showing the patterns of acceptance_ for the several accept-
ance groups. In the section on interval between year heard and year 
accepted# (Ch. IV# B) the method used is described. 
Economio conditions retarding and speeding acceptance 
Another factor which must be analyzed is the economic desira-
bility of accepting the new trait. If at anyone year it would be 
unprofitable for the operator to accept the trait# we certainly would 
not be able to term those operators unprogressive because they did not 
accept the trait. 
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To show the profitableness o£ takine; on hybrid seed l the follow-
ing formula was constructed: 
ER ::: (pc x I) - (ps - Vo ) 
A 
ER = Extra Returns per acre when hybrid seed used 
. Pc ::: Price of corn on Market 
I ::: Increase in output when hybrid seed used per acre 
Ps == Pr'ice of bushel of hybrid seed . 
Vo ::: Value of farmer's own open pollinated seed per bushel 
A= Acres a bushel of hybrid seed would cover. 
Thus, in 1930 when the price of a bushel of corn on the market 
Vlas 70 centsland the price of a bushel of round kernel hybrid seed was 
$10.OO,2and assuming that the value of a bushel of a fanler's own open 
pollinated seed was 50 cents; and knowing that on an average an acre 
planted in hybrid seed will yield 6-8 moro bushels of corn than an 
acre planted in open pollinated" and. knowing further that a bushel of 
hybrid will plant approximately ~eve~ acres, we find: 
(70 x 6) - ($10.00 - .50) ::: $2.84 per acro profit extra by using 
7 hybrid seed rather than open pollinated 
Vilien the formula is applied for the year 1932, the year of lowest corn 
prices, it is found that $.57 per acre more was obtained through the 
planting o£ hybrid seed corn. Price per bushel of corn and price of 
IThe market price per bushel o£ corn was' obtained £rom the publi-
cation, Price Trends As Related To Agriculture In Iowa .. a cooperative 
project bet\veen the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture and the Iowa Dept. of 
Agriculture. 
2The price of hybrid seed was obtained through correspondence 
with the Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Company. Their cooperation is gratefully 
acknowledged. 
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hybrid seed for various years are shovm in the Appendix, pp. 171. 
It further must be remembered that the superior IIstandabili t:/I of 
hybrid seed corn was evident already at these time periods. 
Landlord-Tenant Relations Concerning Hybrid Seed 
. Another possible limiting factor to accepts.nce of the trait mi[~ht 
be the attitude of the landlord toward hybrid seed corn. The usual' 
practice on share crop farms is for the tenant and the landlord to 
share the cost of the seed. Thus, if the landlord objected seriously 
to trying: the nm'f type of seed, the tenant might. not be so likely to 
accept the trait. However, some tenants stated that although their 
landlords objected to plan~ing hybrid seed, they planted it anyway 
and assumed the entire cost of the seed themselves. Most of them 
further remarked that the followinG year the owner was glad to sharo the 
cost. 
Table 3 
Effocts of Landlord's Attitude Concerning 
Acceptance of Hybrid Seed Corn on Related Tenants 
Landlord's Earliest Relativoly Relatively Latcst 
Attitude Accept~rs Early Late Acceptors 
N % N % N % N % 
Demanded 
Encouraged 4 50.0 4 50.0 
Exprcssed no 
concern 3 9.1 9 27.3 19 57.5 2 6.1 
Hindered 1 33.3 2 66.7 
Prevented 1 100.0 









Tables 3 and 4 disclose that attitude of landlord is of little 
importance as a limitinG factor. Among the related tenants only four 
operators out of 42 claimed that thoir landlords hindered or prevented 
them from accepting the trait. Yet, not ono of these operators was in 
the latest acceptance group and their distribution among the acceptance 
groups deviated only slightly from the operators whose landlords encouraged 
acceptance or expressed no concern over adoption of the new trait. 
Table 4 
Effects of Landlord's Attitude Concerning 
Aoceptanoe of Hybrid Seed Corn on Unrelated Tenants 
Landlord's Earliest;. Relatively Relatively Latest Total 
Attitude Acceptors early late Acceptors 
N % N %, N % N % N % 
Demanded 1 50.0 1 50.0 2 ;1.00.0 
Encouraged 2 6.9 11 37.9 15 51.8 1 3.4 29 100.0 
Expressed 
no concern 1 2.6 9 23.7 27 n·.l 1 2.6 38 100.0 
Hindered 1 5.9 4 23.5 11 64.7 1 5.S 17 100.0 
Prevented 1 20.0 4 80.0 
Unknown 1 8.3 5 41.8 4 33.3 1 8.3 11 100.0 
Among the unrelated tenants# a1so# attitude' of landlord seems to 
be of little importunce. Using the categories of landlord encouraged~ 
e~pressed no con~ern# hindered# and landlord prevented acceptance of 
the trait, we note that nearly the same porportion of each category was 
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in the earliest acceptance group, and only a slightly larger proportion 
of the encouraGed category amonp; the B acceptors; . only slicht differences 
exist between the other groups. Although in the C and D groups there 
is a smaller proportion of the encouraged category than any other, 
however, we find tha.tthere is a larger percentage of the category in" 
which the landlord expressed no concern than in the hindered classification. 
Consequently I a1 thour;h attitude of landlord may have possibly 
influenced a few of the operators, we note that for the great majority 
this limitation is of little importance. 
Accuracy of the Data. 
The data for this researoh were obtained throu~"h the interview 
technique. The question thereby arises as to the accuracy of the data 
obtained. 
The writer conducted all of the interviovlinL himself so that 
the problem of various interviewers interpretinL!; the questions differently 
was eliminated from the research. Any bias, therofore, that does exist 
in the data is bias that is consistent throughout the research. However, 
the intorviewer was most careful not to influence the operators in their 
answering of the questions. 
However, he explicitly attempted to put the intorvioweo at ease and 
tried to establish r~pport betv;een himself and the individual intorviewed. 
Every possible effort 'I';as made to obtain the true answer to the question~ 
and the nocessi ty ·of objectivity was impressed upon the farm operators. 
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The data concerningthe acceptance of the trait I'l.nd its first 
introduction to the community are confirmed by local hybrid seed producers 
and the agronomy experts of IO"'HI.. State College. The rapirlity of the 
acceptance of the trait, also, follows the general pattern of the 
acceptance of hybrid seed corn in Iowa. 
The difficulties involved in recallin£:; the oriGinal ae;encies of 
diffusion are recognized. It is not claimed that there is. no error 
in the data; however, the data are internally consistent in that no 
original source waS listed before it appeared ill the community, and 
also operators cited similar agencies of difi'Ltsion for the same years 
regularly. Consequently, althout~h it is recognized that not every 
operator gave as original .source his true original source, nevertheless, 
the investigator feels that the data essentially represent the picture of 
the way hybrid corn caIne to these bvo lowE'. communi ties. 
It should be noted that the farm income data vras obtained solely 
through the interview method. It was not possible to check tho records 
kept by the farm operators to corroborate their statements as to farm 
income. AI thOUGh the interviewer stressed the fact that net fa.rm income 
was wanted, nevertheless tho possibility of some operators misinterpreting 
tho nature of the data desired· and the possibility of deliberate pre-
varication should be recognized. 
The complex breukdovms in the throe way tables, i.e. when one factor 
is hold conztant, result in a very small number of cases in some 
catefjories. Althour;h the nature of the data necessi tia.tes these break-
downs, still the limiations inherent in generalizing from too few cases 
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rnUGt be realized. Further, as the study is essentially an exploratory 
one, it is necossary to await the results of other studies of a similar 
na.i..-ure bofore any broad t:eneralizations may be made concerning diffusion 
of culture traits. 
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CRAFTER IV. THE TEMPORAL ASPECT OF DIFFUSION 
The Diffusion Process 
Summary 
Table 5 and Figures 3 and 4 show the yearly and cumulative acceptance 
pattern of hybrid seed corn. The data disclosed that 99.2% of the farm 
operators accepted the trait over the 15 year time span. The temporal 
diffusion pattern further indicates three distinct sequential periods, 
namely (1) slow initial growth, (2) rapid rise, and (3) decline. It 
is also evident that the hybrid seed corn trait seems to folloW" the "SII 
oumulative curve in general, and therefore Chapin's cyclical analysis 
is .in the main corroborated by this study. 
The Process 
The skewed to the left frequency distribution of Figure 5 reveals 
that the trait was adopted initially slowly and cautiously. By 1933, 
although one-half of the entire time acceptance pattern had passed, 
less than one-tenth (8.9%) of the operators had acoepted the trait. In 
1937, only 4 years later, three-fifths (60.2%) of the operators had 
aocepted the trait. This rapidly accelerated cumulative acceptance is 
most interesting. There seems to be an "instant" whon the trait receives 
communityaoceptance or sanction, and from that point on rapid acceptance 





















Frequency and Cumulative Frequency Distribution of 
Nuntbor of Farm Operators in Both Townships Accepting 
the Trait, 1927-1941. 
Number each year Cumulative number each 
N % N % 
1 0.4 1 0.4 
2 0.8 3 L2 
4 1~5 7 2~7 
4 1.5 11 4.2 
5 2.0 16 6.2 
1 0.4 17 6.6 
6 2.3 23 8.9 
16 6.2 39 15.1 
21 8.1 60 23.2 
35 13.5 95 36.7 
61 23:5 156 60.2 
48 181.5 204 78.7 
36 13.9 2l.l0 92.6 
14 5.4 254 98.0 
3 1.2 257 99.2 
2 0.8 259 100.0 
259 100.0 259 100.0 
year 
characteristic of most traits although it is often impossible to 
determine -exactly the "instant" of societal approval. 
After the boom period of aoceptance, a period of decline 
naturally sets in as there remain fewor and fewer operators in the 
communities who can possibly accept the trait. Howevor, in 1938 
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and 1939 31.4% of the operators accepted the trait, indicating the large 
aement of the population that hangs on to the last to keep the old 
oulture intact. It should be observed, too, that in 1940 and 1941, 6.~/o· 
,of the operators adopted the. trait. 
Agreement with Linton 
The analysis of the diffusion process of hybrid seed corn certainly 
seems to substantiate Linton's description of differential acceptance of 
the new in a culture. Thus, "even in the acceptance of id,eas sooieties 
never show an immediate and total response. There is always some one 
individual or a very small group of individuals who are the first to 
accept or definitely reject .the new thing, and their reaction is followed 
by a gradual transmission of the~r attitudes to the rest of society. 
Certain die ~ard indiv'iduals may hold out against the new thing for years." 
(19, p.95). 
Interval Between Year First Heard of and Year Accepted the Trait 
Deferred Accepta.nce After Initial Contact. 
In analyzing the acceptance pattern of hybrid seed corn, the 
question arises concerning the time lapse between the year in which the 
trait was first heard of and the year in which it was first adopted. 
Table 6 indicates that most of the operators do not accept the 
trait immediately but defer acceptance for a period after first oontact 
with it. The data further disclose that a difference exists botween 
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oontact and acoeptance. The earlier acceptors waited a shorter period 
after initial contact with the trait before acceptanoe. Thus,the mean 
number of years before aoceptance after initial contaot with the trait 
was 1.6 years for the A group, 4.4 for the B's" 6.4 for the CIS, and 9.2 
for the D group. 
Methodological note 
However, the differences between the four acceptanoe groups are 
meaningful only if the number of years between initial contact and first 
acceptance is greater than the difference be~veen the groups in their 
initial contact with the trait. Thus, the mid-year of acceptance for 
the A group is 1930. Substracting 1.6 years, the number of years before 
acceptance after initial contact, we find that 1928 constitutes the 
average year in which the A operators initially heard of the trait. 
Following the same procedure, the average year in which the D operators 
first heard of the trait was 1931. Consequently, although there is only 
a difference of three years between when the A and D groups first heard of 
the trait, there is a difference of over seven years (9.2-1.6) between 
these two groups in the number of years waited before acceptance. The 
difference bet.'l8en the t..-fO. groups is therefore val ide A comparison of 
the other groups show similar valid differences. 
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Interpretation of Data 
The data indicate" therefore,J that those.who accepted the trait 
earliest seem to be a live wire, activG group. They heard about a 
new type of seed corn and were interested in it enough to plant some of 
the new variety. The D group on the other hand seemed to be extremely 
conservative. On the average they heard of the trait nine years before 
they plElnted any of the hybrid seed. They were not willing to investigate 
the possibilities of this new seed corn. One cannot help but compare 
these extreme classes of acceptors to progressive and decadent business 
interests. The most progressive firms employ lnen to look for new ways 
to create a more efficient utilization of resources , and thereby to 
create maximmn profits; the stagnant firm clings to old conservative 
ways of production and is not willing to accept new techniques until 
it has to or else leaves the industry because of its inability to compete 
with the more efficient firms. It is certain that the principle of sub-
stitution operates primarily in the most efficient firm. 
Number of Years After Initial Acceptance Before Acceptance of 
Specified Percentage of Acreage 
Introduction 
The analysis of the diffusion pattern of acceptance has been 
based primarily upon initial acceptance of the trait. However,J most 
of the operators did not accept the trait completely at first,J i.e. 























Interval Between Year First Heard of 
and Year Accepted the Trait. 
B C D Never 
% N ~f 70 N % N % N % 
26.1 4 5.6 2 1.4 2 100.0 
26.1 2 2.8 4 2.8 
17.4 4 5.6 5 3.5 
.17.4 10 14.0 14 9.8 
4.3 13 18.1 10 7.0 
14 19.2 11 7.7 1 5.9 
4.3 15 20.7 241 15.2 2 11.8 
8 11.2 22 14.6 2 11.8 
16 11.1 1 5.9 
18 12.6 2 11.8 
2 2.8 8 5 .• 6 3 17.6 
2 1.4 4 23.4 
3 2.1 1 5.9 
1 5.9 
4.4 6 4.2 
100.0 72 100.0 145 100.0 17 100.0 2 100.0 
M :: 1.6 11 = 4.4 M = 6.4 M= 9.2 
M :: 5.5 (for all cases ) 
Total 


















hybrid seed corn. The point at issue here iS I therefore l whether or 
not a differential exists between those operators who aC,cepted the 
trait earliest and those who accepted it later. Do the farm operators 
who accept the trait latest have to go through the same learning process 
as those who accept it earliest? Do the earlier acceptors pe!,form a 
speoial'funotion for the oommunity by their willingness to test the 
utility of the new trait? Is there any difference in theacoeptance 
pattern of the early and late acceptors in terms of quantity accepted? 
.These questions we shall attempt to answer in this analysis. 
Number of years before 25% of acreage placed in hybrid 
It has already been established ti1at the earliest acceptors waited 
the shortest period after their initin.l contact with the trait before 
first acceptance. Table 7 reveals the number of years that elapsed 
after initial acceptance before the various aoceptanoe groups placed 
25% ·of their corn acreage in hybrid seed corn. The data disclose 
that the earliest acceptors waited longer than the later acceptors 
before placing 25% of their acreage in hybrid seed corn. Thus l the 
mean number of years for the A group was 3.5,' for the B group 1.9, 
for the C group 1.6, and for the D grouPI 1.2. 
Number of years before 50% of acreage placed in hybrid 
Table 8 shows the number of years after initial acceptance before 
the various acceptance groups placed 5~1o of their corn acreage in 
hybrid seed corno The table indicates again that the earliest acceptors 
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waited longest in terms of actual years than the. later acceptance 
groups. The mean number of years for the A group was 4.3, for the 
B group, 2.9" for the C group, 2.0, and for the D group, 1.1. 
Number of years before 100% of acreage placed in hybrid 
Table 9 reveals also that the earliest acceptors took longer to 
aocept the tra.it fully in terms of actual years than the later groups. 
Thus" it took the A group on the average 5.7 years before the operators 
placed their complete acreage in hybrid seed corn. The B group waited 
4.4 years, the C group 2.7 years, and the D group 1.5 years. 
Interpretation of data 
The data seem to indicate tha.t the earliest acceptors of the 
trait definitely perform a special function for the community. The 
operators who first accepted the trait between 1927-1933, the A group, 
are a real experif!1elital laboratory group for the rest of the conununity. 
It is this group which takes the initial risk in accepting the trait; 
therefore, as would be expected in any experimental testing, these 
operators at first plant only a small portion of their acreage in 
hybrid seed as they recognize the benefits and the value of this new 
type of seed. But it takes these operators a longer time than the 
later aoceptors to put a certain percentage of their acreage in hybrid 
because they have no precedent to follow; they are the group who are 
creating the precedent for the later acceptors. These earlier operators 
must traverse the trial and error stage while the lat~r acceptors 
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benefit from the experiences of the early acceptors, and therefore 
do not have to go through the saJne trial and error period as the 
earlier group. 
Percentage of Acreage in Hybrid of Acceptance 
Groups at a Particular Time 
The data showing the number of years before planting a certain 
percentage of the acreage in hybrid seed for the-different acceptance 
groups must not be misconstrued. The data do show that the later 
acceptors benefit from the experiences of the early acceptors, and 
therefore the la.ter acceptance groups do not wait as long as the early 
acceptance groups after first acceptance before plantin{; a-substantial 
percentage of their acreage in hybrid seed. However, it must be kept 
in mind that the earliest acceptors initially-planted hybrid seed 
betwoe,n 1927-1933 while the latest acceptors began planting hyb:rid 
in 1940 and 1941. Consequently, although it took the D group a ~horter 
number of years to plant 10a.7~ of their crop in hybrid than the A group, 
nevertheless most of the A group were using lO~% in 1935 while not one 
of the D group had used any hybrid seed corn before 1940. 
Table 10 clearly shows that the early operators at anyone year 
were planting more hybrid seed corn than the later acceptors. Thus,-
although the early operators took the initial risk in accepting the 
trait, they received the benefits of early acceptance by obtaining a 
greater yield per acre of corn than their neighbors who had not ac-
cepted the trait; also, when the drought years of 1934 and 1936 struck 
the heart of the corn belt, their corn withstood the dry seasons much 































Number of Years Before Planting 25;:~ of 
Acrea6e in Hybrid Seed Corn 
B C D Never 
% N % N % N % N % 
31.3 25 35.6 71 49.0 13 76.5 
17.2 36 49.3 70 48.3 4 23.5 
21.4 9 12.3 3 2.1 
8.6 1 1.4 1 0.6 





100.0 72 100.0 145 100.0 17 100.0 2 100.0 
1.1 = 3.5 11 = 1.9 M= 1.6 H= 1.2 
Tota.l 










































Number of Years Yief'ore Planting 50ib of 
Acreage in Hybrid Se8d Corn 
B C D 
(.-1 lQ N % N % H 01 /0 
12.9 6 8.2 30 20.7 11 64.7 
22.6 24 32.9 87 60.0 4 23.5 
12.9 21 30.1 23 16.9 
17.2 17 23.3 3 2.3 





100.0 72 100.0 145 100.0 17 100.0 
M = 4.3 J.t = 2.9 M= 2.0 iJ = 1.13 
Never Total 
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Number of Years Before Planting 100% of 
Aoreat:;e in Hybrid Seed Corn 
B C D 
% N % N % N ~1 /0 
8.6 1 1.4 9 6.3 G 35.3 
4.3 7 11.0 52 35.9 6 35.3 
12.9 15 20.5 46 31.7 
4.3 12 16.4 19 13.1 
12.9 13 17.3 7 4.7 










4.3 2 2.7 12 8.=3 5 29.4: 
lCO.O 72 100.0 It--_0 100.Co 17 lGO.O 
lei = 5.7 1.1 = 4.1 u= 2.7 'IT = 1.5 
Nevor Total 
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CHAPTER V. SOURCES OF DIFFUSION 
Original Sources of Diffusion 
A study of the original sources of diffusion should indicate the 
media through which the trait was initially brought to the attention 
of the individual farm operators in thetVlo communities. 
Listing of original sources 
Table 11 gives the original source of information for each in-
dividual year and for the entire period. Figure 5 constitutes a 
graphic presentation of the four major sources of diffusion over the 
entire time span of the years the farm operators first heard of hybrid 
seed corn. "Because of the few cases be~ora 1928 (9)~ all cases before 
1928 were joined in with the 1928 group. The cases in the years 1935, 
1936, and 1937 were also joined together for tho same reason. This 
lumping together does not bias the data but rather presents a more 
accurate representation of variations betv/een different diffusion 
agencies over segments of the time span. 
The major original sources 
The data clearly indicate that salesmen are the major sources of 
diffusion over the entire span. The tremendous importance of this 
commercial agency is evidenced as nearly one-half (49.0%) of the op-
erators cited this souroe as their first contact with hybrid seed corn. 
It seems that Montesquieurs dictum still holds, "Commerce has every-
where diffused a knowledge of the manners of all nations". (21, p. 21) 
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The three other major s()urces of original diffusion are neighbors 
(14.6%), farm journals (10.7%), and radio advertising (10.3%). Al-
though these three agencies are cited as second, third, and fourth 
major original source of dffusion, it should be noted that combined, 
they are of much less importance than salesman as original source of 
diffusion. 
No other source of diffusion is of much value in the capac~ty of 
original source of knowledge. The 11 other sources of ori~inal-infor-
mation conjoined were equal to only 15.4% of all agencies listed as 
original source of knowledge. 
Differential importance of diffusion agencies over different parts of 
the time snan 
Before 1930 
The data further reveal that original sources of diffusion are 
of differential importance over different parts of the time span. 
Before 1930, salesnen are of und~sputed imDortance as major original 
source of d.iffusion. Radio advertisin~ is fuirly important wiile far::J. 
jC~3.1s 2.re ci ts:' oy ,:::17 Co s:::.e.ll :;rQ~.o~~icn of -tee o"';'"er~ tc:::'s. 7::'6 
infrequent citatio~ of neighbors as an original source of diffusion is 
most interestin€. The early acce~tors, t~erefore, did net s~re~d the 
trait to their neighbors; their neighbors hud to learn of the trait 
from outside sources, primarily salesmen. (21, Ch. XX.) 
1930-32 
-----
From 1930-1932 salesmen remain the outstanding source of original 
diffusion although the prominence of salesmen is steadily declining 
over this period. The exact opposite trend is sho~~ by neighbors as 
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this source steadily inoreases in importance over the S~le period. hadio 
advertising declined in importance and in 1932 was not cited by one farm 
bperator_as his original source of dif~lsion. While radio advertising 
was declining in importance, farm journals olimbed in prominenoe and 
roached its peak in 1932, the se~e year radio advertising was not cited 
by one farm operator. 
1933-34. 1933-34 constitutes an erratic period. In 1933 salesmen 
dropped to their lowest point as original source of diffusion while 
neighbors reached its relatively highest peak. Rudio ad.vertisinp; vms again 
not listed by one farm opero.tor and farm journcds dropped in importance. 
In 1934 salesmen increased slightly in importance, nei!";hbors dropped 
preoipitately> radio advertising roso in importance while farm journo.ls 
reaohed its lowest point. 
1935-37. For the final years, 1935, 1936, andl937, salesmen again 
assumed the initial position as l~adinr; source of ori,~:inal diffusion; 
neighbors were second, follovred by radio advortising and farm journ£l.ls. 
In sum, each diffusion aGency follows its ovm cycle of importance as an 
original source of diffusion. Salesmen are most important in the early 
years and also in the latest years. Neighbors grOYT in inportance 8.S time 
inverse cycles. 
A clea.rer appraisal of the differentia.l importance of the several 
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Fic,ure 5. Orie;inul Sources of Diffusion, by :;oG.~· -first llourd or 
bybrid send corn. 
Tab~e ~~ 
Original Sources Of Information For Each Year In 'Which The Trait Was Initially 
Heard Of' And For The Entire Time Span 
Original Year First Heard of Hybrid Seed Corn Un-
Source 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 known Total 
N fan foN faN % N % N % N % II fa N % N % N cJ1 N %N %N ~~ N fa N % /0 
Conventions 1 2.4 1 0.4 
County Agent 2 3.0 2 0.8 
FarI!l Journal 1 25 2 14.3 4 9.5 :5 7.1 9 12.1 4 22.2 2 10.5 1 7.7 2 22.2 28 10.7 
Folks 1 1.5 1 0.4 
Bulletins 1 25 1 2.4 1 5.6 3 1.2 
Landlord 1 2.4 2 10 3 1.2 
neighbors 4 9.5 2 4.8 4 6.1 5 27.8 12 63.1 5 25 :5 23.1 2 33.3 1 100 38 14.6 
Radio Ad- 2 50 4 28.6 4 11.9 6 14.3 5 7.6 3 15 3 23.1 27 10.3 
vertising I (J) 
a> 
Salesmen 2 100 2 100 6 42.9 25 5915 29 69.0 41 62.2. 6 33.2 4 21.1 5 25 4 30.7 3 50.0 127 49.0 I 
Son 1 7.1 1 2.4 1 1.5 1 5.6 1 5.3 1 7.7 1 16.7 7 2.7 
Vocational 1 5.6 1 5 1 7.7 :3 1.2 
Ag Course 
Visit to 1 100 1 5 2 0.8 
Ames 
Other RaI- l 2.4 1 5 2 0.8 
atives 
Salesl'!lfI.n 1 5 1 0.4 
NeiGhbor 
Other 1 7.1 1 2.4 2 0.8 
Unlrnown :5 4.5 7 77.8 10 3.9 
Total 1 100 4 100 2 100 2 100 14 100.0 41 100.0 42 100.0 67 100.0 18 100.0 19 100.0 20 100 13 100.0 6 100.0 1 100.9 100.0 259 100.0 
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of the major sources of original diffusion. 
Individual analysis of original agencies of diffusion 
Salesmen 
The salesmen constituted 49.0% or all original sources of diffusion 
over the entire time span. For all yeors before 1929 combined, it. vms by 
far the major original source of information. In 1929 salesmen rose 
higher in importance and reached its peok in 1930 when it represented 69% 
of all original sources of information for that year. The importance of 
the salesman dropped slightly in 1931 and dropped sharply in 1932. How-
ever, even in 1932 salesman constituted the major source of original' 
diffusion. 
Tnus, as the trait be6~ to take root in the co=nuni~ies, sale~en 
as an original source of diffusion waned until in 1933 it represented 
only 21i'fo of all diffusion agencies. However, salesman arose in 1934 aguin 
and in 1935,1936, and 1937 (i.e. for the latest group), salesmen again 
were the most important original source of diffusion. 
Neighbors 
Neighbors represented 15.3% of all the original sources of information 
over the entire time span. Before 1929 neighbors 'were of no importance 
as an original source of diffusion. Up to 1931, they were of negligible 
importance. However, in 1932 when salesman as an original source was on 
the wane, neighbors took over as the major original source of knowledge. 
In 1933 neighbors shot up in significance, and it was listed by the form 
operators more than twice the number of times it i~S listed in the 
preceding year. In 1934 it sharply declined in importance and was of 
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equal importanoe with.~alesmen for that year. For 1935, 1936, and 1937 
it rose slightly in importanoe. 
The variations over the temporal period for neighbors as an origi-
nal source bf diffusion are most interesting. It seems that those who 
first learned of the new trait learnod it from outside sources other 
than their neighbors. Thus, the traditional spirit of cooperativeness 
in the rural community is not functioning in these communities. This 
breakdown of primary contacts in these rural cOnIDmnities has probably 
a relationship to the increasing urbanization of the rural hinterlands 
and the rising importance of secondary relationships in the rural milieu. 
(39, Ch. II) 
However, the increasing importance of neighbors as an original source 
of knowledge as time passes may indicate that the less progressive opera-
tors (i.e. those who accepted the trait later) do function in more 
primary relationships than the more progressive members of the communities. 
This mattor shall be treated more fully in Chapter VI. 
Farm journals 
Farm journals constituted 10. 7}~ of the total original sources of 
diffusion for the entire period. 'rhey were third in importance before 
1929 and declined in importance in 1929 and 1930. However, they rose 
slightly again in 1931 and reached their peak in 1932 with 22% of the 
original sources of knowledge for that year being farm journals. How-
ever, after 1932 they were of sliGht significance as an original source 
of knowledge. 
The analysis of the varied importance of farm journals as original 
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sources of diffusion seems to indicate that farm journals were not used 
as advertising media by hybrid seed companies in tho earlier years. 
This may probably be explained by the fact that there were only a few 
hybrid seed companies in existence before 1929, and also because most 
of the farm journals wore wary of writing about a new type of seed corn 
whose worth had not been demonstrated to them. However, as tllne passed, 
the farm journals began to receive advertising from the hybrid seed 
companies and also began to publish articles on this new trait. 
Radio advertising 
Radio advertising was second in importance in the earliest years 
of diffusion (i.e. before 1929). It dropped considerably in importance 
in 1929, rose slightly in 1930" and again declined in 1931. ' In 1932 
and 1933 not one farm operator listod radio advertising as his original 
source of knowledge. However" in 1934 and for the remaining years this 
source of original diffusion rose again in importance. 
The variations in original source curve for radio advertising at 
first seem peculiar. One would expect that radio advertising would be 
of little importance in the early yea.rs and then would rise as the 
hybrid seed corn companies began to advertise over the radio. However" 
the reason for the early impo.rtance of radio advertising as an original 
source of knowledge is that one of the earliest producers of hybrid seed 
carried on a vigorous radio advertising campaign during the early years. 
However" only a small proportion of the farm operators owned radios" 
and therefore few had the opportunity to learn of hybrid seed through 
this channel. However" radio advertising was not used to any extent 
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by the producers of hybrid seed over the next few years; in 1934 and 
1935 radio advertising was again adopted as a medium of diffusion by 
.the commercial enterprises interested in hybrid, and at this time a 
good share of the farm operators owned a radio. .Therefore, the increase 
in the radio advertising curve in the later years should be expected 
and is found. 
Other agencies 
Other agenciet of original diffusion amounted to 15.4% of all 
original sources of diffusion. No other single source aggregated more 
than 2.7%, and only son as an agency of diffusion (includes son in 
vocational hie;h school course) equaled that amount. However, these 
other media did not appear continuously but were of importance only 
at specific times. However, son as an original source of diffusion 
appeared at least once in each of the four acceptance periods. 
The Most Important Sources of Diffusion 
Introduction 
The major original sources of diffusion of the culture trait 
have been studied. The question immediately arises concerning what 
sources were most important as influencing and convincing factors in 
regard to the acceptance of the trait. To answer this query the farm 
operators Vlere asked what single source of information was most impor-
tant in their aoceptance of the trait. 
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Table 12 
'1-!lost Important Sou.rcos of EnOYi18di~e Ccncornins 
Hyorid Sor::d Corn for -'-' v119 Four Acceptance rsriodG 
----------.-----------.--~.--.-
--_ ..... -......_---._--_ ... _-----------_._._---
Sources A h C D N~iJa~' Total 
H {f! H ..f tl 
~, N ,,' 1,1 J.' . N ~'v /0 /'0 70 /0 1, I" 
-_._ ...... _-
---------------
Hcibhbors 3 13.3 23 31.9 80 55.9 11 6·1.9 1 50.0 118 45.G 
Sale sman ' 15 65.2 30 11.7 35 23.1 3 17.7 33 32.0 
Exneriment 1 4.3 5 6.9 10 7.0 1 5.3 17 6.6 
(Own Ideo.) 
Landlord 0 3 4.2 3 2.1 1 5.3 7 2.7 
Son in VAG 1 4.3 2 2.7 2 1.'.1 1 5.8 G 2.3 
Farm Journ;>.l 0 3 4.2 3 2.1 0 (. :...> .., '7 (~ .tJ 
Other 1'01-
, ativEis 0 1 1.11" ?: 2.1 0 4 1.5 oj 
AA}~ 0 4 5.5 0 0 4 1.5 
Co. A[.';t. 1 '.1.3 1 1.4 1 .7 0 3 1.2 
VAG oourse 1 4.3 0 2 1.4 0 3 1.2 
... ~~les ShOl't 
Course 0 0 2 1.4 0 2 0.8 
Unknown 1 .7 1 50.0 2 0.8 ... 
Father 1 • 7 1 0.4 
Bulletins 1 4.3 1 0.4 
Hei[:,11oor, 
Sal'35rrHHl 1 .7 1 0.1 
Other 1 .7 1 O.'l 
Toto.l 23 100.0 72 100.0 1"15 100.0 17 100.0 17 100.0 259 100.0 
_._-_-..-_-------- '-
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Table 12 presents the most important source of knowledge for the 
four acceptance periods and for the entire period. Figure 6 shows the 
variations in the tyro major important sources of diffusion plus the 
patterns for farm journals and radio advertising. Because of the few 
cases before 1934, all cases before 1934 were cambin$u in Figure 6 so 
that a more accurate picture of patterns of the several diffusion· 
agencies could be obtained. For this reason, too, 1940 and 1941 were· . 
combined. 
?..fajor sources of diffusion~ 
Neighbors are the most important source of diffusion for the 
entire time span as 45.5% of the operators listed this agenoy as their 
most important medium of knowledge. Salesmen represent the second 
major important source of diffusion with 32.0% of the operators listing 
it as most important source. 
Although l3.most important a~encies of diffusion are listed by 
the farm operators, neighbors and salesmen are the only ~vo significantly 
important agencies cited. Seventeen of the operators (6.6%) claimed 
that the most important source of diffusion was their own experimenting 
wi th hybrid seed corn. TheYJecognized no agency as being important as 
an agency of diffusion, but insisted that their own experimentnl work 
was the most important factor involved in their 'acceptance of the trait. 
Not one of the ten remaining agencies listed constituted more than 
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Differential importance of agencies over different parts of time span. 
Table 12 further discloses that the most important agencies of 
diffusion vary in prominence over different segments of the time span. 
As most important sources of diffusion, Figure 6 indicates that salesmen 
and neighbors follow inverse patterns. Thus" as time elapsed after 
first acceptance, neighbor~ steadily increased in importance while 
neighbors ·gradually decreased in importance. An analysis of the diffusion 
agencies in the four time pe:iods of acceptance of the.trait will 
substantiate this conclusion. 
Analysis by time period of acceptance 
. The A acceptance period. Salesmen were given nearly ~vice as many times 
as all other agencies combined in the A period. In this early period 
of acceptance neighbors were listed by only 13.3% of the total popUlation 
as the most important source of diffusion. All other sources combined 
were equal to 21.5%. It should be noted that three of the sources listed 
have same relationship to Iowa State College, namely Iowa State College 
Bulletin, county agent, and vocational agriculture course. 
The Bacceptance periodo' ~lthough salesmen are still the most. 
important $ingle source with 41.1.10 of the operators listing it, neighbors 
are becoming increasingly more important. Salesmen and neighbors to-
gether equal 73.6% of the total most important sources for this period. 
The commeroial factor is thus still the strongest in the community 
although neighbors, a primary type ot association, is assuming more 
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potency with the lapse of time. 
The A.A.A. assumes slight importanc~ in this period because the soil 
conservation program waS initiated at this time. Although acreage 
WaS cut dovm, no restrictions upon the busheis of corn per acre were 
made. As hybrid corn usually yields about six more bushels of corn per 
acre than open pollinated seed l the A.A.A. was instrumental in pushing 
hybrid .seed corn into the communities. Thus. five operators listed the 
A.A.A. as the most important source during Period B. 
Farm journals and landlord each received 4.2% of the total im-
portant sources of diffusion. The selection of landlord as the most 
important source is interesting as the usual practice in the comrnunities 
is' for the owner to split the cost of the hybrid seed corn with the 
tenant. Thus, in the cases in which the landlord was listed, it is 
indioated that the landlord saw the value of hybrid seed corn and suggested 
or insisted that the tenant accept the trait. Son was listed by two 
operators. and county agent and other relatives were each listed by one. 
The C acceptance period. In Period C neighbors assume the dominant 
role as the most important source for the first time as they constitute 
55.s,1o of most important sources for the period. Neighbors as most 
.-
u~ortant source of diffusion are givon nearly two and 'a half times as 
frequently as salesmen for this period. The drop in the importance of 
salesmen and the increase in importance of neighbors for this group 
seems to indicate that these farm operators depend upon primary contacts 
as influencing agents and are skeptical of outside forces such as 
salesmen as determinants of changes in their behaviour patterns. 
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It should. be noted, further, that this group included ten farm 
operators who gave experiment as the most important influencing force 
to give credit to their acceptance of the trait to any souroe exoepting 
their ovm experimenting. They did not. seem to recognize that· some factor 
was important in their first trying it. However, as the interviewer 
was unablo to obtain these first important influences, experiment was 
listed as a most important source although it is in reality not a most 
important source of diffusion. Landlord, farm journal, und other 
relatives were each listed by three farm operators while son, vocational 
agriculture course, and Ames short course were each given by two farm 
operators. Father, county agent, and other were each listed by one 
operator. 
The D acceptanoe periodo For the latest aoceptors of the trait, 
only five most important sources were given. Neighbors constituted 
65 .07~ of all the most important sources given,. while salesmen represented 
only 17.7.10 of the total for this most conservative group. The great 
importance of primary social interaction to this segment of the group 
is attested,to by the large number of operators listing neighbors as 
most important source. 
Analysis by individual agencies. 
Salesman. For all those aooepting hybrid seed corn before 1935, 
salesmen Vlere the most important source of diffusion. Up to 1935, of 
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all the diffusion channels, the salesmen represented two-thirds of the 
most important agencies of diffusio,n. However, after 1933 when tho 
trait began to take hold in the communities, salesmen declined in 
impor"cance; in 1936 salesmen were superceded by neighbors as most 
important oriGinal source of diffusion. The earliest aoceptors, con-
sequently, are influenced by the commercial agents who come into the 
communities. The latest acceptors of the trait pay little attention to 
the "agents l1 but rather depend on other media. 
~eighbors. In the earliest years of acceptance (before 1934), neighbors 
were of relatively little importance. This source of diffusion con-
stituted about l37~ of all diffusion agencies While salesmen represented 
65% of the most important diffusion agencies. 
However, as the trait made headway into the commur:ity, neighbors 
became more and more prominent as the most important source of diffusion. 
For the most conservative element in the community (those accepting the 
trait in 1941), neighbors were listed as most important by 75~~ of the 
entire group. The neighbor curve further indioates that immediately 
preceding the boom years of acceptance and during the declining periods 
of acceptance, neighbors constitutod the major source of diffusion. 
The analysis of the neighbor curve yields an interesting observation. 
Certain segments of the rural connnunity still are holding to traditional 
primary contacts as their major source of advice in contemplating ohanges 
in the management of their enterprises. The broakdown"of primary 
group oontacts in the rural communities as indioated by Kolb and 
Brunner (14, p.163) is partially verified by the analysis of the 
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salesman as a diffusion agency. H~lever~ the analysis of tho shift 
in importance of salesmen and neighbors as diffusing agencies bears out 
tho fact that certain elements in the community cling to their primary 
group contacts. In other words, the disintegrative process exists, but 
it is not as rapid as some of the rural sociologists would have us 
believe. (18, eh.XII). Thus, the "XII pattern which may qe perceived 
when the salesmen and neighbor curves are viewed together is empirical 
demonstration of this analysis. 
Other agencies of diffusion. The other diffusion ag~ncies combined 
equaled about 22.5% of all the most important diffusion agencies listed. 
One would expect that as the trait became diffused in the communities~ 
the county agent, the vocational agriculture course, and Iowa State 
College bulletins would become more important as time passed. However, 
the data indicate that the reverse is what happened in these communities. 
Thus, both county agency and vocational agriculture course declined 
in importance over later temporal periods as well as Iowa Sta.te College 
Bulletins. v¥.hat the reasons are for the lack of importance of these 
agencies should oertainly be investigated. 
Comparison of original and most importar.t sources of diffusion. 
Salesmen. Salesmen are prominent both as original and as most 
important source of diffusion. Salesmen oonstitute tho most frequent 
source of orif,inal diffusion and the second major source among the most 
important sources of diffusion. Nearly one-half of the farm operators 
(4s,1o) listed this commercial medium as their original source of diffusion 
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and nearly one-third (~2%) as most important source. 
A comparison of Figure 5 and Figure 6 indicates that salesmen as 
an original source and as most important source follow different 
patterns. As most important source, salesmen steadily deoline in 
importance as the trait becomes enmeshed in the communities. As an 
original source of diffusion, salesmen:; initially increase in importance 
and from 1930 on decline in prominence. Nevertheless it.should be noted. 
that salesmen are more prominent than any other single agency in the 
earlier years of both the original source and .~ost important so~rce 
time patterns. 
Neighbors. Neighbors are the outstanding single medium which 
influences the operators to accept the trait; as an introductory mechanism~ 
it is of much less value. Thus, neighbors are listed by 47% of the 
operators as 'most important source of information, but by only 15~;~of 
the operators as original source of diffusion. 
Neighbors as original source and as most important source follow 
dissimilar patterns. Yfuile as most important source neighbors become 
of constantly increasing importance as time elapsed, neighbors as 
original source followed an erratic pattern. Figure 5 reveals that 
neighbors were of slight importance as original source of 9.iffusion in 
the early years of the introduction of the trait. However, as the trait 
became more familiar to the communities, neighbors boomed upward in 
importanoe, reaching the highest level in 1933. 
However, neighbors assumed increaSing importance as an influencing 
factor after initial acceptance of the trait. More and more operators 
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accepted the trait beca.use their neighbors, eithor through pe~sonal 
conversation or through mere aooeptance of the trait, had oonvinced 
them of the utility of the newpraotice. 
Farm Journal s. . As most important s ouree, farm journals were of no 
prominence throughout the entire time period,· Only 2.3% of tho farm 
operators listed this medium. As an original source of diffusion, 
farm magazines were of more . prominence as over one-tenth. (10.7;~) of the 
operators' ei ted this source. In tho capacity of an introductory mechanism 
this diffusion agency declined from a position of early importance, then 
increased in prominence gradually, and finally declined as other agencies 
more actively came into the picture. 
Radio advertising. Radio advertising is relatively important as 
an original source of information over the entire time span as 10.2% 
of· the operators cited this source, How'ever, over the entire period in 
which the trait was accepted, not one farm operator listed radio 
advertising as his most important source, This differential prominence of 
one diffusion agenoy in ~vo roles is of extreme importance. 
The dichotomy of diffusion agencies. 
Assumption of anthropologists. Students of diffusion have assumed 
in their analysis of thesproad of culture traits that there exist no 
functional differences between agencies of diffusion. They have taken 
for granted that diffusion agencies are also of equal importance and 
perform onl:i one function, namely tho carrying of cultural traits to 
co.mmunities. They have not recognized that bringing a cultural trait 
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to a oommunity and aotual acceptanoe of tho trait are two distinot 
situations deserving separate analysis. This error in analysis is 
due primarily to the extensive soope of previous studies and the seoondary 
data utilized. There has been little opportunity ~or the investigator 
to familiarize himself with the aotual factors impeding or aooelerating 
acoeptanoe. In this study an attempt has been made to analyze these 
faotors. 
T t The . he dicho omy. compar~son of most important souroes with 
original sources of diffusion seems to indioate the exi·stenoe of a 
funotional diohotomy of diffusion agencies. The two types of diffusion 
media may be termed for analytical purposes (1) initiative and (2) 
activating diffusion agencies. 
The initiative agency seems to besignifioant in paving the way 
for other diffusion agencies to follow. It functions as the mechanism 
which breaks down the traditionalism surrounding a particular part of 
the culture. It tends to provide the psyohological opening through 
which the activating media may enter tho community. This type of agency 
serves a specialized purpose; it is the initial meohanism utilized in 
a planned process of diffusion. 
The importance of this type of agency in modern dynamic societies 
must not be underestimated. The large expenditures by commeroial 
companies to present a new product to a society of ton merely represent 
the utilization of this type of agenoy. The sucoess ·of these media in 
developing fertile fields for activa.ting agenoies to function determine 
in many instanoes the suocess or failure of the diffusion of a partioular 
oulture trait. 
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The activating agency serves as the oonvincing medium in the 
Iliffusion process. It acts as the mechanism which actually changes 
human behavior patterns and more specifically human choices. The appeal 
of these devices seem to be important in influenoing individuals as to 
the merits or demerits of new elements in the culture. 
The recognition of this functional division of agencies of diffusion 
is necessary for an explanation of the sucoess or failure of a particular 
diffusion process. Thus, the failure of a particular process of diffusion 
may be partially explained by (1) the lack of one of the':tYpes of 
diffusion agencies, (2) by the improper proportions between the two 
types of agenoies of diffusion, or (3) by the existence of an insuffioient 
amount of both types of diffusion media. 
Radio advertising and farm journals are thereby olassified as 
initiative agencies. Ho"~ver, they are not important as activating 
agencies, as Figure 6 indicates. Salesmen seem to be important initiative 
agencies while Figure 5 reveals that at different periods in the diffusion 
process, noticeable vacillations in its significance oocur. 
Neighbors are of little importance as initiative agencies in the 
first period of the diffusion proces~ but later assume a great deal 
of importance for the late acceptors. As an activating agency there 
likewise-seems to be a change in importance over different sectors of 
the diffusion processo 
The problem 
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CHAPTER VI. FACTORS ASSOCIATED VETil TEE R . 'tPIDITY 
OF ACCEPTAHCE· OF THE TEAIT 
Introduction 
The curve of diffusion of hybrid seed corn in the two cownunities 
has been analyzed. We noted distinct variations in frequency of accept-
anoe over different parts of the time span. The problem we shall now 
attack is the analysis of fa.ctors underlying t:le pattern of acceptance 
of the trait. 
It is the central hypothesis of this section that the differences 
between operators in rapidity of accoptance are due to certain social 
factors. In other words ~ the re.ason .. why certain farm operators are more 
"progressive" than their fellow operators may be found in an analysis of 
social characteristios of those operators accepting the trait· at different 
time periods on the curve of diffusion. 
The three f,roups of factors 
. The complexity of suoh _::"n a.pproach is immed.iately evident. The variety 
of factors probably or possibly related to rapidity of acceptance is 
indeterminate. However~ in order to test our hypothesis~ three groups 
of factors were selected. Those were (1) personal backr;round~ (2) 
eoonomic factors, and (3) sooial participation. Under personal backbround 
were included age, education, and nationality; economic factors included 
income and size of farms,tenure status, years in A.A.A., mobility, 
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ani balancing-of farmac90unts; under social participation were included 
neighborliness, total number of organizations belonged to, extent of 
participation in these organizations, types of organizations, leadership 
in community activities, trips to local trade center, trips to Des Moines" 
amount of commercial recreation, and reading. Reading included bulletins, 
magazines and newspapers, and library books. 
Interrelationship of factors 
That many of these factors are interrelated is certain. Thus, 
tenure and mobility, size of farm and income, economic status and 
education- in fact most of the social participation factors and personal 
characteristics are closely associated. Obviously, it is impossible to 
separate all of these factors from one another. Our essential purpose, 
therefore, cannot be to derive causative factors. To do this would be 
similar to finding an answer to why some people are always conservative 
or indubitably liberal. Unquestionably, a complex of interrelated 
factors must be conceived of as the causative factor. To say that one 
factor alone is the oause is to transcend the fundamentals of scientific 
procedure (48, Ch.1-5). However, in some instances it is possible to 
indicate possible reflections of causation. 
Thus, our purpose must be delimited mainly to the delineation of 
oonditions which are associated with the various acceptance groups. \~lat 
the causes or oause of the several acceptance groups are, Vie do not 
attempt to explain. However, Vie aro attempting to discover what con-
stitutes the personal, economic, and social backgrounds/of the accept-
ance groups, and more partioularly which of tliese factors, if any, are 
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most dis criminatory in differontiating the several [;roups. 
The uses of such an analysis. 
The' following analysis should be of particular interest to those 
groups whose societal function it is to bring new elements of culture to 
specific populations. The extension service of most states, for example, 
should attempt to familiarize themselves with the characteris'l;ics of 
different :types of acceptance groups. Not only will their tasks be 
lightened. by findinl,'; where to initiate a diffusion proce,ss, but also 
techniques may be developed to apply to the most inexorable elements of 
the population. Besides, insight into why certain programs d.iffllse 
only partially to societies will be obtained. Consequently,' implications 
of this part of the research should be analyzed carofully by those 
agencies v/hio participate in the diffusion process. 
Personal Background Factors 
Althout,;h the earliest acceptors were the younr;est acceptors, there 
oxists only slight and probably insir;nifioant differences betvleen the 
A, B, and C groups. The mean age of the earliest acceptors was 48.2, 
of the B group, ~9.7, and of the C operators, 50.3. (See Table 13). 
The latest acceptors, however, were on the average nearly 59 years oluo 
The two operators never acceptinG hybrid seed corn vlere 20 years older 
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than the A group operators. 
While the very younG operators vIera not especiully quick in accoptinG 
the new trait, few of them were VerjT late acceptors. Thus, of the 
latest acceptors, only one-tenth (11.8"/0) were under 41 years of aGe 
while over one-fifth (21. ~~) of the earliest acceptors were in this age 
classification. On the other hand, nearly two-thirds (o4.8/~) of the 
latest acceptors werE> over 55 ;years of age whiJ.e only one-eleventh 
(8.6%) of·the earliest acceptors had reached this aGe. 
The data substantiate the general belief that advanced ago is 
conducive to conservatism. The fact that in the next few decades an 
increasing proportion of the total population vall be in the older ege 
braokets takes on added significance from the viewpoint of social change. 
This study seems to indicate that the older age element of a popUlation 
is least susceptible to social change. It suggests that in the future l 
ether things l'einc; equal, we may probably anticipate a slackening of 
the rate of social change due to the differential age composition of 
the population. It ShOllld be reoognized that in tl1is study age was 
taken to moan age of the farm opera.tors in 1911. If age nt time of 
acceptanco of tho trait had been utilized, a different picture may have 
resul ted. 
Education 
Amount of education, a.s might be expected .. is positively related 
to early acceptance of the tra.it. Table 14 indicatos that this relation-
ship is espoclttlly evident in the extremes, i.13., 'when the A group is 





































































































1.1 ~ 68.0 1f::;. 5006 
Whereas nearly ~vo-thirds (65.3%) of the A operators had an education 
beyond the eighth grade J not one of the D operators had progressed this 
far in his education. 
College educationJ too seems to be an important factor in early 
acceptance. ~bi1e not one of the latest operators had advanced beyond 
grammar schoo1 J nearly one-third (30.6%) of the earliest operators had 
ta.ken some work in college. 
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While educational attainment of. the .lI. and D operators is in sharp 
contrast~ this factor shows no discrimination betvlGen the two large 
middle group of operators. The B and the C operators had almost identical 
educational backgrounds. 91.6% of the B operators had achieved at least 
a partial high school education while 92.3% of the C operators .were 
in this class. Again, 8.4% of the B operators had undertaken some colleGe 
work as. compared to 7.7% of the C operators. 
Table 14 therefore indicates that the more highly educated group 
of the population is likewise the most active in social change. They 
seem more willinr; to listed to and to experiment with the new trait. 
These observations suggest tha.t a. continually increasing: educated population, 
other things being equal, will like\'.rise be a less conservative group~ a 
group with more open-mindedness and willingness to investigate neVi elements 
attempting to forge their way into the cultUre pattorn. 
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Table 14 
Education of All Operators in-tho Four 
Acceptance Groups 
-------
Last Grade A B C D Never Total 
Reached in N % If % N 0-1 N '" liT 
d If a' /0 /0 /0 70 
School 
Unknown 1 1 2 
0 1 4.3 1 0.7 2 0.8 
1-4 2 1.4 1 5.9 3 1.2 
5-8 7 30.4 38 52.8 81 56.2 16 94.1 1 100 143 55.6 
9 1 4.3 5 6.9 5 3.5 11 4.3 
10 1 4.3 4 5.6 11 7.6 .16 G.2 
11 1 4.3 2 2.8 9 6.3 12 4.7 
12 5 21.3 17 23.5 24 16.6 46 17.9 
13 4 17.5 3 4.2 6 4.2 13 5.0 
14 3 13.1 2 2.8 1 0.7 6 2.3 
15 1 0.7 1 0.4 
16 1 1.4 2 1.4 3 1.2 
17 1 0.7 1 0.4 
18 





Nationality of All Operators in the 
Four Acceptance Groups 
Nationality A B C D Never Total 
11 % N a~ N .4 N% N % N % 70 70 
Unknown 1 1.4 1 0.7 2 
Amerioan 11. 47.9 38 53.5 62 43.0 6 35.3 117 45.5 
Scotch-
English 8 11.3 9 6.2 2 11.8 19 7.4 
Irish 3 13.0 7 . 9.9 20 13.9 6 35.3 36 14.0 
German 6 26.1 13 18.3 41 28.5 3 17.6 1 50.0 64 21.9 
Swedish 3 13.0 2 2.8 2 1.4 7 2.7 
Norwegian 1 1.4 1 0.7 2 0.8 
Danish 1 1.4 8 5.6 9 3.5 
French 1 0.7 1 50.0 2 0.8 
Slavio 
Other 1 1.4 1 0.4 
Total 23 100.0 72 100.0 145 100.0 17 100.0 2 100.0 259 100.0 
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Nationali ty-
Nationality background is a tenuous concept at best in communities 
as thoroughly Americanized as Grand Junction and Scranton townships. 
Immigrants are very few and nationality islands are practically non-
existent except for a small aggregate of Irish-Catholic families grouped 
together in each of the communities. 
As might. be expected under these circumstances, national origin is 
quite unimportant as a factor in the acceptance of the new· trait. In 
fact, cases are too few in all except three groups ~ Amorican, Germe.n, 
and Irish to permit comparison. 
Table 15 indicates that these three nationalities constituted about 
equal proportions of the members of the A group. Excluding the extremes. 
(A and D groups), there is evidence that the Amerioans accepted more 
rapidly than the other groups. Thus, whereas 32% of the American 
nationality operators wore in the B Group, only 20% of the operators 
of German parentage and.1s.1o of operators of Irish parentage were in this 
second acceptance group. 
The Irish contributed most heavily to the most adamant group of 
operators. 17% were in the D group as compared to 5% for the American 
and German nationality groups. 
However, none of these differences include sufficient numbers of 
cases to be considered as serious indicators of cultural group resistance. 
Thus, more of the Irish Vlere very slow but just as man~r Vlore very early 
in their acceptance. 
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Economic Factors 
Inoome and size of oorn acreage 
Size of'farm operations, measured in terms of net·return or in 
total acres in corn, is po~itively related to acceptance. Table .16 
shows that not only is there a large income differential bebreen the 
A and D groups, but there is a steady drop in inoome be~veen t~e A, 
B J and C groups. 
Thus, the A operators earned on an average $912 more pe;r year. than 
the D operators. The variation betvleen the A and B operators is also 
relatively large, amounting to over $600. The A operators netted $2795.00 
the previous year, while the B operators showed a net income of $2192.00. 
The C operators on the average earned $1806.00. 
Although the D group has a higher average total income than the 
C group, this may be explained by the unusually high incomes of three 
of the operators. The data seem to indioate that the latest acoeptors 
generally had the loV/est net incomes. Thus, whereas nearly ana-half 
(47.0%) of the D operators had incomes of less than ~1500, only about 
one-third (35.2%) of the C operators, one-fifth (18.8;10) of the B opera-
tors, and one-tenth (9.5%) of the A operators earned les:3 than ~~1500 
the previous year. 
We should further expeot that size of income and acres in corn are 
related. Table 17 shows that total aores in corn is also a positive 
factor in the acceptance of the trait. There are distinct variations 




















. Total Net Income of All Operators 
in the Four Acceptance Groups 
A B C D 
of N % N % N % IV 
3 3 
4.5 2 2.9 5 3.5 2 11.3 
2 2.9 13 9.2 2 11.3 
4.5 9 13.0 32 22.5 4 23.1 
41.1 23 33.4 51 35.9 3 17.6 
13.7 9 13.0 17 12.0 2 11.8 
13.7 9 13.1 12 8.5 1 5.9 
4.5 9 13.0 7 4.9 
4 5.8 1 0.7 
2 2.9 2 1.4 1 5.9 
4.5 1 0.7 2 11.8 
4.5 1 0.7 
4.5 
10,000-10,499 1 4.5 
Total 23 100.0 72 100.0 145 100.0 17 100.0 
_. {'; 
111 = ";;2795.4 1'/1 = ~1806.3 
lf6ver Total 
11 01 10 N % 
1 8 













2 100.0 259 leo. 0 
11 = ~250.0 
M = :~2192.0 1\1 = '~1955. 9 M ~ :~2003.0 
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TABLE 17 
TOTAL ACHES OF CORN OF ALL OPERATORS IN TI-lE 
FOUR ACCEPTANCE GROUPS 
ACnES nr A B C D NEVER TOTAL 
·CORN N % N % N % N % N % N % 
Unknown 1 1 2 
0-40 2 8.7 15 10.3 5 29.4 1 100.0 23 8.9 
40-79 8 ' 34.8 30 42.3 74 5101 8 47.0 120 46.8 
80-119 4 17.4 33 46.5 40 27.6 2 11.8 79 3.0.7 
120-159 6 26.1 6 8.4 8 5.5 20 7.8 
160-199 1 1.4 5 3.4 1 5.9 7 2.7 
200-239 2 8.7 1 1.4 2 1.4 1 5.9 6 2.3 
240-279 
280--319 
320-359' 1 4.3 1 0.7 2 0.8 
". 
Total 23 100q O 72 100.0 145 100.0 17 100.0 2 100.0 259 100.0 
M = 110.4 M = 89.3 M = 7906 M = 69.4 M = 20.0 M = 84.1 
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Whereas the early acceptors (A operators) pla.nted on the average 
'110.4 acres of corn, the latest acceptors averaged only 69.4 acres. 
f In other words, the A operators planted two-thirds more oorn than the 
;D acoeptors. Distinct differences are also noted between the A and Band 
1\': 
,~, and D groups.' Thus, the A operators had 21 acres more in corn than 
.'the B operators while the C operators averaged 10 more acres than the 
D group. 
"«.hen tota.l acres in corn are divided into three groups, 0-80, 
. 89-119, 120-360, other observations are made possible. Althour;h differences 
are not so oonsistent between groups, the oxtremes show important differenoes 
. and.thereby substantiate the general relutionship. ThU5, althOUGh. not 
quite one-half (43.57;) of the A operators had less than 80 acres in 
oorn, more than three-fourth (76.4;{) of the D group operated on this 
smaller scale. Again, for those op~rators planting over 120 acres in 
corn, we find that nearly two-fifths (39.1%) of the h opera.tors fall 
in this group, v.-hile only sliGhtly more than one-tenth (1U31o) of the D 
operators were in this cla::;s. 
As acres in corn and income are known to be closely related, it, 
seems possible that the larger incomes of early acceptors might be 
merely a reflection of their large.r farm units. 
However, Table 18 indicates that the early acc'3ptors W'3re probably 
more efficient operators, not merely larger ones. Even among the A 
operators with small farms their average income was greater than each 
of the remaining categories as wus the case also with the B operators. 
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Table 18 
Total Net Income of All Opera'tors in the Four Acceptance Groups 
With Total Acres in Corn Held Constant 
Acres in Corn 80 .. 1499 1500-2499 2500-over Total 
0-79 acres N % % N % % N % % N % 
1 2 1 2 1 2 2' 
A 1 11.1 1.8 6 66.7 9.0 2 22.2 10~0· 9 6.3 
B 7 22.6 12.9 18 58.0 26.9 6 19~4 30,0· 31 21.8 
C 41 .46.1 74~6 38 42~7 56~6 10 1l~2 50~0 89 62.7 
D 6 46:1 10.9 5 38.5 7.5 2 15.4·10.0 13 9.2 
Total 55 38.7 100 67 49.2100 20 14.1 100 142 leO 
80-119 acres 
A '0 0 0 2 50 5.3 2 50.0 8~0 4 5.2 
B 6 19.4 42.9 11 35.4 28.9 14 45.2 56.0 31 40.3 
C 7 17.5 50.0 24 60.0 63.2 9 22.5 36.0 40 51.9 
D 1 50.0 7.1 1 50.0 2.6 0 0 0 2 2.6 
Total 14 18.2 1m 38 49.3 100 25 32.5 100 77 100.0 
120-360 acres 
A 1 11.1 33.3 4 44~4 30.8 4 44.5 26.7 9 29.0 
B 0 0 0 :; 50.0 23.1 :; 50.0 20.0 6 19.4 
C 2 14.2 66.7 6 42.9 46.1 6 42.9 40.0 14 45.2 
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 100 13.3 2 6.4 
Total 3 9.7100 13 41.9 1m 15 48.4 100 31 100.0 
1. Percents across. 
2. Percents down. 
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It should be noted that among the largest scale operat9rs there appears 
to be no relationship between income and rapidi t JT of acceptance ~ It 
seems that large scale operators were early regardless of inc0me, where-
as among the small scale operators I income Was very. positively related 
to rapidity of acceptance. this lack of relationshipl however, in the 
larger farm enterpirses is unhuportant as only three of the 31 operators 
in the category were in the lowest income groups. 
Independence of income from age 
The possibility arises, however, that the relationship between 
income and rapidity of acceptance is merely a reflection of the age 
factor. Consequently, analysis was made of income and rapidity of 
acceptance in three age groupings. ('fable 19) 
'Iiithin eadh age classification l income is positively related to 
acceptance of the trait. Thus, within the youngest age grouPI 21-45, 
approximately one-fourth of both the A and B operators were in the 
lowest inoome group while one-half of tho C's and two of. the three 
D's were in this classIfication. 
In the middle age group,· 46-55, not one of the A operators was in 
the lowest income grouping as.compared to· one-fourteenth of the B's I 
one-third of the C's and three-fourths of the D's. Aga.in, in the 
oldest age classification, not a ~ingle A operator was in the lowest 
income class while one-sixth of the B's, over .one-fifth of the C'SI 
and nea.rly olce-third of the D's were in this classification. 
The data clearly indicate that when age is held constant, income is 
independently related to rapidity of acoeptance. 
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Table 19 
Tota.l Net Income of all Operators in the Four Acceptance Groups with 
Age Held Constant 
Age groups :~ 10-1499 t 1500-2499 .;;; 2500 and over l'0-(;a1 
H 0/ rr1 N 01 . a-I N ~~ ,,/ H <Sf ,0 /0 ,0 70 /0 /0 
1 2 1 2 1 2· 2 
21-45 
A 2 25 S.7 4 50 10.2 2 25 15~4 8 9.21 
B 8 26.7 22.8 16 53.3 4LO 6 20.0 46.1 30 34.5 
C 23 50.0 65.8 19 41.3 48.3 4 8.7 30.3 46 52~9 
D 2 66.7 5.7 0 0 0 1 33.3 7.7 3 3.4 
Total 35 ';'0.2 ]DO 39 44.9.1CO 13 11.9 100 87 100 
46-55 
A 0 ') 7 53.8 18.4 6 46.2 26.1 13 15.8 
B 1 7.1 . '}.8 6 42.9 15.8 7. 50.0 30.1 1·1 17.1 
C 17 33.3 81.0 24 47.1 63.2 10 19.6 43.5 51 62.2 
D 3 75 . 14.2 1 25 2.6 0 0 4 4.9 
Total 21 25.6 100 38 46.4 ]00 23 28.0 100 82 100 
56 &. over 
A 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 100 4.0 1 1.2 
B 4: IG.O 21.0 10 40.0 27.8 11 44.0 44.0 25 31.2 
C 12 27.3 63.2 22 50 61.1 10 22.7 40~0 44 55.1 
D 3 30.0 15.8 4 40.0 11.1 3 30.0 12.0 10 12.5 
Total 19 23.8 100 36 45.0 100 25 31.2 100 80 100 
1. % IS acroco 
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Humber of years in A.ii.A. , 
:Number of ye ars in A.A.A. shows a positive relationship to rapidity 
of acceptance of hybrid seed corn. Ylhile the latest aoceptors had 
belonged to the A.A.A. for an avero.ge of onl:;r three years J the earliest 
acceptors had belonged for nearly seven years. 
Table 20 
Number of Years in A.ll..A. for lUl Operators in the Four Acceptance Groups 
A B C ·D Never To tR.l 
N % N % N Of/ 10 N r:r1 /0 N % N % 
0 13.3 2 8.7 2 2.8 60.0 9 6.2 6.7 1 5.9 6.7 1 50 15 5.8 
1 4.3 1 4.3 4 5.6 52.2 12 8.3 26.1 6 35.3 23 8.9 
2 5.6 1 4.3 7 . 9.7 44.4 8 5.5 ll.l 2 11.8 18 6.9 
3 3.7 1 4.3 4 5.5 74.1 20 13.8 3.7 1 5.9 3.7 1 50 27 10.4 
4 4.5 1 4.4 3 4.2 63.7 14 9.6 18.2 4 23.5 22 8j5 
5 ·12 1G.G 61.3 HI 13.1 31 12.0 
6 3 4.2 75.0 9 6.2 12 4.6 
7. 6.2 1 4.4 2 2.3 75.1 12 8.3 6.2 1 5.9 16 6.2 
8 14.3 4 17.4 8 11.1 51.9 g 9.6 3.7 1 5.9 27 10.4 
917.6 12 52.2 27 31.4 28 19.4 1 5.9 68 26.3 
8.9 23 100.0 72 100.00 56.0 145 lOGO 6.5 17 100.00.7 2 100.0 259 100.0 
M= 6.8 M= 6.1 M= 5.2 1,1= 3.1 M= 1.5 J:1 = 5.4 
. t~oticeable differences also exist beh'leen the intermediate acpeptance 
groups. The B operators had belonged to the A.A.A. on an averaGe ,of one 
year lonGer than the C group while the C group claimed a two year longer 
association with the federal governnlEmt's crop program than the D operators. 
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A clear cut gradiont is also noted when the four acceptance groups 
are compared by continuous membership since the inception of the A.A.A •• 
Over one-half (52.2%) of the A operators have continuallY cooperated 
with the government since the beginning of the program as comparedvli th 
one-third (37.7%) of the B's, one-fifth (19.4%) of the e's and one-
tvmntieth (5.9;0)01' the D's. 
Independence of Number of Years in A.A.A. from Incomo. 
Although length of A.A.A. membership showed a positive relation-
ship to rapidity of acceptance of the trait, it. is highly possible 
that this relationship is merely an indication of the relationship 
. d " .. II be~Neen ~ncone an progress~v~sm. Therefore, analysis of A.A.A. 
members-hip with rapidity of acceptance was made with income held constant. 
Table 21 
Mean Number of Years in A.A.A. For All Operators in the Four Acceptance 
Groups When Income Is Held Constant 
Acceptance Income Groups 
period $0 - 1499 $1500-2499 :~2500 & oyer X 
Years N Years N Years N Years 
A 4.5 2 4.8 6 3.3 3 
B 3.8 9 5.3 23 3.2 11 4.5 
N 
9 
C 4.3 45 3.8 53 4.7 15 5.3 16 
D 2.8 8 2.0 4 3.5 4 
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Table 21 reveals that when relationships are studied by income 
groups, the results obtained from the simple relationship do not hold. 
Al though no general relationship is apparent, the lovi average of the 
D operators in the two lowest income groups should be noted. Generally 
however, the inoome factor dOGS seem to overshadow length of 11..11..11.. 
affiliations as no relationship within income categories is observed. 
Balancing f'arm accounts. 
Table 22 shows that annual balancing of farm aCCOut;ts is associated 
with early acceptance of hybrid seed corn. Every farm operator in the 
early acceptance group (the A operators) balances his accounts rogularly, 
while 94% of the B operators perform this yearly bookkeepint; necessi t:'l. 
Onlv 79.~1u of the C operators and but 63j~ of the D operators balance 
their books. 
Table 22 
Number and Percentage of Farm Operators in Each Acceptance Group Who 
Balanced Farm Accounts in 1940. 
A B C D Never '1'0 tal 
N r_-r/ N % l{ _f N cll N :Y~ N % NumQor /' /0 /0 
Unknown 1 1 2 
Do Not 4 5.6 31 21.4 6 37.5 1 50.0 42 16.3 
Do 23 100.0 68 9'1.4 li3 78.0 10 62.5 1 50.0 215 83.7 
'rotal 23 100.0 72 100.0 145 100 17 100.0 2 100.0 259 100.0 
The data suggest that the earlier acce!ltors have a more complete 
knovTledge of their farm enterprise than the late acceptors. The farm 
operator who has figured the exact expenses of his farm enterprise 
and the income which he has received for his produce would be expeoted 
to take more int~rest in new practices which would yield him a larger 
net return or assure hill1 of a more certain return' from his investment. 
Consoquently, the data seem to bear out this probability. Tho 
earliest acceptors of the trait seem to be the better entrepreneurs. 
Although earliest acceptance entailed in many cases"merely.experiment~ 
ing with the "new trait, nevertheless this initial investigation of the 
new practice indicates a desire to improve the management of their farm 
enterprises. 
Mobility: 
110ves in past five years 
Since mobility is so much greater for the tenants than for the 
ovmers, these groupings are analyzed separately. The owners Generally 
were very imnobile as expected. However, tho earliest acceptance 
owners were slightly less mobile than the later owner acceptance group. 
Thus, not one of the earliest acoeptors had moved in the last five years 
while one-fifth of the latest owner acceptors.had chanced residence in 
the previous five year period. The relative SmAll number of cases in the 
extreme group should be noted. (Table 23) 
IJobili ty measured by movos in the past five years has no relation-
ship to rapidity of acceptanoe for unrelated tenants. Thus, both 40% 
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of theA and D groups showed no change in residence during the preceding 
five-year period while 57% of the B operators a.nd 53% of the C acoeptors 
wero simi1e.rly immobile. The same lack of correlation exists for the 
relatod tenants. (Table 24) 
Table 23 
Total Moven In Past Five Years For Owners In The 
Four Acceptance Groups 
Humber of A B C D 1'EVER TOTAL 
Moves N % N % N % N % N v" I~ N ~ 70 
0 15 100.0 27 96.4 43 79.6 .8 80.0 1 100.0 94 87.0 
1 1 3.6 11 20.4 2 20.0 14 13.0 
2 




Total lvloves In Past Five Years For Unrelated 
Tenants In The Four 11.cceptanoe Groups 
Number of A 
B C D 
N 
NEVER 
Moves }I % }I % N % 






3 60.0 13 43.3 27 43.6 3 60.0 1 100.0 47, 45.6 
2' 3.2 2 1.9 
Total 5 100.0 30 100.0 .62 100.0 5 100.0 1 100.0 103 100.0 
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Total residence changes since beginning farming 
Table 25 clearly reveals that for the owners mobility is negatively 
re19.ted to rapidity of aoceptance. This relationship holds for each 
gradient as well as for the extremes. Thus, throe-fifths (GO.(ij~) of the 
A acceptors had never changed residence as compared to two-fifths (42.9j;~) 
of the B operators, one-third (35.l7n of the CIS and threo-tenths (30.0;n 
of the D operators. 
Table 25 
Total Residence Changes Since Beginning Farming 
For o.vners In The Four Acceptance Groups 
A B C D NEVER TOT.AL 
N (1"f N (fl U % N % N (f1 N 0'" 10 ,0 /0 Iv 
0 9 60.0 12 42.9 19 35.1 3 30.0 43 39.7 
1 2 13.3 6 21.4 6 ·11.1 1 10.0 15 13.9 
2 2 13.3 4 14.3 13 24.1 2 20.0 21 19.4 
3 1 6.7 2 7.1 9 16.7 2 20.0 14 13.0 
4 1 6.7 3 10.7 5 9.3 2 20.0 11 10.2 
5 1 3.6 1 100.0 2 1.9 
6 2 3.7 2 1.9 
Total 15 100.0 28 100.0 54 100.0 10 100.0 1 100.0 108 100.0 
11 = 0.87 M = 1.3 M = 1.7 M == 1.9 11 == 1.S 
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Further ~ only 13% of the A's hud moved three or more t.ime s vrhile 
217; of tho B r s ~ 30% of tho C' s, and 407~ of the Drs showed thishie;her 
mobility. 
Table 26 indicates that for the unrelated tenants ·there is no 
relationship between mobility und acceptance of the trait. However, 
wh,ile there is practically no difference bet''1oen the A, B, and C 
acceptance grau ps" we do find that the A r s moved on the average one 
time less frequently than theD operators. 
Summarily, the data indicate that for the owners, l~ss mobility 
is a characteristic of the earlier acceptors. The more mobile· operators 
were also the latest acceptors. This relationship may be explained 
logically as the more successful operators will probably move less 
frequently. Thoy yrill desire to remain on the sa.!ne farm unit and con-· 
tinuo their pro:fitable farm .operations. As we have already showed that 
income is posi ti vely relateci to acceptance, this matt;er of mobility 
may be a reflection of the income factor in the owner brouPS. 
On the othor hand, for the tenants, there does not appear to be 
any relationship between mobility and acceptance. When an analysis 
was made of moves in the past five years, no relationship was found. 
The analysis of total moves since started farming revealed only a 
very slip;ht variation between the extremes. This lack of relationship 
may be partially accounted for by the simple fact that although t~e 
better tenants romain with tho sarno landlord a relatively longer time 
than the poorer tenants, nevertheless the best tenant is continually 
on the look out for a botter place to farm and thereby to increase his 
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income. These two factors counteracting each other would tend to explain 
at least partly this difference betw'een the tonant and owner eroups 0 
Table 26 
Total Residence Changes Since Beginning Farming 
For Unrelated Tenants In The Four Acceptance Groups 
A- B C D nEVER. TOTAL 
N cd N % N % N % If % N 01 . 10 la 
0 Z 6.7 2 3.2 4 3.9 
1 1 3.3 1 1.6 2 1.9 
2 1 20.0 10 33.2 14 22.6 1 20.0 1 100.0 27 26.2 
3 1 20.0 a 2607 17 27.5 1 20.0 27 .26.2 
4 3 60.0 2 6.7 14 22.6 1 20.0 20 19.5 
5 2 6.7 7 11.3 1 20.0 10 9.7 
6 3 10.0 3 4.8 6 5.8 
7 2 6.7 2 3.2 4 3.9 
8 2 3.2 1 20.0 3 2.9 
9 
10 
Total 5 100.0 30 10000 62 100.0 5 100.0 1 100.0 lOS 100.0 
M = 3.4 M = 3.3 M = S.5 M = 4.4 111 = 3.4 
Tenure status 
Although one would expect that tenure status would be a signif'i-
cant factor in the ra.pidity of accep~ance of the trait, Table 27 reveals 
that it is of little real importance. 
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It is "true that nearly 15%1 of the owners are in the A group as 
compared to 6% for the related tenants and 5% of the unrelated tenants. 
However, when we combine the A and B periods, it is found that there 
are only slight differences bebreen the tenure groups. 42% of the 
owners were in the earliest acceptance periods (A & B) as compared to 
3~/o of the related tenants and 34% of the unrolated tenants. It is 
further of interest to note that a higher proportion of th~ latest 
acceptors were owners. This, however, is probably a reflection of the 
older average age of the owners. 
The data. seem to indicate, therefore, that generally there is 
little d ifferenco betweon the several tenure groups. However, the 
few very earliest aoceptors and the few very latest acceptors belone 
to tho ownor tenure class. This tends to show that tho ovmer group 




Sociology is essentially a study of human interaction. As the 
urbanization complex has penetrated into rural society, a greater pro-
portion of human interaction has become secondarJr in nature. (14, p. 139-65) 
lThe in.fluence of the landlord's attitude concerning acceptance of 
the trait on the tenant's acceptance of hybrid seed corn has been analyzed 
;n. the section on methodology, p. 55. 
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Tf.\.ole 27 
Tenure Status of Far:ll Operators 
In tho Four il.cccptanco Groups 
----.---
Year Tenure Status 
. All R9J.Ated Unrelllt·3d 
0pl3:rators O,7ncrs Tenauts l'en~l.nts 
lJ c/ lJ % N ~, I·J d 1° ;.,) I" . 
1927 1 0.4 1 0.9 
1923 2 0.8 2 1.13 
1929 4 1.5 4 3.7 
A 1930 4 1.5 1 0.9 2 4.2 1 1.0 
1931 6 2.3 ;) 2.8 3 2.9 
1932 1 o tl. .~ 1 0.9 
1933 6 2.3 4 3.7 1 2.1 1 1.0 
1934 IS 6.2 8 7.,1 4 8.3 4 3.9 
B 1935 21 8.1 7 6.5 2 4.2 12 11.7 
1936 36 13.9 14 13.0 8 16.7 14 13.6 
1937 61 23.5 20 18.5 13 27.0 23 27.1 
C 1938 ·16 17.8 17 15.3 11 22.9 18 17.4 
1939 36 13.8 15 13.9 co J 10.4 16 15.5 
- . 
. 1940 1-1 5.4 7 6.5 2 4.2 5 4.9 
D 1941 3 1.2 3 2.3 
Never 2 0.8 1 0.9 1- 1.0 
Total 259 100.0 103 100.0 43 100.0 103 100.0 
----------------------~-----------------. ----
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The effects of this increase in non-primary relationships have been 
studied in detail by many sociologists. 
Cooley (5) and Tonnies (43) have achieved 'special prominenoe for 
their pEmetra ting analyses of this aspect of change in contemporary 
society. 
Farticipation in the social life of the community is a measure of 
this incroasing secondary type of social interaction as well as of 
primary relationships. We are intel;8Gted in this section to probe tho 
relationship of the factor of social participation to "progressivismll 
in -the acceptance of a new tra.it. The hypothesis, therefore, which is 
to be tested centers upon the relationship of social participation to 
IIproGressivism".· Do those operators who participate most actively in 
community aotivities acoept the trait earliest? .Are leaders in commun-
i ty functions the leaders in tho acceptance process of lWbrid seed 
corn? .Are only certain types of social participation related to 
rapidity of accepta.nce? These problems shall be analyzed in this 
section of tho research • 
. In order to investigate this problem, .... IC have created several 
comprehensive categories of social participation. The groupings used 
are neighborliness, (as a contrast to urbanized forms), commercial, 
organizational, and reading. NeiGhborliness is measured solely upon 
the number of families with which the operators visited regularlyo 
By the analysis of neighborliness, it is hoped that the influence of 
primary contacts can be analyzed. 
Under cor;unercial aspects of social participation, the factors 
studied vlcro comnorcial recreation, trips to local trade center, trips 
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to Des Moines~ and attendance a.t fairs. Under the organizational section 
of sooia1 partioipation~ a study was mude of number of organizations, 
types of organizations, extent of participation, und leadership as 
measured by offices held in local organizations and membership on 
conunittGos. 
Reading was also included under the headins of social participation. 
The justification for the classifyinr, of readinG uncler tho hendiw; of 
social participation is that through readinG neV/spapers, magazines, and 
books, individuals learn more about their ovm society and allout other 
societies. There is also the element of vicarious participation in the 
social life of' the community throue;h rea.ding. 
Neighborliness. Ta.ble 28 revoals that there are slight difforences 
between the acceptance groups.in terms of neighbors visited ret;ulnrly. 
Consequently, extent of primary group contact does not Seetl to manifest 
any effect upon "progressivismll of the farm operators. Thus, the A 
operators averaged 4.3 neighbors, the B's 5.4, the C's 5.0, and the D's 
4.6. Although the D's made alightly more contacts than the A's, neverthe-
less the B's and C's both displayed more "neighborlieess" than tho D 
acceptors. Further, the differences suraly are not large cnoubh to be 
very important in terms of social contact ant! isollltion. 
Percentual dist.ributions also reflect a similar pictur0. The data 
show approximately the sarae .proportion of the A, B~ and C accepto.nce 
groups visitin[; three or 'rore neiEhbors regularly; 65/{ of the A1S~ 
69J~ of the B's and 63% of the C operators were in this categorv of I' ."
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"neiGhborliness". lIov18ver, only 53/~ of -[;he DIS contacted three or 
more neir;hbors regularly. 
For the least number of re~ular contacts (three or under), no 
relationship is observed. Although there is a distinct vruriatioll be-
tween the A and D groups, ne"ertheless tht're is sliglit diff.'e-rence be-
ween tho A and G groups. Also, t!-J.e B operators had a smaller per-
centa.p:e in this lovi primary contact clo.ssif.'ica~ion than did the_A 
opora tors. 'rhus, 35j~ of the A IS, 30:; of the B IS, 3 7/~ of the- CIS, and 
4710 of the D oporators are in this cater;ory. 
Beside&, the percentuo.l distribution indicates that when six or-
more neighbors is used as -I;;ho measure, no relat ionship is apparent. 
30;:~ of the A f s, 37;1, of tho B' s, 49:~ of tho CiS, but only 41% of the 
D's were in this classification. 
Consequently, it J'11.lst be nQllcludod that "nei_ hborliness" has no 
relationship to rapidity of acce[)tnl1ce. Tho question h11tediately 
arises, if primD.IJT relationships do not have any effect on pro{;ressiv-
izm, what about seco!1dary contacts? We 3ho.ll novr atter,lpt to answer chis 
qu.ery. 
Total n')_"lber of orr;anizations 
Variations in the acceptance groups are prirr>.arily evident in tho 
extrerees. Thus, tho earliest acceptors helonbed to three organizations 
on -I;;he average while the latest acceptors vrere members of' only 1.1 
organizations. 
Although there _ is practically no difference betvrcen the Band C 
groups, it should be noted that the C's claimed r.1e!nbership to twice 
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Table 28 
NUll1ber of Uei2:hbors Visited 1tebu1ar1y 
By Operators in the Four,Accoptance Groups 
1'lulllber of it B C D rre'ver Total 
NeiGhbors n % N % N % If 01 N % n % ,0 
Unblovm 1 4 5 
0 ::; 13.1 1 1.4 6 4.3 10 
1 ,1 4.3 3 4.2 9 6.4 1 5.9 1 50.0, 15 
2 1 4.3 8 11.3 19 13.1 2 11.13 30 
3 3 13.1 9 12.7 18 12.8 5 29.3 35 
4 5 ,21.8 16 22.6 24 17.0 2 ll.B 1 50.0 48 
5 3 13.1 8 11.3 13 9.2 0 24 
6 5 21.7 9 12.7 24 17..0 4 23.5 42 
7 2 1.4 2 
8 6 8.4 8 5.7 1 6.9 15 
9 
10 1 ' 4.3 3 4.2 7 5.0 1 5.9 12 
11 
12 1 4.3 6 8.4 6 4.3 1 5.9 14 
13 
14 
15 1 1.4 :3 2.1 4 
16 1 1.4 1 
17-19 
20 2 1.4 2 
Total 23 100.0 72 100.0 145 100.0 17 100 11 0 2 100.0 259 
M :: 4.3 11 c 5.4 M = 5.0 M ::; 4.8 M = 2.5 M :: 5.0 
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II.S many or~anizations as the D group while a distinct difference exists 
bot\veen the A I sand B IS. 
Vn10n n perccntual analysis is made of proportions of each acceptance 
group belonging to a particular number of organizations, differentiation 
betvraen the. extremes are more clearly discernible. 'While not one of the 
A opers.tors did not belonG to at lea.st one or[~a:!i:n.tioll, o'V"o1' b:.o., 
fifths (41.210) of the D acceptors did not participate at all in any 
community organizations. Again, we find that 39;~ of the A operators 
belonged to four or more organizations while not one of the D oper-
ators y;ere in this category. Differences be-cYfeen the intermediate 
groups are insic:nificimt, although clear difi'erences are noticed when 
the A operators are cOLlparod vTith the B' s, and the C acceptors wi th 
the V's.' 
Independence of total munbor of organiza~ion from tenure 
Tables 30, 31, and 32 indicate that among all tenure groups 
there are distinct differencosbetvleen the earliest vnd latest accepto.rs. 
Among the owners the A operators belonged on an average to throe 
organizations while the D acceptors averaced only one mer,lbership in 
# 
cormJlunity organizations. In the related tenant classification, the 
A 1 S were affiliated with nearly 3.7 orr;auizat5.ons as compared to 1.5 
for the J) operators. The earliest acceptors So.'1long the unrelated 
tenants belonGed to 2.8 organizations y,hile the latest acceptors 'ircro 
connected frith only ono. 
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Table 29 
Total Number of Organizations BelonGed to 
By the Farm Operators in the Four Acceptance Groups 
Number of' A B C D FEVER TOTAL 
Orga...'I1izations N % N % lJ d 11 % N i~ N J/ 10 1° 
0 5 6.9 16 11.0 7 41.2 1 50.0 29 11.2 
1 4 17.4 22 30.6 42 . 28.9 3 17.6 1 50.0 72 27.8 
2 6 26.1 19 26.4 41 '28.3 6 35.3 72 2'7.8 
3 4 17.4 11 15.3 25 17.2 , 5.9 41 15.8 ... 
4 4 17.4 5 6.9 10 6.9 19 7.3 
5 4 17.4 7 9.7 3 2.1 14 5.4 
6 1 4.3 3 4.2 4 2.8 8 3.1 
7 1 0.7 1 0.1-
8 1 0.7 1 0.4 . 
9 1 0.7 1 0.4 
10 1 0.7 1 0.4 
Total 23 100.0 72 100 .. 0 145 100.0 17 100.0 2 100.0 259 100.0 
M = 3.0 TI = 2.3 II = 2.2 11 = 1.1 r.1 = 0.5 1,~ = 2.2 
Although the intermediate e.cocptanco groups in all tenure 
classifications showed little difference in nlli~bcr of organizations 
belonGed to, nevertheless distinct differences a1'e noticed between the 
A and B Groups and between the C and D groups. The homogeneity of the. 
intermediate groups seems to indicate that· these two groups may bo 
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combined, and of course if this is done, a much clearer positive 
relationship .between education and rapidity of acceptance is evident. 
Table 30 
Total Number of Orbanizations Belonf,ed to 
By ~-mers in the Four Acceptance Groups 
Number of A B C D lJEVEH TOTAL 
Organizations H ct. H % N 0/ H 01, H cl N r.l ,0 /0 /0 (0 1° 
0 1 3.6 4 7. il: 5 50.0 10 9.2 
1 2 13.3 5 17.8 13 24.1 1 10.0 1 100.0 22 20.4 
2 4 26.7 10 35.9 15 27.8 3 30.0 32 2S.7 
3 4 26.7 6 21.4 10 18-.5 1 10.0 21 19.4 
4 2 ·13.3 2 7.1 4 7.4 8 7.4 
5 3 20.0 2 7.1 3 5.6 8 7.4 




10 1 1.8 1 0.9 
Total 15 100.0 28 100.0 54 100.0 10 100.0 1 100.0 108 100.0 
M=3.0 M=2.6 11=2.7 M=1.0 
Independence of total number of orr:a.ni?utions from income 
The relationship observed in tho e:<:tromes whon total number of 
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Table 31 
Total Number of Organizations Belonr;ed to 
By Related Tenants in the Four Acceptance Groups 
Number of A B C D TOTAL 
Ore;a."'1izations H r:1 1J of N 1> H d N '" /0 1° /0 1° 
0 1 7.1 3 10.3 4: 8.3 
1 5 35 .. 8 7 24.3 1 50.0 13 27.1 
2 1 33.3 1 7.1 6 20.7 1 50.0 9 . 18.7 
3 2 14.3 7 24.2 9 18.8 
4 1 33.4 2 14.3 3· 10.3 6 12.5 
5 1 33.3 3 21.4 4 8.3 
6 
7 1 3.4 1 2.1 
8 1 3.4 1 2.1 
9 1 3.4 1 2.1 
10 
Total 3 100.0 14 100.0 29 100.0 2 100.0 48 100.0 
11=3.7 M=2.6 Id=2.6 11=1.5 
organizations is related to rapidity of acceptance is independent of' 
the income factor. Table 33 shows that merrtbership in organizations 
reveals the same differences be-t;ween the earliest and later acceptors 
when incon6 is hold constant. 'l'hus, in the ~O-1499 income classifi-
cation 5O;~ of the A I S belon~ed to two or more organizations as compared 
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to 47;~ of the B' s, . 47f~ of the C' s, and 38>~ of the D's. AGain, in 
the highest income grouping, 88/~ of the B's be10nbed to three or more 
organizations as conpared to 52710 of the B's, <.1:2;10 of the CIS, and O;~ 
of the D operators. 
Table 32 
Total Hlltnber of Organizations Belonged to 
By Unrelated Tenants in the Four Acceptance Groups 
Humber of A B C D nEVER TO'rAL 
Orr,anizatiolls 11 oJ"! II r~.' N .,f IT c/ N 1"':1 N % i~ /0 f" 1° 1° 
0 3 10.0 9 14.5 2 40.0 1 100.0 15 14.6 
1 2 40.0 12 40.0 22 35.6 1 20.0 37 36.0 
2 1 20.0 8 26.7 2-0 32.2 2 40.0 31 30.1 
3 3 10.0 0 12.9 11 10.7 
4 1 20.0 1 3.3 3 '1. (3 5 4.8 
5 2 6.7 2 1.9 





Total 5 100.0 30 100.0 62 100.0 5 100.0 1 100.0 103 100.0 
M == 2.8 E= 1.9 ~ == 1.9 U == 1.0 
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TS.b1e 33 
Tot')./. lTluuber of Organizations Belonged To 
By 1'0.11 Farm' Opera tors Yfi th Inoome Held Constant 
lJumber of Organizations 
Income 0-1 2 3-10 
$0-~?1499 N 1 2 N 1 2 N 1 2 if % 
% <5'1 % % % % 2 I" 
A 1 50.0 2.4 1 50.0 4.5 O. 0 2 2.6 
B 8 53.4 19.5 5 33.3 22.7 2 13.3 15.4 15 lG o 7 
C 27 52.9 65.9 14 27.5 63.7 10 19.6 7G.9 51 67.2 
D 5 62.5 12.2 2 25.0 9.1 1 12.5 7.7 8 10.5 
41 54.0 100.0 22 28.9 100.0 13 17.1 100.076 100. 
A 
~1500-2499 3 25.0 7 '1' • .:> 3 25.0 8.0 -6 50.0 14.3 12 10.3 
B 12 37.5 20 '2 v.v 8 25.0 23.5 12 37.5 28.6 32 27.4 
C 22 ~)2 .4 53.6 22 32.4 64.8 24 35.2 57.1 68 58.0 
D 4 80.0 9.8 1 20.0 2.9 0 0 5 1.3 
41 35.0 100.0 34 29.1 100.0 42 35.9 100.0 117 100 
~2500-over . 
A 0 0 1 12.5 6.7 7 87.5 24.1 8 13.6 
B 5 21.7 33.3 6 2G.l 40.0 12 52.2 41.4 23 39.0 
C 9 37.5 60.0 5 20.8 33.3 10 4107 3405 24 40.6 
D 1 25.0 6.7 3 75.0 20~0 0 0 0 4 6.6 
15 25.4 100.0 15 25.4 100.0 29 49.2 100.0 59 100 
1 Percents across 
2 Percents down 
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Independence of Tote.! Humber of Organizations from Education. 
When education is held consta.nt (Te.ble 34), the some relationship 
is noted. In the 0-8 educational level, l6;~ of the D's belonged to one 
or less organizations as compared to 3% of the A's. Excepting for the 
college level instance when neither one of the A or D opere.tors belonge:l 
to one or less organizations, the differences in tho extremes are clearly 
evident in all groupingsa 
Extent of Participation 
An index of participation VlP.S constructed so that a measurement of 
actual participation in the or€~anizational ·lifo of tho conununi ty other 
than mere membership might be related to rapidi t Jr of acceptanco of tho 
trait. In tho construction of the il~de;~, one point was given for attend-
ance up to 24~~ in e.ny organization; 2 points for attendance of 25-49~~; 
3 points for 50-74/~ attendance; and 4 points for attonding 75% or more 
of the meetinGS of an organization. One point was also given for more 
membership in an organization. 
Differences bet .. :een the successive acceptanco groups in their 
participation in community organizations are evident nlainly in the 
extremes. (Table 35) The high participation of tho A's stands in sharp 
contrast to tho lovr participatie:n of the D's. Whoreas two-thirds (43.0%) 
of the A. operHtors were in the highest social participation [;roupinGI 
only one-sixteonth (5.8"/0) of the D's VlOre so active in tho community. 
Besides, less than one-twentieth (4.3/~) of the A's did not participate 
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Tablo 34 
Total Number of Organizations Belonged To By 
All Farm Operators With Educa.tion Held Constant 
Number of Last Grade Completed. In School Total 
Organizations 0-8 9-12 13-over 
% % I~ 7~ N ..... , N ~o N % N /0 
0-1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 
A 2 50.0 3.1 2 50.0 7.4 0 0 0 4 4.1 
B 17 G5.4 26.6 8 30.8 29.6 1 3.8 14.3 26 26.5 
C 35 60.4 54.7 17 29.3 63.0 6 10.3 85.7 58 59.2 
D 10 100.0 15.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10.2 
64 65.3 100 27 27.6 100 7 7.1 100 . 98 100 
2 A 2 33.3 4.9 3 50.0 12.0 1 16.7 33.4 6 8.7 
B 9 47.4 22.0 9 47.4 36.0 1 5.2 33.3 19 27 •. 5 
C 24 63.2 58.5 13 34.2 52.0 1 2.6 33.3 38 56.1 
D 6 100.00 14.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 8.7 
41 59.5 100 25 36.2 100 3 4.3 100 69 100 
3.;.10 A 4 30.8 9.1 3 23.1 9.7 6 46.1 42.8 13 14.6 
B 13 482 20.5 10 '67.0 32.3 4 14~8 28.6 . 27 30.3 
C 26 54.2 59 0 1 18 37.5 53.0 4 8.3 28.6 48 54.0 
D 1 100.0 2.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.1 
44 495 100 31 34.8 100 14 15.7 100 89 .00 
1 Percents across 




Index of Participation For Al1 Operators 
.In The Four Acceptance Groups 
Index of Participation Score 
Group 0 1-4 5-7 8-10 11-25 Total 
n /0 N Jj N o· N 01 lJ % H /" 10 /0, /" 
A 1 4.3 1 4.3 6 26.1' 5 21.7 10 43.6 23 100.0 
B 7 10.0 17 23.3 14 20.1 17 23.3 17 23.3 72 100,,0 
C 19 13.2 . 29 19.4 33 22.9 2g 20.1 35 24.4 1<15 100.0 
D 7 41.2 1 5.8 5 29.4 3 1'{ .6 1 5.S 17 100 
Never 1 50.0 1 50.0 2 100 
vlhatsoever in community acti'dties while over hro-fif'ths (4l.21~) of the 
D's fell into this category. 
The onte. rovc:'.l sliGht differences between. the 13 and C Grotlpincs" 
yet both 8.re 5.ntermediate to the extrer.les. i'ihereas only 8;~. of .the .A's 
were in the tvlO lov;e:-:t cate[::orie~ of indox of participation" 33~~ of tho 
B's showed such lov[ participr.tion. Ee5idos in the hi[~hest amount of 
participation cla5s" flO find 445~ of tho A's as compared to 23j~ of: the 13'13. 
A dfstinct difference is evident ootvlOen the C and D GroupinGs. 
Only l3~~ of the C' s as compared to 41% of the D's played no part in com-
munity organized activities. On the other hand, 24}~ of the CIS were in 
tho hie;hest social participation Group 'while meroly G% of tho D's were 
in this most active CQtef;ory. 
Because of the greater mobility of thetoll;:\.nts and therefore le;:;s 
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opportunity to develop community intorcsts~ it wa.s uoemecl essential to 
study alGo tenure [~roups separe.telyo 
Thos8[;10 relationship holds for the ovmers ~,nd for the unrolated 
tenants. Thus~ for the ovmers one-half (50.0,0 of the D's had a 
participa-tc;ion index of Zero D.S co,,'1pr,reJ to one-fourteenth (6.7/6) of 
the A'so Furt:er J only one..;.tenth (lO.C~~) of tI-,e D's were in the hi;~hest 
participa.t:i.,on group (11-25) while V:W fifths (39.S1~) of the A's were in 
this most active group. Only very slir:ht differences Vlore noted for 










Indo:~ of Participation for OvHlEJr Operators in 
the Four Acceptance Groups 
Ind0x of Participation Georo 
0 1-4 G-7 -8-10 11-25 . 
N /0 Ii d N oi H ,"/ 11 " /0 I~ I" " /c. 
1 G.7 0 0 4 2G.7 4 26.7 G 3S.9 
3 10.7 5 17.& 4 14.3 8 28.6 8 r.>"" r-.. ~ ... ~ . \,,) 
6 11.1 11 20.1 10 18.5 II 20.1 1G 20.6 
5 50.0 0 0 3 30.0 1 10. I 10.0 
1 
Total 




10 100 .. 0 
1 100.0 
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The unrelated tenants also ;:;howod cloo.rly EO. pasi tive relatiollchip 
betweon socio.l pa:.rticipation and rapic1i ty of acceptance. "I'lhilo not one 
of the A operators had a score of zoro, two-fifths (40.0%) of tho D's 
were in this cluJ sification. Acain, wheress t·Ho....;fifths of the A IS 'were 
in the hi~hest participation group, not a single D operator had such a 
hi[;h index score. For tho unrelated tenants" also, the l3 and C groups 






Index of Participation For Unrelated Tenants 
In The Four Acceptance GrOU~)S 
Index of- Participation Scar-e·· 
1-4 5-7 8-10 11-25 











o o .1 20.0 1 20.0 1 20.0 2 40.0 5 100.0 
3 10.0 10 33.3 6 
10 16.1 16 25.8 14 
2 40.0 0 o 2 














Inde,?ondoncc of E::dent of Part.i..ci:nation from Education 
lO.O 30 100.0 
1l.3 62 100.0 
o 5 100·.0 
o 1 100.0 
The possibility that the differencos in extent of partici~ation betwoen 
the acceptance Eroups miGht be merely f.l reflection of the hic;hor education 
of the earliest acceptors had to be analyzod. Table 38 shows the relation_ 
ship be-t.;ween index of participation and rnpidity of acceptance amonG 









Indox of Participation For Four Accept~nce 
Groups \Tnon Education Is Held Constant 
Last Grade Completed In School 
0-8 9-12 13 and 
Scora N Score N . Score 
:1.4 7 8.4 e 12.4 
508 36 7.1 28 9.4 







Wo are forced to modify the obsorvations noted from the simple 
relationship, namely the vari9.tion bGllb.'loon the o:-:treme accopt8.nce [.:roups. 
In the lO\'lest educational level (oi(hth !-:rl3.de or lmcler) J a revorsn relation-
ship is apparent. T!/Us " the DIS aver<:l.Eed a hit~her score than the A's 
while tho B's and. C's similarly ratod higher tllan the earliest acceptance 
group. For this educational group, extent of participation in conununlty 
activities is not related to rapidity of acceptnnce. 
Hovrevor, tho positive relationship bot\veen rapidity of acceptance 
and. index of participation oxists for tho hi;:;h school and collo,;e educational 
levels. The averago indox of participation for the A's was e.4 for the 
hiGh school group as compared to 7.1 for the iPs and 7.4 for the C's. The 
relationship is even clearer on the 0011e;;e level. The A's soored 1204 
vlhHe the B's averaLed 9.4 und the C's 7.3. It should. be noted that not 
one of the D operrttors had pa:3sed beyond the f;rammnr school in educational 
attainment. 
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Types of Organizations 
Analysis bas alrcady been made of the number of total organiza-
tions to which the various acceptance [;roups bnlong. However, it is 
nocessary to break dOVTn this general groupinG into typos of orcunizn.tion 
so that a more exac.t analysis may be made. The typolog~r used wac 
reli[~ious" occupational and economic, fraternal, recrce.tional" and civic. 
Table 39 
lJUI'loer anrl PercentaGe of Each Acceptance Gro;.lp Eelonging 
To l{clif;ious, Occupational and EconoI'lic~ Fraternal, 
Recr'Ja tional and Civic Organizations 
Acceptance Relie.;ious Occupational Fraternal Hecrefltional Civic 
Group and Economic 
N % N % N 0" l'T crt lIT 0-1 ;0 /0 /0 
A 20 8'1.0 9 39.1 13 bG .:5 4 17.4 6 26.1 
B 65 90.3 13 18.1 23 31.9 8 11.1 13 13.1 
C 116 80.0 27 18.6 46 31.7 9 6 ') .... 20 .13.3 
D 8 47.1 2 ll.S 4 23.5 
Never 1 50.0 
Relir~ious. While not quite one-half of the latest acceptors were 
members of reli{~ious €;roups, at least four-fifths of the operators in tho 
other acce:!?tr.illce· brouPS claimed church membership. Thus, 877'~ of the A's" 
90% of the D's, 80~~ of the C'3 and only 47;~ of tho D's were members of 
reliLious bodies. 
Occup8.tional and Economic. This cater~ory includos mem~:ership in the 
Farm Burec,u, Farmer's Union, and an:~- other type or farm a:;zociation. 
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Differences in membership arc most evident between the extremes. ~ihilc 
nearly two-fifths (39.1%) of tho A operators belonged to such orOlnizations~ 
less than one-ei{,;hth (n.Sfo) of the D's claimed membership in this type 
of organization. 
Not quite one-fifth of the B's (IS.lin and the CIS (lG.6/·~) .... '01'e 
members of occupational and economic or[~nnizations. Thus ~ 0.1 thou;,;h little 
difference existeel between the mid-acceptance groups, they shmd inter": 
mediato betwoen tho extremos. 
Fraternal 0q;anizations. As in the occupational and economic groups ~ 
differencos between tho acceptance groups existed only in the extremes. 
Over one-half (56.5/{,) of tho earliest acceptors LelonF;od to fraternal 
organiZations while loss than ono-fourth (23.5;;) of' the latest acceptors 
.... rere mombers of theso local organizations. 
Practically the srune porportion of the intermediute 8.cceptance [!;roups 
were members of local organizations. Thus~ 31.9;~ of the B's and 31.7J~ 
of the C's claimed such membership. 
Recreational Organizations. 111embership in recreational or?;anizations 
seElms to Le positively rela.ted to rapidity ef acceptance of hybrid seeu 
corn. This relationship is apparent between tl~,e intermediate as well as 
betw'eon tho extreme acceptance groups. Hovrever, it should be noted that 
not even one-fifth of the A operators claimed membership in recreational 
groups. 
Vvllile 1 T;; of the A operators were members of r~creational orge.nizations I 
onl~r 11% of the B' S, and 6% of the C's could claim membership to such 
orcanize.tions. Not one of the D operators vms a member of a local recreat-
ional group. 
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Civic. Orf~e.nizations. Affiliation vIi th civic organizations likevvise 
seems to be related positively to rapidity of acceptance of the trait. 
Over one-fourth (26.1/;) of the A's~ less than ono-fifth (18.U~) of the 
U's and les::> thc.n one-seventh of the C's belonged to any civic organization. 
ALain, not one '::If the D operators vms 0. n'o!i1ber of ::t 10cn1 c;ivic i;rOU11. 
Leadership in Cor:rrnuni ty Activities 
Leadership'in rural society has constitute":" ~ ::.ubject of much interest 
to rural sociologists. (31) Not only is i trocoUl.i.zed that inmr:my com-
munities a. deai:,th of leadership ability m',ists, but it has also' been pointed 
out that too few mechanisms are in operation to develop rural leadership. 
(31, pps. G8-83) The e.dension procro.rns of most states include as one of' 
the basic olljectives the development of a.n uctive a.nd alive local lOllder-
ship. Those wllo ha.ve worked in the fiold of community Orf;f.'.nization are rlost 
cognizant of this problem. That the snccess of local, stfl..to, and ~ven 
national pro;:rnms ':;n the community level is do~)enrlent larGely on tho t:lPo 
of leadership in the community may be taken us a:·~iom9.tic. 
V{e are particularly interested in this part of tho analysis in the 
relationship of cOffililunit:,r loadership to what might be termed "farm practice 
leadership.1I The primary question to lJe e,.nswered is, Are the earliest 
acceptors of hybrid seed corn tl-.e leader::; j n organized corr.:muni ty activities? 
Offices Held. In order to answer this question, the farm operators 
were asked how';:nny offices they held in c')mmunity acti,cities and hov; 
many commi tteos they served on during the r'recerlin{~ year. The most strik-
inr; observation from an analysis of Table 40 is the larGe number of operators 
in all gron's that acted in no leadership capacity at all. In all acceptance 
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groups, 'a.t least, three-fourths of the farm operf'.tors sho\,lod no leadership 
in orgnnizational roles. 
Table 40 
Total Numler of Offices Held By Farr,l Operntors 
in the Farm Acceptance Groups 
Number of 
Orranizations i).. B C D never Total 
% N Cf/ "--N ra--'" , N- u" 11 v; N :..':- N ,0 1° /0 /0 
a 77 .3 17 84.7 61 78.6 114 94.1 16 100 2 81.4 210 
1 18.2 4 9.7 7 15.2 22 5.9 1 13.2 34 
2 4.5 1 4.2 3 4.8 7 4.3 11 







10 0.7 1 0.3 1 
Total 100 23 100 72 100 145 100 17 100 ' 2 100 259 
Excepting tho D opera tors. the 1'e seems to exist no re Ia ti onship 
be~roen leadership in local organizations and rapidity of acceptance of 
the trait. 77% of the A's, 85;~ of the B' S I and 79/~ of the CIS acted 
in no lea.dership capacity whatsoever. However, 94~~ of the D's were 




Total Number of Committee MemLersi,lp 110L1 L:r the 
Farm Operators in the Four Ac ('optanc0 Gl"OUPS 
:Memberships A . B C D Nevor Total 
N % N % N N N % N ~~ 
Unknown 1 1 
o 17 77.3 62 86.1 11 76.5 16 94.1 2 100 208 80.6 
1 2 9.1 6 8.3 22 15.2 1 5.9 31 12.0 
2 3 13.6 3 4.2 9 6.2 15 5.3 
3 2 1.4 2 .8 







J.'ota1 23 100 72 100 145 100 17 100 2 100 259 100 
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COlT'.r.!ittee raemberahips. The same lack of' relationship is noted when 
leadership is measured. by Dommi ttee membership. (Table '11.) 77;~ of tho 
A's, 86/~ of thcl)'s~ and 77?~ of the CIS did not participate :in any 
committee activities. Hovrever, 94~'~ of tnc D's wero aimilv.rly inaotive. 
Consequently, the latest acceptors participated in leadorGllip roles much 
• less frequently than the other acceptance i;roups. Tho very amnII amount 
of leadership exorciseJ by the D I~roup may bo exp1ainod partly by the 
fact that the D operators ·on the avorul;c.belongol to only 1.1 orGanizations. 
Novertheless, it is clear that the latest acceptors of tho· trait were 
the least active in the asaumption of lefJ.dorship rol,,3 in or;;anizational 
activities. 
Yet~ among the other acceptnnce £:l"OUpS we notau only slirsht differences 
and thereforo no relationship between loaclerGhip in organizations and 
rapidity of acceptanco. 
The implications. The i!:lplicatiom; of theso observations are 
importr..nt. InitiaJ.ly, the most conservative operators from the stand-
point of acceptinl; a nuw culture trait arE.3 the ler..st active' in leader-
ship roles. Yet~ the bulk of lcr.dorsilip in the communities doos not come 
from the earliost acceptanco Group, but is rath~r dispersed among tho 
A~ B, and C op~ra.tors. Therefore, the do~ta indicate that leadersnip 
in oonununity activities is not related with IIfarrn practica leadershipll. 
This conclusion is important espt:icially booD,use it, tonds to disprove 
Rny type of Goneral theory of louilership. 
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Lea.dership" thorefore, must be conceived of us landership in a 
particular situation and in relation to particular activities rather 
than as some type of mysterious power with which oertain poople are 
endowed. Thus" a farm operator may be a leader in his oommunity in 
regard to the accepting of new practices while ho may not func'cion 
as a leader in community organizations at all. 
Not only is this type of observation significant in changing 
farmer's attitudes concerninG what leadership is, but it is also of 
importunce to the extension service and other agoncies interested in 
establishilli'; programs in the rural connnur..i ty. The data seom to warrant 
t:"113 reconunendation that agencies must appeal to different types of leader-
ship to carry throuGh different types of programs. In other \";ords , 
these individuals who act a~ leaders in one situation mu;)r bo of little 
importance in a leaderzhip capacity in another situation. This concept 
of differential leadership in various types of leadership situations is 
one of particular importance to adminictrators charged with supervising 
govermnEmtal pr0t:roJlls at tho community level. 
Readin~ 
Bulletins. The relationship betvTeen reading and rapidity of accept-
ance is especially evident as regards thc use of Iowa State College 
Bulletins. 
Tho A operntors read on an average 5.5 bulletins in 1941 while the 
B opera.tors had read only 3.3, the C's 2.5" und the D operators less than 
one (0.5) • (Table 42) • 
Tae1e tb2 . 
l;umber of 5ulletins Read By All Operators. In the Four Acceptance Groups. 
Humber of A 13 C D Hover Total 
Bullotins l\T % N 0'; N % N 0 i:J % 1I ;~ ,0 I" 
---_ ..... --. 
Unknown 1 4.3 1 0.4 
0 7 30.5 36 bO.O 9'1 09.1 15 88.2 2 .100.0 154 58.0 
i 1 1.4 1 0.4 
2 1 4.3 5 6.9 5 3.5 11 4.4 
3 2 8.7 5 6.9 10 'T.o 17 G.3 
4: 1 4.3 5 6.9 8 2 ll.8 16 6.4 
5 2 ' 2.3 10 7.0 2 0.3 
6 5 21.8 9 12.6 21 g.G 
7 
8 
9 1 1.4 1 0.4 
10 1 1.4 4 2.(} [j 2.6 
11 
12 1 17.4 5 6.9 10 7.0 19 7.6 
13 
14 
15 1 1.4 1 0.7 2 0.8 
h-20 2 3 2.1 5 2.0 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 1 1.4 1 0.4 
36-40 
Total 23 100.0 72 100.0 145 100.0 17 100.0 259 wn .0 
tr= 5.5 II= 3.3 1l= 2.5 1.1 = " .:) E: 0 :IT: 2.B 
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Tho pauciJGy of t!lO bulletins reed ',:)y the farm op(3rator~ is evidenced 
by tl:e fact that the avol'a[:;o nwnuor, of 1Jul1etins read by all farm. 
oporutors was under 3 (2.8). The most striking observation is the la.:q;e 
number of operators villa read no bullotins at all. Thus, lesB than 
one-third (30.5) of tl;e .A operators., cne 11(1.1f (50.0;~) of the :S':51 over' 
two-t.hirds (G9.1) of tho CIS, and seven-ei,)1ths (88.2;;) of tho D's 
did completely w'ithout this source of' farmini:: assistance. 
However, even thoul;h such 0. large proportion elid not utilize collc t.;e 
bullotins at all, nevertheless the data. indicate t1'lo.t proportionall;,--
fewer of the earlior acceptors used no bulletins than tho later acoeptors. 
The infrequency with w11ich later acceptors used !:lany bulletins (6 or 
more) is cloe.rly oviuent as not one of these ope rat Ol'f.i fell into tl:i:; 
ca.tegory. On t.he other hand nearly ono-half (47.S,' .. ) of tl:.fl 1. operators 
used this lar[,;or nUlllbor of uulletins while One-fGLirth (25.l~~) of tho Bls 
ctnd less than one-fir·th (lS'.G;S) of' the CIS Ylore in thin r-;roupinG. 
l;ia&;azinos and nevrspuDers. .l',.li:li.OUf;il the roJutionsitip l>otween number 
of maGaz5.nes and nonupui;ers taken is not 0.8 mal'Y.:e,l a:J for bulletins rE)nu 1 
nevertholess the rolationshir is ulllni::;ta1:n.ble. Trw A operators took 9.3 
maga::.:i.nos and novispnpcrs while the Dis nvol'agou 8, t11'3 C's 7.8, and. tho 
D's S.l.(table 43.) 
Table 43 
Number of. Uagazines and Newspapers Taken By All Oporutors in the Four 
"Acceptance Groups. 
Number A B C D Hever ~l.'ota1 
H 7~ N c·! N c:! N % N eft ..-N ,-" /0 10 " 0 /0 /' 
----
Unknown 1 .7 1 0.4 
0 1 1.4- 1 0.4 
1 3 2.1 3 1.2 
2 1 4.3 3 '.1.2 1 .7 5 2.0 
3 11 7".6 11 4.4 
4 2 2.6 11 7.6 3 17.6 1 50.0 17 6~8 
5 5 6.9 6 4-.1 4 23.6 15 6.0 
6 2 8.7 3 4.3 18 12.4 3 17.7 1 50.0 27 10.8 
7 1 4.3 13 18.0 15 10.3 3 17.G 32 12.8 
8 6 26.2 15 20.6 24 " 16.6 3 17.6 48 17.6 
9 3 . 13.1 12 16.7 18 12.4 1 5.9 M 13.6 
10 :3 13.1 7 Q " v. , 11 7.6 21 8.4 
11 3 1~.G 4: 5.6 11 7.6 18 1.2 
12 2 8.7 6 8.3 5 3.4 13 2.8 
13 1 1 1.4 6 4.1 7 .8 
14 1 4.3 1 " 2 . , 
15 
16 
17 1 4.3 2 1.4 3 1.2 
18 
19 1 .7 1 .4 
20 
Total 23 100.0 72 100.0 145 1CO.O ," -, 100.0 2 .8 259 100.0 
M= 9.3 M = 8.0 M= 9.8 £,1= 61.1 11 -" - 5.0 1:1 = 7.8 
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'When the four acceptance r.;l'OUpS are divided into a low, medium., 
• 
and high classifice.tion accordil1[; to ntun'uer of periodicals o.nd newspapers 
taken, the relationship appoars more evident. Hearly three-fifth (58. 9J~) 
of the D's fell in the low classification., (O-6).,while only one-eighth 
(13.0%) of the A's, one-fifth (19.5%) of tho B' s , and one-third (35.?%) 
of the D's were so clasdfiecl.· 
On the other hand, over one-half (56.f.~·.~) of the Ii oporators were in 
the highest category (9-19), while more than two-fifths (4l.7?~) of tho 
B's, over one-tUrd (37.9M of the C's, e.nd ony ono-sixteenth (5.9%) 
of the D's were in this bracket. 
Library books. A clear positivo relationship is evident between number of 
library books read during the preceding yof1.r and rapidity of the acceptance 
of the trait. The A operators avera[;ed four books each, the B's 2.f., 
the CiS 2.1, and the D's on1~t 1 book. 
The most significant fact about Table 45 is the great number of 
operators mnonG all acceptance groups who read no 1ibrar~' books at all. 
However, althouGh such a large proportion of the operators did not read 
any books, yet a smaller p~rcentage of the earliest acceptors read no 
bool:s than the lc.. test acceptors. Vo1lile G5}~ of tho A operators did not 
read any books at all, yet 187'~ of tho B operators I 86}~ of the C ope~ators, 
and 94% of the D operators wore in this category. 
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Table 44 
NumLer of Librar~' Books Read B~r All Opera.tors in the Four Acceptance Groups 
Nmnber A B C D Never Total 
N d N % N c! N % H /~ N '7~ /0 /0 
Unkno1m 2 
0 15 65.·1- 56 77 .9 123 86.0 16 94.1 2 100.0 212 82.5 
1 1 1.4 1 0.4 
2 1 1 11 .- 1 0.4 
3 1 1.'1 1 0.4 
<1 1 4.3 1 0.7 2 0.8 
5 1 0.7 1 0.4 . 




10 1 4.3 1 0.9 2 0.8 
11 
12 4 17.4 5 6.9 8 5.5 17 6.6 
13 
14 
15-20 2 2.8 1 0.7 1 5.9 4 1.6 
21-25 1 4.3 1 1.1 2 0.8 
26-30 1 1.4 1 0.4 
36-40 1 0.7 1 0.4 
41-45 2 1.4 2 o.s 
Total 23 100.0 72 100.0 145 100~O 17 100.0 2 100.0 259 100.0 
M = 1.0 M= 2.5 M= 2.1 lil= 1.0 1,1 = 0 
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Independence of num"L'or of !_ullctins from income. The relationGhip between 
number of bulletins and rapidity of accoptance, however, mi[';ht merely 
be indicative of the positive cor.relation betvroon income and progressivism. 
Consequentl:l, it WaG necessary to hold income consJcant and measure the 
relationnhip oetween early acceptance of the trait and number of bulletins 
read. 
Table 45 
Number of EullDtins Read For All Op~rators in the Four Acceptance Groups 
111}wn" Income is Held Constant 
Income Class 
Acceptance $0-t~1499 ;:~l500-2499 ~~2500 and ovor 
Group Bul. NI Eul. NI Eul. Hl 
A 3 2" 3.9 13 9.2 8 
B 2.9 14 3.0 33 4.6 23 
C 1.4 50 2.5 68 4.3 23 
D 0.5 8 0.8 5 0 4 
INumbor of cases 
Table 45 shoVis a clear relationship botywen number of bulletins 
road and rapidity of acceptance of hybrid seed corn within each income 
classification. Thus, in the ~0-1499 income class, the average munbar 
of bulletins for the A's waS 3, for the n's, 2.9, for the G's 1.4, 
and for tllc D's 0.5. In the ;:[1500-2199 groupin~':1 tho A operators 
avera€~ed 3.9 bulletins while the B' s read 3.0, the C '.s 2.5, and. the 
D's 0.8. 
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In the highost income ° groupjn[; (2500 and ove r) the number of' 
bulletins ree.d by the A's to:l:;alleu 9.2 as comparod to 4.6 for the PIS, 
4.3 for the C'S 1 Bnd zero for the lrttost socceptors. Consequently, 
reading of Iowa State College Bulletins is related to rapidi t-y of 
acceptance indep~ndently of tYe income factor. 
Trips to Urban Centers 
Trips to local trade- centers. ° Data were collected on trips to the 
local trade center and trips to Des Hoines. 
Thfrl'o is a positive relatjonship between rapidity of acceptance and 
trips to local trade center. This_ relationship holds not onl:l for the 
extremes but also for the entire series. ('l'ableo °46 ). Thus, the moan 
annual number of trips to local trade centers was 156 for the A 
operators, 128 for the B operators, 122 for the C [roup, and 112 for the 
D group. ConsElquently, the earliest acceptors averaged three trips to 
town per week o.s cOJ!lparod to two trips for the latest acceptors. 
Further, whereas onl;'l one-eighth (13.0%) of the earliest acceptors 
went to town less than once a vleek, nearly one-half (46.0%) of the la.test 
acceptors visitod town less than once weekly. Over tVlO-fifths (43.51°) 
of the A op~rators frequented the local trade center three or morc times 
woekly Vlhile only three-tenths (29.4;0 of the D operators contacted the 
urban centers so frequently. However, it should be noteJ. that the 
D group had a larger perccnte.ge of opera.tors t~oing to the local trade 
center ,';hreo or more times weeklJ' than the Band C operators. 
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'r8.1:,18 4.G 
Trips to Local Trade C0ntGr in 1910 for Operator in the Foul' .AcCc!'t?llce 
Groups. 
------------
number A B C D Ne'lcr Tot:;.,l 
N .-/ H 01 N ,~ t H j; N C'i lJ .-/ 70 1° /' 10 /0 
--
---------
0 '" 2.1 3 1.2 \) 
1-10 1 0.7 1 G.3 2 0.8 
11-20 3 4.2 3 2.-1 2 1l.1) 8 3.1 
21-30 1 '1.3 ., 2.3 5 3.1 1 5.9 9 3.S w. 
31-·40 
11-50 




91-100 3 10.0 2 2.3 9 6.2 1 f.9 15 5.B 




111-150 5 2l.0 24 33.2 34 23.,1 2 11.3 1 50 GG 25. !j 
1131-160 1 1.4 4 2.8 h 1.9 v 
161-170 
171-1':-:0 1 0.7 1 0.1 
181-190 
191-200 1 ~1.3 4 5.6 7 4.3 12 4.6 
201-250 9 3~~.2 11 15.3 21 14.5 5 28.1 1 50 117 1a.l 
Total ""'7 0." oJ 100.0 72 lOO.O U5 100.0 17 lOu .0 2 100 2SQ 100.0 
:0 156 IT: 12a 
..,.,. 122 ..- 112 ....... 186 If: 127 
= 
j\/t :: 1-1 = B : 
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T · t D p. rJ.ps ~ ~ l'iOlnoa. Trips to Dos l't.oim:;::;, the L!.rL~e::;t urb:m center 
in the state, o.lso sho,,; a positive relationship to re,pidit~· or accopto.llce. 
(Table 47). Tbe A op~rators a".cerni~or: 4.3 trips por year to Dos Haines as 
CO:'lrared to 3.2 for the Band C t;roups, and only 1.5 for the D acceptD.nce 
operators. 
Table 47 
Trips to Des Eoines In 1940 For Operntors in the Four Acccpte.nce. Groups 0 
Nwnbcr A B C D I-J8vcr Total 
H % 11 10 N -, H % H ~~~ 11 c .. /0 70 
Unknown 1 1 
0 2 8.7 16 22.2 39 27.1 6 35.3 1 50 61 N.B 
1-3 12 k') ~ .j"" .... -. 3,1 47.2 65 4[;.1 10 53.S 1 50 122 47.3 
4-6 1 17.-1 12 16.7 23 10.0 . 1 5.7 40 15.5 
7-9 1 4.3 3 4.2 2 1.4 (j 2.3 
10-12 3 13.0 7 9.7 11 7.6 21 8.1 
13-16 1 4.3 1 0.7 2 0.8 
17-20 1 0.7 I 0.1 
21-23 
24-26 2 1.4 2 o.e 
Total 23 100.0 72 100.0 145 100.0 17 100 2 100 25.9 100.0 
N= l1.3 11= 3.2 1.1: 3.2 1.1= 1.5 11= 1.0 M= 3.2 
Besides I only one-eleventh (8lrl;~ ) of the o().rlicst a(~coptanco group 
had not travollod once to Des Hoines the precedinf, ~'ear nllile OV01' cno-
third (35 .3/~) of tho latest l'.cceptors Llla not contccuted the l':l.rc e urunn 
cantor <lurinG the previous : ear. HenrI;:, hlo-f'if'tl,s (39.0;;) of the A 
operators -visited Des :lioinG:> four or more times tllO pro-,iouG year as 
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compa.red to one-sixteenth (5.9%) of the D operators. It should be noted 
further that when the data are divided into three classes a.ccordinG to 
number of trips to Des IEoines, namely 0, 1-3, and 4 and over, gradients 
are noted between tho seYerD.l acceptance classes as \"rell us betiveen 
the extremes. 
I 1 · .J.... mp l.ca,,~ons. The data therefore suggest that contact with urbe.ll 
centers i~ indicative of more IIprogressivism ll in ac~:eptance of new 
traits •. Those farm operatorG leaving; their own primary Groups frequently 
have more opportunity to leo.rn of new aspects of the cul turo. They are 
less tied to tradi tionalisl'l and the conventions imposec1 by continuous 
persona~ types of social relationGhips. They are physically as v:ell 
as mentally freer from their local nei[;hborllOod groupine;s, and the very 
fact o.f ~his loosening of local ties is itself conducive to more contuct 
with nev.er cleYilents uttempting to IDuke headway int.o the culture pattern. 
But like many other fucters, there seems to be less discrimination 
between the intermeJ.iaLe Groups. 
As 9. rC~'.ll t, these farm opere.tors are more s.ccustom.ec1 to the rapid 
momentum of social chango. They come into more contact with tho 
mechanisl:13 of ::wciul chn.nGe. The increasing urbanization of' rural society 
consequentl;)r seems to indicate· thut tho rural population of the future 
will probably be more wi1lil1~; to chanGO its traditional techniques n.nd 
munners of living. '1'hf3 increased frequone:'l of associ!:"tion with the 
more re.picll:· changing' nrts of culture vlill constitute an important 
reuson for g;reuter ease in social chance by the rUl"nl popUlation. 
··J.4C'" 
Independence of trips to local trade center from income. It 
further had to be established whether the relationship bet\veon number 
of trips to local trade center 8.nd rapidity of acceptia.nce was independent 
of the income factor. 
Table 48 indicates that the relr,tionship bet\yeen trips to local 
trade center and rHpidi t~r of acceptance is independent of the income 
factor. 'rhus, within all incomo group::;, the oo.rliest o.cce!1tors went to 
tOVln more frequently than the lc.tost acceptors. In tho lowest income 
group 100% of the A's frequented tho local trade center at least tv:ice 
a ¥leek 'while only 38f~ of' the D's were in town so frequently. In the 
middle income group 75;'; of the A's visited the township center tvlice 
a week or more as coinpnred to 60;~ of the D's. In the hie;hest inccllle 
group 63;; of tho A's a.nd 50J~ of tho DIS were in contact wi tl1 the local 
trade centor so often. 
Besides, althoui!,h there are onl;y slif..;ht differences between the 
mid,-acceptance groups, in each categ;or~r thoJr stano. intermcdiate between 
the earliest end latest acceptors. For m:aInple, ':Ii thin the lowest 
income group, 100;; of the A's, 69/;, of the B's, 64~~ of the C's, and only 
387: of the D' s visited the local trade center at least t,vice a vloek. 
The relationship betwoen rapidity of acceptance and trips to 10C8.1 
tra.de center seoms to be independent of income. Tilis is one of the very 
few instances in which the income factor docs not seem to bear some 
influence on other factors re1:>.teil to acceptance. The data seeI!l to 
indicate,consequently, that rogardless of income the more proGressive 
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Table 48 
Trips to Local Trade Center in 1940' For Operators in the Four Acceptance 
Grot;ps whon Income is held Constant 
Income Group Number of Tr,ips 
·~0-1499 0":100 101-150 151 c~; over Total 
H %1 0" N ~ (.:, N a! oi l! CI /"2 1 "'~2 1"1 102 ~2 
A '0 0 0 2 100 'j.7 0 0 0 2 2.7 
B 4 30.8 14.8 7 53.8 20.0 2 15.4- 18.2 13 17.8 
C 18 36.0 66.7 25 50.0 71.1: ? 11.0 6:3.6 50 68.5 
D 5 62.5 Hl.5 1 12.5 2.9 2 25.0 18.2. 8 11.0 
Total 27 37.0 leo 35 47.9100.0 11 15.1100.0 73 100.0 
$1500-
2499 
11. 3 25.0 9.1 3 25.0 5.9 6 50.0 15.2. 12 10.2 
B 6 18.6 18.2 18 56.2 35.3 8 25.0 24.2 32 27.4 
C 22 32.4 66.6 29 42.6 56.8 17 25.0 51. 5 68 58.1 
D 2 40.0 6.1 1 20.0 2.0 2 40.0 6.1 5 4.3 
Total 33 28.2 100.0 51 43.6 LO.O 33 28.2100D 117 100.0 
~~2500~ 
over 
A 3 37.5 13.6 2 25.0 10.0 3 37.517.6 8 13.6 
B 8 33.3 36.4 10 41.7 50.0 6 25.0 35.3 24 40.6 
C 9 39.2 40 .. 9 7 30.4 35.0 7 30.4 41.2 23 39.0 
D 2 50.0 :).1 1 25.0 ·5.0 1 25.0 5.9 4 6.8 
Total ') .... .... .., 39.3 100.0 20 33.9100.0 17 28.8100.0 59 100.0 
1- Percents across 
2. Percents down 
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operators in terms of ra!1idi ty of accopte.r~ce of hybrid seed qorn visit 
town more frequently than tho later a.cceptors. 
Attondance at Fairs 
Date. were obtained for attendance at the ste.te fair, the county. 
fair, and county or stato corn husking contest for 1938, 1939~ nnd 1940. 
As a SUlTu'THlry dovice, one point was given for each evont attended. The 
maximum scarp, possible wo.s nine points. (TabID 49) 
Al thout:h there is no rcle.tionship between the A, B, and C acceptance 
groups, the earliest acceptor::, hovrever, attended these comnunity 
functions more than twice aG freqllently as tLe latest accoptors. Thus, 
the A operators attended on tl~e averaco 3.5 event.s while the D operators 
averaged only 1.Gtimes. The 13 Group wa~ in attendance ll.1 times as 
compared to 3.3 for the C operators. 
Cne third (33.3/:-) of' the earliost acceptors d·id [lot attond one of 
these affairs while over three-fourths (76. b;;~) of tr.e latest acceptors 
shov/ed thi s lack of cOlmnuni ty participation. On the other hand, over 
two-fifths (41.3;~) of the earlieaJc acceptors attonderl fiva or more of 
these functions while onl:,' one-sixteenth (5.9;;) of the lo.tost a.cceptors 
were such l1ir;h participants in communit;y nctivities. 
CO'I'u,orc1,[l.l Hecreation 
Commercial recreation includes the SUlnnlf'~tion of the numbel' of times 
farm operator~3 atter1cte(1 public and orGanizational dances 1 the movies I 
athletic contests plu~ numbor of timr,s participated in pool or bovrlinc: 
activities. 




Attended in 1938, 1939, and. 1940 by Operators in the 
Four Acceptance Groups 
---------~----------.-------.------
HillI1ber B c D !Tever Total 
fo IT ~;~ IJ 
Unknown 2 2 5 0 11 
a 4 '19.0 3 4.3 17 12.1 3 17.6 2"( 10.0 
1 1 1.3 4 G.7 16 11.4 8 17.1 20 11.7 
2 2 9.5 2 2.3 9 6.4 2 U.8 15 5.0 
3 3 14.3 19 27.2 ::>5 25.1 3 17.6 GO 24.2 
4- 3 1<1.3 13 18.6 28 20.0 44 17.5 
5 1 4.8 12 1.9.1 n 7.9 2,1 9. '7 
6 6 28.5 10 1'1.3 13 903 1 5.9 30 12.1 
7 1 4.3 5 2.1 7 500 13 6 .. 2 
<3 1 1.4 2 1.·1 3 1.2 
:1 1 1.4 2 104 3 1.2 
10 0 
70tal 23 100.0 72 100.0 145 100.0 17 100.0 '.' 259 100.0 
}II=: 3.5 l.t == 4.1 TI ::: 1.6 .. " i.!.: 3.5 
1~1 thOU~)l Table 50 ravo9.1s slight variation between tile A D.nd B 
groups, nevertheless a positive relationship ill noted between partici-
pation in commercial r.,:creation and rapiJi ty of accepta.nce. Tho A's 
s[lOwed a. total scoro of 21.6. the ]3's averaged 20.3 nhile the G's 
participation score amountol to 15.9. 
The T,lOSt significant observation is tho rel[\tivc diffor;:H1ce beh'lOon 
the score of tho Ii opera.tors Dna the otller acceptance :,roupn. Thus I 
the la.test acceptors o.voro.ged onl;;, 8.1 as their score while t:le C 
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'Iaole 50 
Oommercie.l TIecrE'lation Score of Operators in the Four Accepts.nce Groups 
Score A B G D n;; 
H of N 0'1 H 01 N ~~:s H/~ T % ;.: 1~ /0 
Unknown 
0 6 2G.0 11 15.2 32 22.1 10 58.7 2 100.0 Gl 23.6 
1 1 4.4. 3 1.2 5 3.1 2 11.8 11 4.2 
2 5 6.9 
,., fi.5 1 5.9 11 5.'1 
3 5 3.1 3 1.9 
4 1 '1.4: 2 2.6 1 O.S 4 1.5 
5 r, 1.4 2 0.8 ... 
6 t" ;) 6.9 11 7.G 1 s.s J ,. " ( 6.G 
7 1 4. • ~ 3 4.2 5 3.4 i) ~.5 
8 1 1.4: 2 1.'1 3 1.2 
9 
10 1 1.4 3 2.1 .1: 1.5 
11-15 1 17.G 7 9.7 16 11.0 2'1 10.11. 
16-20 1 4.4 3 1.2 " 12 ., '7 (j"v 1 5.S 17 6. (: 
21-25 1 4.4 ti 8.3 10 6.9 17 G.G 
26-30 1 4..4 2 5.6 5 3.4 8 3.1 . 
31-35 6 4.2 ·1 0.7 7 2.7 
36-40 '1 9 6.2 13 5.0 
41-45 3 3 2.1 G <'\ :".I.J 
':t:G-50 3 13.0 2 1.4 5 1.9 
51-60 4: 17.3 10 13.9 13 9.0 2 11 • .'J 29 11.2 
Tot:).l 23 100.0 72 100.0 145 100.0 17 100.0 2 100.0 259 100.0 
H = ;:!1.G If: 20.3 M = 15.3 Ii = 8.1 
operrJ.tors ",131·0 t\vice as active as thic 1a.te3t gronp ;c110 A a.nd a 
operators p9.rtiaipated "bIO D.ud ono lirl.lC time~ moro fl'r-J(lUfH1tl~f in this 
t:lpe of rer::raation than did the D aoc'Jptors. 
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1'1116n anal~T.sis is made of tho acceptance Groups by various types 
of acores~ the relationship is still more evident. Thus, slightly 
less than one-third (30.4Y;) of the A operators had a score of under two 
while over threo-fourthG (76.4:;~) of the D operators were such infrequent 
attendants of comr:;ercialized recreation act:i.vi ties. Again, nearly two-
fifths (39.V~) of the A operators were in the hi(:l:est score group (a 
participation score of over 19) as cOLlpured to valy one-ninth (11.3;;~) 
of the D acceptors. 
Sl.Umnary of Factors Associated with Rapidity 
of Accepta.nce of tho T~ait 
T!1e major objective of this section centered on an analysis 
of factors underlying the pattern ot; acceptance of hybrid seerl corn. 
ih:ore specifically, the problem focused on the discovery of a.ny 
differentiations in the pOl'sonal, eoonomic, and social backgrounds 
of the acceptance groups. 
In the D.nalysis of the three Groups of factors studied, we observe::l 
that the oarlie3t acceptors have been clearly uif::ting;uished from trIo 
latest acceptors by their relative youthfulnoss, grBater education, 
hir;her incomes, groater social contacts, Gnu amount of reading. Thus, in 
pro.ctically every means of (tlertness and "social consciousness" the A 
operators havo beon clearly uistin{;uisheJ' from ti1,e DIS. 
However, in all of theso discriminatinG ch~rnci;;eriGtics, it wus 
observed that ::1.1 thoug,li in most instances ther.a ex.i.ste'. slif;h"t; differences 
between tho mid-acceptance groups (·B and C), neverthelesG the relativoly 
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early and tho rolativcl:l late acceptance Groups were intermediate to the 
extreme acceptance oategories. The constant similarities of porcentual 
distribution::> of the intermediate groups plus similarities in the 
dispersion of tho data indicate that the two 19.rf',;o mid-groups ma;'l 
be conceived of as ono large hom0i:;eneous aGgregate rather than as two 
large intormediatebroups. The application of the normal frequency curve 
to the acceptanco process further sUbstantiates the conjoining of the 
two intermediate groupings. (2G). Thus,' the majority of any popubt.lon 
fo11ov[s a 5:Lmilar pattern of behavior while distinot diffe.rences may 
be notel in tlH3 extreT:le groupint; (in this casc', A's and D's). Con-
sequently, with the fusion of the tYro mid-t~roups I the relationship 
between tho factors noteo above and rapidity of acceptance becomes still 
more evident. 
Among tho pers~l hackl~round factors we obscrved that the latest 
acceptor::> of the trait were considerably older than the earlie!' acceptors. 
We concluded that the data. substantiated tho generally held relation-
ship betWoen alj8 and conservatism. Education, too, was distinctly 
related to rapidity of acceptance. lihile not one of the Ie.test acceptors 
had received hie;her tha.n an eic;hth grade education, a large proportion 
of the earlier a.oceptors had attended hiC;h sohool and colleGe. Contrary 
to recent studies (12), we fOlli1d that nationality background in genoral 
showed no relationship to rapidity of acceptance of the trait. 
The economic fuctor wus exoeedingly importnnt in differentiating 
the acceptanco Groups. In fact, the r'11ationship betwoon income und rapidity 
of acoeptance was one' of the clearest factors of difforentiationoetween 
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the acceptance groups. Size )/ corn aer:: 'ge ~ a re_~lection of inco te was 
of course also ).1ositively relat'ld to "proEressiveism" in acce-~)t().nco of 
the trait. It was also found that lent;tn of A.A.A. affiliation was r .. erely 
a. reflection of the rola:tionship ,}etvloen income and rapidity of acceptance. 
BalancinG farm accounts also constitited a siG' ificant fa.ctor in distin-
t;Uishing the acceptance groups. 
Analysis of mobili t~T provided several interefil~in~~ observo.ti::l1.S. 
For the owners a. nOGP.ti VEl relationship Was OljscrveJ bet~lfecn molJili ty and 
rapidity of accept[l.nce. Thus, the owners in tile .A. 8CCE::)tance group r.-oved 
less frequently than tho later D.cceptors. For the ten0.nts, amount of 
mobili ty VfO.S not D. discriminatinG factor. Tenure statue, of itself, 
differentiated tho acc('n:tanco groups only slie;htly. AI thouf;hthe fevr 
ver'j' earliest and the few very latest acceptors Viera ovmors, nevertheless 
generallJr ~ no relationship vms obsor1od between rapidity of acceptance 
of the trait and tenure status. 
Further~ '7e concluded that the factor ~ Gocial participation was 
posi tively related to "prof,';ressi vism" in acceptance of hybrid s06d corn. 
However, extent of neir;hborliness an an index·of primalY intElraction~ showed 
little differentiation between the acceptance groups. Total numlJer of 
organizations and specific types of organizations lJelonced to constituted 
clearlydiscrililinatinf, factors. For exruaple, whereas the eurliest acceptors 
belonged to three or more organizaticms, the latest accept".nce group 
operators clQimed membersilip to only one organization. 
The analysis of 'leadership as a distinguishing factor cobreen 
acceptance groups, when measured by offices held and ;nembership on COT~­
mittees in local organizations, was of particular interest. We observed 
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initially the relntive lack of leadership amonG all acceptance croups. 
SocondlYI we noted that the latest acceptors providedfewor lc!).ders as.n. 
croup than any other acceptance class. 'No finally conclude d that l('laders 
in farm practice acceptanco·constltuted only a sIIlall proportion of the 
leaders in community or~~anizations. This TIaS of esnecial significance 
• .1. "._ 
as it tondo:} to n13::;8.te any general "innate" theory of leader3hiI'_ 
Rending, when measured by number of bulletins, magazines and news-
papers, and library books read, showell 1: positive relationship to 
rapidity of acceptnnco of the trr,tit:;. Tr1.!"s to local trade· cEmters,,' trips 
to Des Iiioines, nnd commercial recrention wore also founll to be discriminnting 
fa.ctors among tho earlier and later acceptrmce broups. Atter..d9.l1co at f!).irs 
discriminated only the D operators from the other accoptance Groups. 
In sUITlJi:ation l wa havo demon::;trato'.\ that cerblin !,orsonl11, economic, 
and $ooio.l characteristics seom to differentiate operntors accepting hybrid 
seed corn at different time intervftls over a period of diffusion. It is 
certain that our cc:nclusions could possibly be re fineJ. ,,;i th 11.01'0 precise 
mea:::urement devices. Jiowever, this analysis lilUSt be conceive:l of as 
explorlltory in essence, and this exploration haG proved tha.t perhaps the 
insight to the matter of differential acceptance of culture tro.i ts may be 
partially a::plained by variations in personal, economic, and social charact-
eristlcs bet-Ymcn acceptance !;roupsparticipa Un~ in the diffusion process. 
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CE.APTBE VII. Pli.()GP.ESS~VIS."; IL ACCEPTALCE C~' EYBRID SEED conn 
FLLA'lliD TO ACCEPTAl.C,'E OF OT}!El~ AFFIi.OVED FARM PRACTICES 
Purpose of Chapter 
The differential acceptance of hybrid seed corn by the operators 
has already beon demonstrated. The association of certain personal, 
economic "and social characteristics with rapidity of acceptance has 
also been analyzed. 
However, we are now interested in finding out whether or not 
"progressivism" in acceptance of hybrid seed corn is related to accept-
'ance of other approved farm practices. In other words , is the -ver~-
fact of early acceptance of the trait indicative of "progressivism" 
in acceptance of approved farm practices in general? 
In order to probe this question, the farm manaGement ~xperts of 
Iowa State College were asked to provide a list of approved farm practices 
which the most progress;i:.ve farmers would likely have. This list was 
culled so that any practices which farm operators would have an un-
equal opportunity to obtain were eliminated. Hine practices were finally 
selected. The acceptance of these other farm practices was then 
related to rapidity of acceptance of hybrid seed corn. 
Table. 51 discloses the total number of farm practices taken on 
by each of' the hybrid seed corn acceptance groups ~ Table 52 presents a 
porcentual arlalysis of the porportion of each a.cceptance group which 
ha.d accnpted each approved·furm practice. 
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Table 51 
Humber and Pcrcenta['.;c of Fann Cpcrators in Each Acceptance Group 
Accepting Other Approved Farm Practices. 
---_ .... 
l;umber of· A B C D Hevel' Total 
Practices N (,f/ N 7'~ N J/ U 7'~ .N /,0 II % p /0 
0 
1 2 11.8 '2 0.8 
2 1 4.2 1 1.4 6 4.2 2 1l.S' 2 100.0 12 4.8 
3 3 12.5 5 6.8 16 11.3 2 11.8 26 10.4 
4 3 12.5 11 15.1 30 21.2 4 23.5 48 18.5 
5 1 4.2 18 26.0 40 28.2 3 17.6 63 24.3 
6 7 29.2 14 19.2 28 19.9 4 23.5 53 20.2 
7 2 8.2 18 24.7 16 11.3 36 13.4. 
8 7 29.2 3 4.1 5 3.5 15 6.0 
9 100.0 2 2.7 2 1.4 4 11e$ 
Total 24 100.C 73 100.0 145 100.0 17 100.0 259 100.0 
Analysis of the Data 
Table 51' discloses that a positive relutionstip exists between 
rapidity of acceptance of hybrid seed corn and acceptance of other 
selected approved farm practices. AlthouCh the difference is slight 
bot-woen the A nnd B acceptors" nevGrtheless a clear grndient is 
observod among the acceptance groups. The 11.. op~rators had accepted 
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on the avera.ge nearly six. other approvod practices as con:pnred to five 
and a half for the B's, fiv~ for the C's, and four for the Dis. 
'.i'he differences between the groups take or. more significance v,hen 
an analysis is made of the percentual distributions of all opora.tors 
accepting seven or more of the practices. Thus, 37:~ of the A's, 321~ of 
the B'B, 16~; of the C's,and not one of tho operators in the D Group 
had adopted seven or more of these practices. 
rchen an analysis is made O:L all opera.tors aoceptinr; three or less 
practices, it is found that the A groups included. proportionally more 
operRtorsthan the intermediate groups. Howevflr, tJ:e D O'~'AP :3till h<:td 
proportione:r.81y twice the nur:lber of operators acooptlng throe or le:3 s 
farm practices than the A group. As l6/~ of the A (;rovp were in this 
category, it seems to indicate that a fow of the earliost acceptors wero 
only progressivo in the acceptance of hybrid seed corn, but conser-v-A.tive 
in the acceptance of etho:i.r approved farm practice:;. 
A study of ths adoption of individual farm practices as related to 
rapidity of acceptance of hybrid, soed corn of course corrohorg,tcs th'3 
goneral relntionship already noted. l'he A operntors in· every instnnce 
had accepted the farm practico more frequently thall tho D acceptor:;. 
However, the relationship betwoen " pro&;ressivism" in acceptance of 
hybrid seed corn and adoption of other app:roved practices was lilost evident 
in tho following practices, n8111ely listening to market news, chicks 
separate froJa the hens, earmarkint; P~i~s, and rubbor tires on traG-tor. 
For example, threo-fifths (GO.O%) of the A's, one-tllird (34.7;-~) of the 
B's, one-fourth (25.0;C)of tho C'::;~ f\lid on1;;- one-sixteenth (5.0, .. ,) of the D's 
ollrmarked their pie;s. Consequently, rapidity of acceptanco oi' hybrid seed 
corn is related to the D.cceptance of athol' ar~:rroved f~rm practices. 
Tablo 52 
Nu.T.ber A..'ld Percentage of' FaI"l>l Opera tor3 in Each Acceptance 
Group Accepting A Specific Approved Farm Practice 
Listen to Ma.rket News Hog ~ • + t- .. iJanJ..va~J.on Cull Hens Chicks Sep. From Rens Ea.r:nark Pigs 
Neyer Reg. Irreg. Yes lIo Yes Ho Yes No Yes No 
N % N % N 10 n % .. % u % N .-if II rrl. N % N % N % 1'1 /0 ,0 
A 0 0 21 87.5 3 12.5 11 52.4 10 47.6 20 87.0 3 13.0 19 82.6 4 17.4 12 60.0 8 40.0 
B 1 1.4 61 83.5 11 15.1 31 44.9 38 55.1 66 90.4 7 9.6 46 63.9 26 36.1 25 34.7 17 65.3 
C 5 3.5 106 75.2 29 21.3 44 32.0 93 68.0 121 86.4 19 13.6 79 57.2 59 42.8 35 25.0 105 75.0 
D 3 17.6 13 76 5 1 5.9 7 41.1 10 58.9 12 75.0 4 25.0 3 21.4 11 78.6 1 5.9 16 94.1 
,-' 
Prot. St!pp1. for Hogs Flax This Year Rotated Grazing Rubbers Tires on Tractor (ll 0.. 
% % Unk. c1 % % c'! % % % I Yes ITo /0 Yes no Yes 70 no Yes no 
A. 19 86.'1 3 13.6 10 41.7 14 58.3 18 75.0 6 25.0 16 66.7 8 33.3 
B 63 87.5 9 12.5 25 34.2 48 65.8 55 75.3 18 24.7 45 61.6 28 38.4 
C 106 75.7 32 22.9 2 1.4 33 23.1 110 76.9 91 64.5 50 35.5 72 50.3 71 49.7 
D 11 64.7 6 35.3 5 29.4 12 70.6 10 58.8 7 41.2 4 23.5 13 76.5 
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C:,APTER VIII CONCLUSIOnS 
The Temporal Diffusion Pattern 
1. The temporal pattern of diffusion included three distinct sequential 
periods l namely slow initial growth# rapid riso, and decline. 
2. Chapin's annlysis of the "S" curve of social change was corrobora.ted 
by this research. 
3. The oontour of the ogive curve of cumulative acceptance indicated 
that there seemed to be an "instantl1 when the trait receiv~s cOllununity 
sanction, and from this point on l rapid aoceptance followed. 
4. The farm operators did not accept the trait immediately but deferred 
acceptance for a period after initial contaot vii th hybrid seed corn. 
5. The earlior acceptors v,·ai ted a shorter period after initial contact 
with the trait before acceptance than the later acceptors. 
6. The earliest acceptors of the traitperformcd a special funotion for 
the cOIDluuni ty" and constituted an experimentD.l laboratory for the rest 
of the cOIllr.lunit;,{. 'While the earlier operators must traverse the trial 
and error stage in experimcntint ; with the trait, the lnter accoptors 
benefited from the experiences of the most "pror;r()soive tl Group, and 
thereby were able to avoid the trial and error period. 
7. Althour;h the earliest accoptors took the initial risk in accepting 
the trait, they received special benefits froiJ1 their earliest acceptance. 
Not only did they obta.in [,;roator yields fro!u their aoreage than tho:w 
who did not accept the- trai t, but also thoir corn vIi thstood tho drouGhts 
of 1934 and 1936 much botter ::;han their neighborr;' open pollinated seed 
corn. 
Sources of Diffusion 
9. A functional dichotomy of diffusion agencies existed arnoil[;the 
agencies of diffu3ion.(J) The initiati-ve agency paved the way for obhor 
diffusion media to follow; it constitute:! tho initial mechanism- utilized. 
in the process of diffusion of the trait. (2) The activatint; agency 
constituted the medium which served as the convincing mechanism in the 
diffusion process. 
10. Salesm0n were the major source of orir,inal diffusion over the entire 
time span. The throo othei' major oriGinal sources of diffllsion were 
neighbors~ fann journals, and radio advertising. 
11. Original sources of diffusion were of differential importance over 
different parts of the time spun. 
12. Neighbors were the most important single source of diffusion for tho 
entire time span. Salesmen represented the second major important-
source of diffusion; othor agencies were of sliGht significance as 
important sources of diffusion. 
13. l'liost importa.nt sources of diffusion woro of differentiul sign:ificunce 
over different parts of the time span. 
14. SaleSlUAn were prominent both as oriGina.l and as lIlost important 
source of diffusion. As an originnl source and as most important 
source of diffusion, salesmen follow dissimilar patterns. As an original 
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source of diffusion 1 salesmen ini tiany increused in importance and. 
from 1930 on declined in prominence. As most important source, salesmen 
steadily declined in i::!porto.nce as the trai t became embedded in the 
oommuni ties. 
15. rHlilA as an introductory mechanism neighbors were of slight 
value, it was found that neighbors represented. the outstanding activating 
mechanism which influenced the farm operators. l';ei[;hbors as ori,:;inal 
and as most important so urce of diffus ion also followed different 
patt~rns. 
Factors Assodatod with the Rapidity of Acceptance of the Trait 
Personal ba.ckground 
16. The latest acceptors of tho trait were considerably oldor than the 
earlier acceptors. 
17 •. Education was clearly relatai to rapidity of acceptance. Vihereas 
a large portion of the earlier accoptors had attendoi high school or 
college, not one of the latest acceptors had advanced beyond a grammar 
school education. 
18. l'Jntionality background showed no relationship to rapidity of 
aoceptance of hybrid seed corn. 
Economic Factors 
19. The positiv~ relationship betvreen not income and rapidity of 
acceptance was one of the clearest factors of differentiation bevNeen 
the'acceptance groups. 
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20. Size of corn acreage was 0.1:30 positively related. to rp..pidity of 
acceptance of hybrid seed corn. 
21. Balancing farm accou!'ts also constituted a significant factor 
in distinguishing the acceptance groups. A distinct positive rolationship 
was observed among the acceptance groups in the per cent balancing 
their farm accounts. 
22. A negative relationship was observed between mobility of the ovrnors 
and "progressivismll in acceptance of the trl3.it. For the tenants" the 
amount of mobility was not a discriminating factor among the four 
acceptunce groups. 
Social participation 
23. Neighborliness as amellsurement of extent of primary interaction 
proveu to be a non-distinguishing characteristic of the several acceptance" 
groups. " 
24. In general, hovrever, extent of social participation was positively 
related to rapidi~ of acceptance of hybrid seed corn. Total number of 
organizations belongod to and extont of participation in these organizations 
were both positively relatod to "progressivism" in acceptance of the trait. 
25. The earliest acceptors belonged proportionately to a larger nUf.1ber of 
religious .. economic and occupational .. frat~rnal, recreational .. and civic 
organizations than the luter acceptors. 
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26. Less thali 25J~ of any acceptance group served in leadership capacities 
in local organizations. The latest acceptors provided fewer leaders 
as a group than any other acceptance class. 
27. Leaders in acceptance of fanll practices represented only a small 
proportion of the leaders in local organizations. This revcalt~d a 
fundamental fallacy in any l1innate" theory of leadership', namely 
that different leadership situations demand different types of leadership. 
28. The earlier acceptors of the trait read more bulletins, magazines 
and newspapers, and library books than the later acceptors.: 
29. The more "progressive" operators took more trips to to the local 
trade center and to Des Moines than did the later acceptors. 
30. Extent of correnercial recreation was also found to be a discriminating 
factor bet-ue8n the acceptance groups. The earlier acceptance groups 
participated a great deal more in this type of activity than did the 
later acceptors. 
31. Attendance at fairs discriminated only the latest acceptors from the 
other acceptance groups. 
32. Those operators who a.ccopted. hybrid seed corn earliest also accepted 
more approvel farm practices than did the latest acceptors. 
Summary' Statement of Conclusions 
This research was conducted on six major hypotheses. It is therefore 
necessary to summarize the cunolusionD of the study in a manner evidencing 
verification or disproof of the initial hypotheses. The analysis of the 
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data indicated: 
1. That the curve of diffusion of hybrid seed corn does follo· ..... Chapin's 
liS" curve of diffusion. 
2. .That the later acceptors of a culture trait do benefit from the 
earlier £1.cceptance of a certain portio~ of the population, and consequently, 
the earlier acceptors do perform a speoial function for thlJ c onunun it Yo 
3. 1'hat diffusion agencies do vary in importance over different periods 
of the curve of diffusion. An excellent example of this differential 
significance of agencies of diffusion at difforent periods in tho 
diffusion process is tho increasing importance of neighbors as most 
important source as the trait spread throuGh the cOl1uuuni ties. 
4. That diffusion agencies have different fUilctions. The a2;ol1cies 
in the diffusion of hybrid seed corn were thereby classified as 
initiative and activating agencies. 
5. That some personal, economic and social characteristics of the 
operators are associated with rapidity of acceptance of the trait. 
Operators differentiated by rapidity of acceptance possessed different 
oharacteristics. 
6. That "progressivism" and "conservatism" in farmer's acceptance of 
new traits does apply to other traits as well as to the acceptance of 
hybrid seed corn. 
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CHAPTER IX. GENJ~R.AI. SUI'.'iHA1(Y OF' TPJ:; TrlESIS 
This study coristi tuted an analysis of' the diffusion of 'hybrid seed, 
corn in tvlO hiC;hly cOllunercial ized., capitalistic Iovia Corurnul,i tics. The 
four major objectives of this research were (1) to trace the 'ter~\poral 
diffusion of the trait into the t\'vo comnuai ties; (2) to discover and 
evaluate the channels of diffusion for hyl:rid see,1 corn; (3) to determine 
whether differential rapidity of acceptance of a trait may be explained 
by personal, social, and economic characteristics of the operators; and 
(4) t~ determine whether or not "progrec:sivism" and "conservatisni'in 
farmer's acceptance of noVi traits apply only to one trait or also to 
other approved practices. 
The data. corroborated the liS" curve of social chant;e developed by 
Chapin. It was further discovered that farm operators d.id not accopt 
the trait irmnediately after first contact with it, -out rather deferrod 
acceptance until a later date" Ho..-wver, the earliGr acceptors of 
hybrid seed corn waited a shorter period after initial contact before 
acceptance than the later acceptors. 
The earliest acceptors of the trait perfonned. a special function 
for the connnunity. They represented an experimental laboratory in which 
the utility of the trait was dotermined. 'llibereas tho earlier acceptors 
han to undergo a trial and error period of experimentation, tho la.tor 
accoptors wore ablo to avoid this exporimentn.l period as t.hoy venef.i.ttcu 
from the oxperiencoz of those who hau nlrencl.y a.ccoptcd the trait. 
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Sa.lesmon were the najor oricin:).l source of diffusion over tLe 
ontire time spf'.n y,[;ilo neightors. conGti tllted the most ililportr.nt ::;ouree of 
di.ffusion. Tho ori t-;inI:1.1 and tho TiJOst import~nt sources of diffuGion 
wore of dj.fforentinl importanc~ over different parts of tho time 
spun. l'he study of 3.1;Onci08 of diffusion further :loCi t.o t:r~o conclusion 
that diffusio~ medin. mny be runotionally (Uvidecl int6 initintivo Dnd 
IlOtivatint; af;oncios of diffusion. 
The earlier acceptors we 1'0 cloarly (iistlr~cuished fro::1 the later 
flcceptors by their relntivc: youthfulness ,crf.'ator edv.cation, hi;)1or 
incolJ1es, greater Goeio) rrrticipation, nncl [U,lou't cf l'eadin~~ of news-
papers J fn.rm journols, and bu1J.ot~.ns. Gonsoqu('ntly, those porscnDJ., 
economic and social cl1nrD.c\:oristics seem to cEffcrontiatc operators 
nccoptini; tho trt:l.it ut different poriods in tll'J J.li'i';.lsio;: p·ocoss. 
He.tionality, tenure status, mo·,ility for tl."l tenfl.ut f_;rOlrp, extcrd:; 
of De~{;hborlinosc, 2.l"d loo.dership in cOJllr-nunit7 orGanizations wers 
in Gener~d not relo.terl to ra\lidi ty of o.cceptf1ncc 01' tLe tre.i t. 
"l'rocressivism" or "co~s(lnrD.tism" demol1st.rcctCQ b~r the .far.n operators 
in their acceptnnce of hy1")rid s~;c:d corn .... ·ns nlsu as::30ciated ':Ii t.h 
the Rcceptance of ot~er approvel far~ practices. 
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This research '::e..c essont~all:: EJ;'~plor[Ltor? in nature; hov!ever~ 
the stuG.;r }ll1.d indice..ted tho potentioli t.ies of tho anftlysis of o11ct1'-
ncteristics of difi'e1'entil'l.l acceptance groupG in the diffnsior: process. 
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Appendix 
A. Identification: 1. 
Nams _________ Twp._, ______ Sect. ___ Sch. No. ___ Date ____ _ 
Tenure 
--------------
B. GEHERAL FABl'>1 PRACTICES: 
1. What has been the most important idea about farming that you have learned in the 
past year? a) 
br Source 
-----------------------------------------------------
2. "'hat has been the most important new tool or machine? a) 
3. What has been the most im'tJortant farm practice? 
b)~ource ____ ~--~---
a.) b) Source 
4. What are your f0UrCl?f\ for' gaining new information on-n-e-\l-' -m-ethods, practices, 
and m1.(;i1inc: ~~ 7 
a) Radio Ad':-t:rtising 
b) W 0 I ----
c) CoU:Uty A,:;ent ~ 
d) I. S.C. Bulletin ____ _ 
e) lie\1s:rapf>rs, ____________ _ 
f) 7arm Journals 
----------------g) l,feighbol's ____ _ 
h) Salesmen 
i) Others -----------------
5. ~lhich one is most important to you? 
6. When did you buy yout present auto:lob,ne? 
. a) b) ne"l c) used d) radio 
---'----7. When-aid you buy your present truck? 
a) b) new c) used d) radio 
8. Do children participate in 4H or FFA? Ye-s---No Not-ap-p-l-y-------
9. Do you attend Voc. Ag. Hight School? Reg. b) irreg. c) Hot at all 
10. D~ you belong to any cooperative? a)____ b) how many ____________ _ 
C. HYBRID SEED COrtN: 
1. Year first used a) b) total acres in corn c) in hybrid 
-------- ----------- ------
2. Year first heard of hybrid seed corn a) 
---
b) Source 
3. Acreage in hybrid & total corn acreage: (e. g. 20/(50) 1934 ___ 35 36 ___ _ 
37 38 39 ____ 40 41 __ _ 
4. Would you have planted more hybrid in anyone year if more seed had been available? 
a) b) year 
5. ifuy did you not take hybrid corn sooner? 
6. What did you hear that made you suspicious of hybrid corn? 
7. What or who were your important sources of knowledge about your hybrid corn? 
a) 
b) 




8. Do you use certified C01~? a) Have you consulted a Co. Agent 
I S CBulletin, or Extension Service b) _______ _ 
, 9. . (FOR ~'ENANTS ONLY) 
Did landlord a) demand b) encourage 0) express no conoern 
:....---d) hinder· e) prevent ____ ,..-_ 
f) When did your landlord begin to share the cost of hybrid corn. 
------
D. rffiAT TYPE OF LIGHTD~G DO YOU a~VE a) Is hi line available b) 
c) l,'Thy not used ------
-----------,------------
!i:. Do you listen to market news broadcasts a) regularly __ b) irres_' _'_ c) not at all 
Receive Iowa Farm Economist 
-------
Practice !Y NO YEAH YEItE IORIGntAL 
! USED HEARD SOURCE 
F. Hog Sani:tatiod I 
a) HcLean Sys. , ~ b) Partial Hc. C 
c) None 
G. POULTRY I 
a) Cull hens I 
H. Chicks separ. i i fl~om hens I 
I. BUY SECED I chicks i 
J. Use phosphates 
K. Eannarlr pigs I 
I 
L. Protein Supple 
for hogs 
H. Flax this yr. 
Ii. Use L CORN PICKER 
,0. Rotated I 
Grazil'lt-<.S i 
'P. Tractor 
a) Rub. Tires 
b) H~aa Light i 
c) Rn.DIO 
~. Attitudes 
1. Protective tariff 
2. Farm for son or daughter 
3. Consolidation of far.ms 
4. Pay tenants for n-l1provement 
5. Labor Unions for farm laborers 
6. If you could. live in town and 
receive compara.ble income for 
sarne amount of "Tork, accept it 
7. Enough opportunity faT social 
life in community 






















HEY NOT I CA:BuL :i.[OI 





I cureo for 











R. FARM ACCOUNTS 3· 
1. Do you keep farm accounts? 
2. ~lliat kind: Date began 
a) Check stub d) 
-----b) Calendar 0) 
c) Memo Bk. (Int. Har) f)-----
date 1c) _____ _ 
1)--'-___ _ 
m) _____ _ 
n) 
-------
g) Systematic Acct. Bk 
h) Ames Farmer Bus.Ass 
i) FSA Farm Acct. 
j) Other 
-----
3. Do you balance e..ccounts regularly (annually) 
S. BACKGROUlifD DATA FOR ALL OPERATORS: 
1. Did you vote in the 1940 pres. electioll -~-~-2. How many families do you nieghoor with at least once a month ____ _ 




No. Reg. Sat. or \lled. nite 4. Have you attempted to get credi t 
in past 5 yrs. for: (Obtained) 1. Des Moines 
--- a)New Equip. 2. Jefferson 
3. Grand Junet. 
4. Scranton --
b)Hew Type S.::ed_ 
c) Soil Imp. 
5. Other 
----._---
Did father operate this farm? a) 0) grandfather? 
Years in A.A.A. a) all b) none 
1933 34 35_ 3ti 37 38 39 40 
Did, son 15 yrs. or older help operate this farm in past 5 yrs. a) 
b) how long e) education d) Voe. Ag. 
41 
T. (IF RELATED TENAN'l: OR IlUIERITED FAm'I) a) Rel. Tenant b-) Inheri ted 
c) Year started as operator d) Yrs. on this farm not operator ------
U. (IF FARMER ~lAS INCLUDED IN 1937 SURVEY) 
a) ORGANIzaTION ADDED SINCE 1937 














DROPPED SINCE 1937 
3· 
H W 
------- H ~l 
H W. 
-------------
STATUS SIZE OF FABlvI 
!lame ______ Twp. _______ .Sect. ____ Sch. No. ___ Date ___ _ 
V. (IF FAl'HR WAf, NOT INCLUDED IN 1937 SUEVEY) 
1. Distance from tOvm 
2. MOBILIT': 
dates County, twp, . st. 










3. Occup. of father: Head b )w:tfe 
4. Nationality a) head ------·-----"""b ..... ) wife -------.. 




4; Pool, or bowling 
5. Athletic Games 
6. Ltbrary books in 1940 
-=---:,---7. Magazines & Newspapers Read 
a) _________ _ 
b) ____________________ _ 
c) 
------.-----------------
8. Household & Family 
d) ____________________ _ 
e) __________________ __ 
f) ____ ~:___----
Head: a) Age b) Education c) Age left home 
d).Voc. Ag. Course '------·e....,},.....",F,.-ami-ly Cycle Stage ----
f) .Tot. No. of children . g) No. at home 
-----------------
9. Heads Organizations 
1 19i~0 
1· 












I No. I No. 






% No. No. 
Attend. Off. Com. 
12. Community Participa-




Net Income in 1937 a) b) 1940 
NON fa.nn Income. c"')---:3::'::7=---------- d) l~o. ------
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Price Per Bushel of Corn, 1923-1939 







26 -------------- .60 
27 -------------- .74 
28 -------------- .79 
29 -------------- .78 







33 -------------- .32 
34 -------------- .58 













Price Tronds Relatec to .Agriculture in IOVIa, U. S •. Dept. of Agriculture 
Cooperating with Iowa Dept. of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 92.2 
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